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PREFACE

This book represents an artificial pause in the process
of curriculum creation and application. The purpose of
this pause is to take time to identify some of the key
decisions which have determined our last eight years of pre-
school curriculum development so that those who might care
to join us in the further development of effective pre-
school curricula may do so. It is an artificial pause
because in order to be effective, a curriculum must be under-
going major revision at all times reflecting the impact
that teachers impart to it who are learning to use the
curriculum and reflecting the "bending" that occurs as the
curriculum is adjusted to the special needs and successes
of individual children or groups of children experiencing
it. It is also artificial, of course, to say that this is
the Cognitively Oriented curriculum because it is actually
only one expression of that curriculum created by one group
of staff dynamically involved with children -- and impor-
tantly, giving of themselves. Yet it is hoped that it will
represent a point of departure for those who will find its
limits too restricting as well as those who wish to intro-
duce tighter programming.

One of the most important decisions for designing the
Cognitively Oriented curriculum was that it reflects a
structured theoretical position. The primary value of de-
signing curriculum operation around specific theoretical
considerations is the discipline it demands of the staff.
Supervisors of classrooms cannot say, in effect, "I don't
like that. Do this." They must say, "Let's look at the theory
and see what the basic ideas are that have to be employed."
Theory gives all of the group direct accr3ss to the guide
lines as the source of information open to all. Upon review
of the literature, few appropriate, well developed, and
systematic child development theories were found. One of
the most elaborated, if esoteric, was the child development
theory of Piaget. The principles of this theory were adopted
as the basis of the Cognitively Oriented curriculum, and
upon reading this book, the use of Piagetian theory and ter-
minology will be obvious. However, the adaption of the
theory to classroom practice is entirely the work of this
project staff and is certainly not the only way in which
these same theories could be adapted. Then too, the work
of other theorists have been utilized to varying degrees
in selecting program elements. Sarah Smilansky was instru-
mental in bringing our attention to the power of socio-
dramatic play and planning as teaching devices and procedures.



The psycho-linguists such as Chomsky, McNeill, and Cazden
have indirectly helped to shape our procedures of language
instruction and interaction. On the whole, however, the
curriculum can be seen as based upon the theoretical work
and experiments of Piaget.

It is important to note, however, that no matter how
sophisticated a theory may be, in a practical classroom
program it is but a tool. It should be employed only as
long as it seems to do the job, and it may be altered to
meet differing situations when it seems advisable. This
approach to theory leads into trouble very easily as it
permits a flexibility which may circumvent the theory. For
example, Piagetian child development theory does not use
some of the terms of processes employed in this guide. In
addition, the guide alters some of the terms such as "opera-
tions" to mesh with the recommended curriculum teaching
patterns which have worked well. Yet, the basic thrust
of the theory is present. Therefore, while there is a grow-
ing congregation of "high church" Piagetians in preschool
education, I would classify this curriculum as the product
of "store front" Piagetian theory utilization.

A second decision made in designing the curriculum
was that children must be active participants in learning
and must have the opportunity to test both incorrect and
correct answers through a multiplicity of experiences
within a highly varied environment. As Piaget recently said,
"You cannot teach concepts verbally; you must use a method 0founded on activity." This decision means that teaching pro-
cedures cannot be based on the standard practice of direct verbal
instruction with few opportunities for actual motoric experience 1
through interaction with objects. For example, in a recent class-
room visit to an ancient ghetto school, a large group of
kindergarten children were seated clustered about the knees
of their teachers. (The full time paraprofessional in the
classroom was cleaning tables in the back of the classroom.)
Each child held a picture of a dog, Zip, a character in a
weekly science paper "designed" for young children. The
teacher talked about the picture in which Zip was getting a
bath. After five minutes of general discussion, she asked
if any of the children had dogs at home. About five raised
their hands. Then one boy wanted to talk about something
else, which the teacher permitted for a few minutes. When
she returned to the picture she asked again who had a dog
at home. This time five different children raised their
hands. As we left, the teacher commented that she had five
more minutes allotted to Zip and his bath. This traditional
style of classroom discussion with its high level of sym-
bolic material and lack of object relevance to the children
is viewed as inappropriate. There is nothing wrong in
having a discussion about a dog being given a bath if it's
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part of some goal and the children have had the necessary
experience with dogs beforehand. But there's not much
point in talking about Zip just because the science paper
arrived containing that particular picture. The object of
classroom teaching is not the passage of time but nurturing
the development of each individual.

The third decision that helped to shape this curriculum
method was the recognition that teachers are essentially
creative and dedicated. Much of the current educational
curriculum development effort is directed at the preparation
of training packages with "teacher proof" methods through
totally pre-packaged scripts for each teacher to apply.
The impact of these methods cannot be over emphasized because
both parent groups and teachers are actively seeking out and
accepting these "teacher proof" methods for classroom imple-
mentation. The parents are interested in the acceleration
of their youngsers' learning of basic skills and in controlling
the teacher performance, and the teachers find the methods
useful, relatively simple to apply, and requiring little out-
of-school preparation. Yet as Adlous Huxley said, "In the
nature of things, machinery that is foolproof is also inspira-
tion-proof, spontaneity-proof, and virtuosity-proof." It is
the view represented in the Cognitively Oriented curriculum
that teachers must actively participate in the construction
of the specific expression of the curriculum for her own
classroom and group of children. It is through the struggle
that the curriculum implementation requires that a superior
program is hammered out. Indeed, the curriculum in a large
measure is for the teacher and not the child, and successful
preschool programming is the result of a creative response
to the demands of the theory on the one hand and the needs
of the children on the other.

Once any successful program has been created, the cri-
tical problem is to maintain the effectiveness of the pro-
gram over time. Most educators have had the experience of
going to a location where some highly successful work had
been accomplished and finding that once the project was over.:
everything returned to the old ways of operating. For
example, in one school system a highly structured program
(teacher-proof style) operated for three years. One month
after the withdrawal of outside supervision there wasn't a
trace of the former project inspite of considerable evidence
of program effectiveness. In another system, several teachers
adopted a "new method" (ITA) for teaching reading and the
results were said to be "spectacular." Four years later, a
new teaching staff was complaining that the "new method"



didn't work and the children weren't reading as well as
they should. Examination of the actual data from the four
years verified the fact that there were no differences
among those taught by the "new method" and those taught
by the old.

In the Cognitively Oriented curriculum the problem
is approached through the establishment of a maintenance
system called a staff model. Basically, the assumption is
that as important as a good curriculum is, the framework
within which the curriculum functions must be carefully
established and supported for an extended period of time.
Passing out materials such as giving teachers this guide,
showing some training films, discussing preschool curricula
during a week long training workshop, etc., will not permit
the development of effective programs. An adequate staff
model is essential, and it is discussed in*chapter of
this guide.

There are, of course, a number of other points that
might be raised as basic to the Cognitively Oriented
curriculum. One obvious one is the complete lack of atten-
tion explicitly paid to the affective development of the
child. This neglect does not mean that the curriculum
is unconcerned with the emotional and social needs of the
children who participate. It does, however, reflect the
general reaction by most observers to well run Cognitively
Oriented curriculum classrooms that these needs are being
met as the program progresses through the style of class-
rooms operation that the curriculum creates. Certainly
the follow up data on children from the preschool using the
Cognitively Oriented curriculum indicate better adjustment
than children who did not have the preschool experience.
Those readers interested in this issue will wish to read
the second volume of this report where the longitudinal
research data on children who have experienced this curri-
culum is presented. The volume is Longitudinal Results
of the Ypsilanti Perry Preschool Project.

The Ypsilanti Perry Preschool Project was the work of
many people over the years. During the course of the five
years of operation various staff participated from one to
five years. Of special importance was the work of the
teachers who implemented the project with the children and
their families. The teachers rose to difficult and demand-
ing tasks with gratifying dedication. It was because of
them the Perry Project was able to obtain its teaching and
research goals. Mrs. Donna McClelland and Evelyn Moore
were head teachers. Mrs. Linda Rogers, Mrs. Judy Borenzweig
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Colby Hart, Mrs. Carol Emmers, Mrs. Helga Orbach, Mrs.
Louise Derman, Mrs. Mary Hamilton, and Mrs. Emmalyn Ander-
son were teachers. The project has the benefit of active
research assistants, Mrs. Hanne Sonquist, Mrs. Sarah Lawser,
and Mrs. Lora O'Conner and research associates, Dr. Constance
Kamii, Dr. Norma Radin, and Dr. Ronald Wiegerink all of
whom made many important and original professional contri-
butions to the research. Mr. Gene Beatty, principal of
Perry school, gave needed support when necessary. Through-
out the years of the project, Ypsilanti Public School
superintendents, Dr. Ray Barber, John Salcau, and Dr. Paul
Emerich and Michigan State Department of Education personnel,
Dr. Nicholas Georgiady and Dr. John Porter were instrumental
in facilitation of the work.

The Ypsilanti Perry Preschool Project was undertaken
and completed because of the direct support and permission
of the Ypsilanti Board of Education and the Washtenaw
County Board of Education. Without the long term commitment
of these groups,,the project could not have been completed.

Charles Silverman provided special assistance in the
editing and reworking of some sections in this curriculum
guide.

My thanks is extended to each of these individuals
and groups.
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CHAPTER ONE

. INTRODUCTION TO THE CURRICULUM

.The Ypsilanti Perry Preschool Project was initiated in
the Ypsilanti Public Schools in the fall of 1962 as a long-term
effort to assist educationally disadvantaged Negro children in
developing the concept.S and abilities necessary for academic
success in the public schools. Starting with a structured
curriculum, in 1962, the program emphasis was on visual motor
skills, number'concepts, and language enrichment activities.
An essential aspect of the program was weekly home visits to
each family to involve the.mother in the process of her child's
'education. In the spring of 1964, increased interest in
,Piagetian theory, advice from language consultants, and assist-
ance from Sara Smilansky regarding pupil planning, dramatic
play, and impluse control activities laid the foundation for the
alteration of the program to the current framework, which is
.called the Cognitiyely Orient4 Curriculum.

The theory of Jean Piaget provides the foundation for the
Cognitively Oriented curriculum. Spanning over 40 years of
research, this evolving theory is best viewed as the framework'
from which the curriculum is adapted. Because Piaget and his
colleagues are principally interested in how children think
and how their minds grow and develop, what has emerged from
their clinical research is a theory of mental development
rather than a curriculum for teaching young children;*
consequently, the specific items and activities in the Cognitively
Oriented curriculum are derived by the p\ school teachers and
staff from this theoretical base. The specifics of the curriculum
are not defined activities which are utilized over and over;
rather they are constantly changing activities which may be
employed to implement the goals derived from Piagetian theory
and from content areas of Piaget's research, Thus, in this
curriculum, the focus is always on the aiLceps of learning
rather than on facts or subject matter, and within the given
range of preschool behaviors, particular attention is paid to
the deveopmental levels of individual children.
almErrosollm,

*.While Piaget's theOry provides the framework around
which the Cognitively Oriented curriculum is organized,
it should be noted that Piaget's work has been entirely
with "middle- class" children rather than with disadvantaged
children or with mentally retarded youngsters. However,
because his theory deals with the nature of mental growth
rather than with specific content, it is relevant to all

children.



PTAGFT'S THEORY OF COGNITIW; DEVELOrilENT

To undevstand Piaget's heoryo one mu:it utiliv,e at least
par; *of a specialized vocabulary and Intr:gratc this into Piogetls
conception of the C01152;30 of intellectual development, As a
beginning point) Piaget divides :Intellectual devolopmetit into
three periods, a sensory -motor period) a period of concrete
operations) ond a period of fovmal ol'ora;:iorr.J. Each of these
periods derives it1 F. name from the uay in *fhl..;h the child
organizes his growing knowlcOge of' himself :11(1 the world around
him.

Since all of these periods include both the new star4e (the
child is beginning to organize throw;h the formation of lilental
images, or pictures) and the stage he has mastered, each stage
represents a range of behaitiors, A stage theory of development
has certain built-in implications, One is that there is a
sequence to development wherein the steps follow an order which
does not vary. However, ;ft the classroom, a child may flucto.ae
from one level of representation to another) as he i!3 assimilating
and accomodating new experiences to form new concepts, For
example) the child) 'laving experienced the concept of in:out
motorically on the Index level of r.opresentation, is nou ready
to employ the concept more abstractly on the symbol level of
representation through the use of clay models. However, the
child may go back to operatIng on the Index level, for a 'n2ior
period of time as if to make certain he is performing accurately
on the symbol level.

A second implication of the stage theory development is
while the earliest stJges in the sequence are the prerequisites
for later stacs3* they are never entirely displaced by them.
The following chart gives the developmc!ntal stages of these
levels of representation,colorged in the Colliti'iely Oriented
curriculum.

In Piaget's outline of development) the . nT2school -ager

group involved in the Cognitively Oriented curricullim three.
year-olds and four-year-old s-- falls at a kind of "in-betacen"
level of intellectual development. With the close of the
se4isovy-lootor, peciod at approx.Imately two years of age, the
child is capable of roprecl:cati thini4s 'ic) hImaelf; that is, he
uses symbols, but in a vex.y I.Judimontary form. From these
beginninss) the child thinking vaaaally moves toward.higbcr
levels of representation, Tho end point In this period of
Clvelopment Is .nAink.ing charactori2ed by concrete operation
T,Ank,Lns at this 1 c!vo1 lu otill tIt. to dif.-.:ct 1)xner.ionce, bvt
.J.;; glso ham a loicical component The subDorIod whIch precedes
th.,: flItainment cf conc. op.lcational thl.nki.ng .Ls the more
oi,. 3n!Js .11:1-hween .i.e vol E.-:i.t; IrUchpreschcol chi:Aron operate,
N:(q thouglj;;Lt tbis lovi 1'iai.:6 41s "proopef.ational",
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Preoperational thouglis not yet truly logical thous,2ht
because the child is still guided, in large part, by "how
things look." Nevertheless) some important chan;es have taken
place in the way the child can deal with his c-inivonment. In
the sensory-motor period, the child acquired 'and used the
"facts" ( cognitions) he constructed from his environment purely
through action; in Piaget's words, his cognitions were "action-
organized." Preoperational cognitions, on the other hand, are
what Piaget calls "action4ontemplative;" intellectual functions
which had been .entirely characterized by overt acts have now
become internalized in some form, so that the child now has
some form of mentalrepresentatrions available to him. For
Piaget, it is this ability to mentally represent which marks
the emergence of real thought.

The Cognitively Oriented cuoriculum is concerned primarily
with the development of symbolic functioning during the sub-
period of preoperational thought . It is based on the assumption
that intellectual growth is the result of the child's ability
to create meaningful representations of himself and his
environment and to relate these representations to each other.
This ability to make things or sounds stand for an object ox'
an event and to relate these objects and events to each other
Is a critical aspect of cognitive development. The repres-
entations may he concepts) thoughts, images, or symbols, and
they may refer to objects, problems, or situations. What; is
important is that these representations and relationships,
however rudimentary, are always organized into some frameHork
through which the child views the world. This framework constitutes
the child's way, at a given time of looking at and knowing
about himself and his environment.

Saying that conition is characterized by orri(mIzatjon
regardless of the stage of development, implies that cognitive
development is not simply a quantitative process of adding on
new elements in a chain; rather there are qualitive differences
between levels, since each level is organized in a distinct,
specific way, (Recall that periods are designated according to
the way in which thoua-.7.is orgnizod.) This .?,s a central
premise of Piaget's theory and of the Cognitively Oriented
curriculum.

In addition to organization, cognition is characterized
by aclantation. This means that ti child both adapts incoming
kno4ledge to 4is view of the won l and adapts his view of the
7:Iod to the new Ynowledoe, Thus, the "structure" of Intelligz,Ince
is always potentially mo0ifiable, and modiric.ation alay8
In the dl.recti(m of gneater ccr:iplexity and atractness.



Piaget points out several distinct features in the
thought processes of the preoperational child, the age group
for which the Cognitively Oriented curriculum is designed.
First and foremost, thought is largely intuitive. This word
is used by Piaget to mean that cognition is guided by perception- -
what appears to exist--rather than by rational considerations.
This is most apparent in the child's tendency to "center" one
particular static feature of the environment at a time. The
child not only focuses on states rather than on transformations
or changes he may witness, but he also focuses only on one such
state at a time. While he may "decenter" and focus on a second
feature, there is no logical connection in his mind between his
two centerings. What he sees at the moment is what is "real"
for him.. This process has been explained by likening the young
child's thought to a series of slide pictures--each centering
exists as a separate entity, and he is not yet able to stand
back and see the total picture. This "serial" quality means
that the child's thought at this stage is irreversible; in
other words, there is no way, except arbitrarily, to record the
starting point of the series, to keep track of or take into
account changes which occur between "pictures." Reversible
thoughts on the other hand, is capable of undoing itself; that
is, changes in the environment are recorded and used so that
thought can revert to its starting point. Until this ability
to reverse develops, the child's thought simply proceeds like
a series of slides. There is constant revision, but no recording
of this revision. Since its foundation is constantly shifting,
.preoperational thought is characterized by instability and lack
of organization; hence the fleeting grasp of concepts children
Sometimes.-display.

In the preoperational period, the beginnings of reversible
systems, oreciperations, appear. As these develop, the child
.begins to deal with his environment through mental manipulations
rather than direct, overt actions, the latter having been
internalized as images, or mental pictures. When this kind of
representation appears, it becomes possible for the child to
'deal with objects when they are not physically present or when
they are partly hidden. This means that the child attributes
permanence to objects; that is, he begins to attribute a
substantial basis to an object, so. that when it is completely or
partially removed from 'his immediate perception, he knows that
it still exists. Similarly, the child learns to attribute size
and shape constaricz to objects, so that regardless of the angle
or distance from which he :views an object, the mode in which he
perceives it, or the array in which it is displayed, he knows
that it is the same object.

-5-



Mental representation has specific consequences for
mental groth, for it makes environmental manipulation possi.ble
on a level other than the physical and at times other than the
"here and now." This means that the child can now conduct what
Piagot calls "mental experiments" on things that he has previously
encountered, instead of having physically to manipulate concrete
objects that are directly before him, The coordination of such
mental mnnipulations into what Piaget calls "operations" mar'(s
the period of concrete operations in intellectual development.
The term "concrete" means that operations are tied to events of
direct experience, either of the immediate present or the past,
In other words, they have specific referents. (Compare the
latev period of formal operations, in which hypothetical instances,
probability, and symbolic manipulation are utilized,) Operations,
broadly defined, arc representational acts which have been
organized into a functioning whole and are related to other
such systems. As such, they can be combined to make now ops)rationf3
to cancel other operations, or to undo other operations.

Representation varies in degree of abstractness, and some
acts tend to be internalized and operationalized at different
times, This is reflected in the fact that the period of concrete
operations extends, according to Piaget, from roughly age seven
to age eleven. Similarly, the gradual emergence and development
at the preoperational level of the ability to represent events
and objects mentally does not occur all at once. Piagot has
designated two years and seven years years of age as the
beginning and end points of preoperational functioning. In
1;he formation of meaningful representations in ever increasing
degree of abstractness, Piaget has outlined three levels of
representation: index level, symbol level, and sign level.
These are ordered in terms of their degree of complexity and
abstractness, and index level being the most simps and concrete,
the sign level the most complex and abstract.

At the lnde-4 level, the child begins to deal with parts of
"7VC,T.

objects as bein ,.Tresentative of the whole, and with certain
cues which can be taken as representative of the objects
("reference-giving cues ") , The cues the child has to deal with
are often marks or sounds which are causolly related to the
objects and therefore indicAtive or representative of them. To
Lnfer "duck" from duck footprints or "telephone" from the sound
of a ringing telephone, aro eamples of 'sepresentin objects
given less than csaplete physical evidence of their existence
o'r presence,
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At the symbol level, the child is able to deal with
representations of objects that are distinct from the objects.
In other words, the representations are not part of, or causally
related to, the real objects but exist as separate entities,
so that the child must construct a link between the real object
and the representation of it. Examples would be pictures, from
the realistic (photographs); to the more abstract (line drawings),
and clay models (including those made by the child). Included
at this level is the use of the body in representing objects
or events (termed "motor encoding"), such as when a child hops
like a rabbit or pretends to be a fire engine or makes the sound
of a car, and the use of objects to represent other objects
(such as a block to represent a car).

The ultimate level in Piaget's.outline of levels of
representation is the laajevel, or representation through
words. While the child is able to use aingerespond to spoken
words at the earlier levels of freep,re5Zir11417byl, written words
are the most abstract means of representation, being a completely
arbitrary configuration of marks in a particular shape and
arrangement. The ability to represent objects and events at
this level, that is, the ability to read and write, is not part
of the focus of the Cognitively Oriented curriculum, but in
developing the child's ability to represent on increasingly
abstract planes, the curriculum does provide the prerequisites
to this ultimate level. For example, when a specific word such
as-"duck"-As::verbalized7'or:twritten,the child, having gone
through all of the preceding levels of representation can
mentally construct the concept of "duckness" so that the word
alone evokes vivid and meaningful mental images.

Piaget draws a distinction between performance on the
motoric level and verbal performance. Until the child has
language, his manipulations of the environment are entirely
physical. Language is obviously important in constructing
and extending mental representations, and Piaget emphasizes its
significant role in facilitating the shift to 'representational
thought. However, Piaget also contends that language is neither
a necessary prerequisite nor a necessary consequence of the
child's ability to create representations of himself and the
world and to make "mental experiments," since a certain level
of mental representation has to be reached in order to accumulate
the fund of "mental pictures" which serve as the, initial
referentsffor the development of language. However, oncehe has
acquired language, the child possesses an extremely efficient
tool for assimilating and manipulating the environment, because
language is such a precise encoder of environmental information.



CONTENT AREAS AND GOALS OF THE COGNITIVELY OR CUE RICULUA

The main premise underlying the Cognitively Oriented
curriculum is that there cannot be a basic understanding of
self and world without the ability to place the self in time
and space and to classify and order objects and events)
Within tho Piagotlau frxmcclox'1 this mean ;1 th,,O; two kind,; of
capabilities have to be developed by the cnild. First, the
child must begin to make connections between objects, between
events, and between objects and events; that; is, he must
construct relationships among the things in his environment and
thpn expand his system of relationships into an organized way
of dealing with the world, Second, the child must begin to
construct mental representations of himself and of his environ-
ment and to deal with these representations in increasingly
complex and abstract ways, The two are complementary: the
ability to construct and make usa of relationshtps goes hand.
in hand with the ability to construct meaningful representations,

Piaget's delineation of the levels of representation is
employed by the Cognitively Oriented curriculum to help the
child develop representations, and elementary typos of relation-
ships have been derived front the Piagetian framework to aid
the child inbonstrilotjnF and organizing a system of relation-

, ,ships with wnicn he can deal both with the real world and the
represented world, Two kinds of elementary relations have
been outlined: logico-mathematical and spatio-temporal, The
former are derived from Ptaget's earlier work on logic and
number and subsume classification activities and sertation
activities; in preschool, these arepapploached at the rudi-
mentary level of grouping (clasifylA,9 and ordering
(seriating) objects according to certain criteria) Spatio-
temporal relations are derived from Piaget's earlier work on
time and his more recent work on space. (It is important to
understand that, Jn this context, Ptaget is concerned with the
representation of space, or the chtld'scconstruction of space,
:cather than wltn space as it is directly perceived by the
senses, In other words, such concepts as figure. / ground
and figural afber-effects are only indirectly relevant.)
Spatial reasoning includes the child's ability to contruct
mer,u1:hv;.ful spatial relatl.Qnships and, at the preschool level,
this is implemented through the use of such concepts as over/
im&-)ra u p /dc,wn9 insicWoutsideo Tompwal reasoning includes
roasoning about :.,)quen(;es9 cause and effect, and, at the pre-
school level5 dealing with the definable properties of We.
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From these relationships, the Cognitively Oriented
curriculum has outlined four content areas: classification,
seriation, temporal relations, and spatial relations. The
breakdown is at times artificial since the areas overlap in
many instances, but it serves as a focus for the teachers
and provides a framework through which the curriculum is
developed and its goals implemented. The specified preschool
goals for the content areas of the Cognitively Oriented
curriculum are presented below in abbreviated form. They are,
in practice, the core around which the Cognitive teachers
organize their daily activities.

(1) Grouping, or classification, is approached first
through having the child make relational or functional dis
criminations--things go together either because they are used
for some activity (e.g., a spoon and a fork go together because
they are.both used for eating) or because they get their meaning
from one another (e.g., a hammer and a nail). More complex
groupings are based on descriptive discriminations, that is,
on certain attributes that can be perceived, such as size, shape,
or color.. The most abstract means of grouping is on the basis
of gross discrimination, or conceptual labeling (e.g., vehicles,
furniture, and other such general categories).

(2) Ordering, or seriation, is approached through having
the child deal with objects in terms of their relationships
in size, quantity, or quality (e.g., big/little, more/less,
rough/smooth). The preschool goal is to enable the child
eventually to deal with four sizes and four quantities and
with three qualities.

(3) How the child perceives himself in space and how he
perceives relationships in space, or spatial relations, is
approached through expressions of the orientation of the child's
body and of other objects in space. Through motoric experiencesy
and later through verbal experience with the prepositions of
position (e.g., in/out), prepositions of directions (e.g,, to/
from),;.and prepositions of distance (e.g., near/far) the child
is aided in his development of meaningful construction of space
and spatial relationships.

(4) To understand and respond. to Lemoral relations,
children begin to deal with time in terms of periodshaving a
beginning and an end;'they :begin to understand that events can
be ordered chronologically and that time periods can be of
variable length.



Following Piaget, the CoGnitivel.ly Or cun?lculum'
is committed to the child's e:.:per:I.on(4ng concepts on the
motoric level and being involved in direct; phy,sical mmjpulatioa
of the environment at all levels of .,r1Pre-Cin; involvement
on the verbal level is gradurdly added, but the motoric level
is never entirely displaced, Motoric experience with concepts
provides a bae for later verbal experience, By using his body
to experience concepts, to operate on objects, or to cmploy
objects .for operating on other objects, the child develops a
"reel" for the concepts, and this facilitates verbal expressiono
For example, a child's motoric exp:::vicnce of rolling gives him
a basis for generalizing to objects '(eq4, a ball rolling) ,
and this experience in turn provides the basis for verbally
dealing with the concept of "rolling",

The co2;nitive goals are implemented along the levels .

of representation delineated by Piagot, specifically, from the
index level (causally relating marks or sounds to objects or
using other reference-givIng4.cucIs as signals of objects) , to
the symbol level (idetifying objects from pictures dif:Coring
in degree of abstractness, models, and line drawing99 and using
motor encoding in various reprsentational ways), and finally

. t e the sign level (us Lng words alone as representations of
objects),

The motoric and verbal levels of operation are similarly
integrated, or "fed", into the levels of repre:;entation, 'Fur

example, (1) the child uses his body to opf3rate on objects
I.nd to 7,<p.ertence concepts; a.2.d (2) the child is brought to
p-oogressively higher lcnels of veyrbalif4ation rtarttng gram
the point at which the teacher provides the verbal -timulus
and prozressing to the point at IglAch th(; child is ,.bla to
l'ypont.:.nesly verbalkze not only actions j1A2t; c(,Ir.ploted but
a15o actions completed in the more re.mote. past,

SUMMARY

The Co'z.nitively 0..oentd c=ionwum to based on Pii:,;:setian
theory aad is spcificiOly deisined to enable chllOven to -;.voduce
meanigful mental vc,p2:sentations ond de%:q.ve relationships among
U and civnts both :Y.'eal and r!=:pvese(ited, Piagtatian ideas
basic to the cuirlialum are that there is a scol(.ace to rJiental
i'vewth that; ci.lopment occi;vs in a rtvies.c.if "stops", with
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earlier steps preparing for and providing the base for later
steps; and that this sequence is always in the direction of
simple to complex and concrete to abstract. From Piaget's
research, four categories, or curriculum content areas
(classification, seriation, temporal relations and spatial
relationships), have been outlined, and specific preschool
goals have been derived from each of these curriculum content
areas. Implementation of the preschool goals follows the
Piagetian sequence; the tools employed are Piaget's outline
of the levels of representation and description of the motoric
and verbal levels of operation.
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$UECTED ANNOTATED BII;LIOGRAMY ON COGNITIVU DEVEWPrfTiNT

A1.m y Cbitteaden, E, Paula. Young
Children's thinking: studios oF so:qe aspects of
PT7T-Y&Tr7.--TTiEJI-Vt-NTSTTY(ifF1'a)5.-Eh67.:;C6-"TE-5-15Tess,.

This book describes a project that attempts to study
effects of classroom experience on the young child's
thinking about natural phenomena. It reviews Palgot's
theory of dovelopvaent and learning, describes some methods
that test Piaetian ideas, presents the results OF a study
of individual children who were tested at different ages
and children who were tested together at the sane age, and
discusses the iffplications of these results for curriculum
development. Chapters 1, 2 and 7 in particular arc
jnteresting 'reading.., and teachers may also wish to look at
the middle chapters, especially chapters 3 and 6, for games
which might be adapted for classroom use

Beard, Puth M. An outline of Piaget's dovolophlontal Psycho-
logy fogy for ,

969.
This book makes representative protions of Piagot's

wok readily available to the teacher and introduces his
specjalized vocabulary, It contains a 5:lossary and hib-
liography.

1330xly, Molly and Nitchfiold, Elizabeth. A guide to reading
Ploget. Now York: ,Schock-en Books, 1.1.4'6157-r%I--iip-...--

ftxtensive t)xcerpts from Piaget's writings on number,
space, geometry, lo-);ical thinking, moral judgment, and the
child's construction of his environment are Presented,
followed by discussion designed to help the reader under-
stand.Piaget's theory and apply it an oduc:ational setting.
For t'.tchers in a cognitively ori.or.tod curriculum, this is
perhaps the most helpful book on Pjarret currently available..

- 12



Flavell, J. The devtlopmental Jean
New York: Van Ni-61-iind, 1965:-WIT-27).p.

This is a comprehensive and readable general survey both
of Piaget's theories and his experimental studies, presenting
also an evaluation of his work. For those interested mainly
in what makes a theory "cognitive," the Introduction and
Chapters 1, 2 and'il are particularly useful. Teachers (as well
as students of Piaget's psychology) will find this book an
important asset.

(Hunt, J. McV. "The psychological basis for using preschool
enrichment as an antidote for cultural deprivation."
Merrill-Palmer Quarterl 1964, volume 10, pages 204-2.48.
.A77617 echenger, F. editor) . Preschool education tolm.
New York: Holt, Reinhart, and Winston, 1§657------

Despite the longwinded title that might imply a biased
middle-class approach to the "disadvantaged," Hunt advocates a
strongly educational approach in preschool. He discusses I.Q.
changes and what they mean, and the problem of finding an
approach to teaching young children that will give them the skills
they need.'for success in school.

Piaget, Jean.

For the nonspecialized reader, Piaget uninterpreted is
difficult to understand. However, if one goes to Piaget's
books with specific questions regarding how children come to
understand the world, he can gain valuable insights. Some of
the roost relevant of Piaget's books are:

Pl26_,dreams and imitation in childhood. New York.
W.W. NortoriTIT=TErnok describes the evolution
of children's games and discusses Piaget's theories
of play and symbolism.

Th22asholp y of intelligence. Patterson, N.J.: Littlefield,
Adams, 19 0. This is Piaget's most complete presentation
of his theory of intellectual development.

The origins of intelliEence in children. New York:
TY.FrE7I9MThis bookTM's specifically with

the development of sensory-motor intelligence up to
approximately agetwo.
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osvcholoical studies, Edited with a introdu,;tion
;

by David y:dkend. ',Jew Lor.,c: Random Hou,r.:r?, 1968.
Pia set's theory is presented in six essays which
discuss sonic. of his most basic and most difficult
concepts. Written at different points in Piagat's
reseavch:4 each of these philosophically oriented
essays deals with the prGblem of 1<vuowlek;e: how the
child comes to know his ,,forld and how universals
( logic e' ;r:. truth) develop frOm particulny
experiences.

(with Inholdor) Barbel) Tho psycholory of the child.
New York: Basic BookS;fg0,--ailat-q
latest book; it is a synthesis *of the developmeutai
child psychology he has formulated over the last
forty yearsp covering the stages of cognitive growth
from infancy to adolescence.

Each of tho following books by Piavt can be helpful in
giving a teacher' ideas for preschool activities9 ';:housh t ;he

teacher will have to adapt these from Piaget's experiwnts and
neGerviews with children.

The nhild's concept:. ) of number. New York: Humanities
. IC . ,

Iress
9 . 9 5 ;

(with Inhelder) B and Szemiuska,, A.) The child's
u.v.1% es0

c.onceptIonoffr..3ometry, New York: W. W, tiorton.i
1964,. This :is one of the clearest of Piasetts books
and should give the teacher many ideas Col'. classroom
activities,

(with Inheldero B.) The child conoe.otin of y,.)0. C?
1'1,0 ut. g

New York: Hwflanities .eress9 196b.

The nhild's (tnncy:ipt.ton of th(?. world. Pai;ter.-;on;
Littioic.tAd L.) :) loo(). 9 .. .

The construction of reality in the (.:hild.. New York:r rt, r , rt. ... , 4 IV. J .7.2.

Ba4.!ic Books 19549

ond reasouin7 in 'cbe 0.111.10, Pat)to.,..(.;on N,J,:
t: e 9 5 9

-.1.m Sara, '.milt-; effects of sociodramf.,.tto, .olav )n dis
ft: p 31100J. 3. 1. rt; 11. o AC. uy

(:mi.)no!A..g's book tic.'; way in which oMl(f!Kic.)n f
etiffont bac'r.voullrs build up 1:4leir Imowl2dra of s*tilr.%tiolis

114
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and peopleand how their observations and experiences are
reflected ,,sin their play with other children. Since many
of SmilarOcy's ideas, particularly that socio-draqiatic play
can be to foster cognitive development, 14awe been
incorpo$ted into the Cognitively Oriented currculums this is
an imporitant book for cognitive teachers. Chapter 5 suggests
ways 1,/which teachers can make use of the classroom environment
to instruct children.
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CHAPTER TWO

o

TEACHING IN A COC=NITIVELY ORIENTED PROGRAM

CURRICULUg PLANNING

INTRODUCTION, The teacher in a cognitively oriented
preschool program must; rely to a reat oxtent on her own
skill and creativity; the curriculum is only, a framework to
help the teacher sequence moaninEful learning experiences
for young children9 rather than a prescribed series of
activities or lesson plans On the other hand 9 the teacher
must plan the activities she will use in the classroom within
a definite structure, What this means in practice is that the
teacher .has the freedom to apply her skills creatively and to
take the initiative in paanning but she also has the obligation
to apply her talents for specific purposes and from the point
of view of a structure that she has accopted9 the three-sided
structure: First the teacher must have in mind certain goals
from each of the our content areas derived from Piaget's work
and discussed in Chapter One .slLC n se.riation temporal
relations, and spatial relationS kie must d'a6ae':ihTch
activities best Implement theso goals, Second within the levels
of representation outlined by Piaget (index symbol
and sin level),, '12e must plan the sequenceof activies

e nc,througn hicn uild builds his ability to represent, Third°
the teacher must observe Tailther the children al'e operating
strictly on the motoric level or if the verbal levels aro also
being inorpo:?ated3 the mi.lst know which of these levels of
oratIon is proclominant, Meoo are the three ;Ades of the
fI'amnwork ':,:'olii '1:1.011 the tchey., muot plan her clss.,:oora -.,-tvit..1.:.0
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THE THREE-SIDED FRAMEWORK FOR PLANNING IN A

COGNITIVELY ORIENTED CURRICULUM

Sian

_Symbol
11.4

/ 41Index ".0)

e \\ Verbal
A
0

\

VI) \

,c) Motoric
0 \her

o0

..4tect Codenf fireo4
Classifi- -Seriation Temporal- Spatia].
cation Relations Relations

It would be easy at this point for a teacher to say,
"Impossible! You can't possibly expect teachers to think on
three dimensions at once every single day. There's just not
enough time." Actually, it is an easier process to work with
than to read about. Reduced to its simplest form, the teacher
really is asking herself these two questions: Where are the
children right now in terms of their mental abilities? Where
is it that I want to take them; in what ways do I want them to.
grow mentally? Since there are curriculum goals, the latter
question is not difficult. Once the teacher has answered these
basic questions, she considers the sequenced levels of
representation and the levels of operation which provide her
with an outline to help move the children from where they are
toward the predetermined goals. Thg teacher should. ask herself
these same two questions whether she is planning for a relatively
short period (for example, a week) or whether sheis planning
for a longer period of time. In either case, the teacher begins
by observing the children to determine the most appropriate
starting point.
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Obviously not all of the children in a preschool
class will be at the same symbolic and operational
level at the same time, especiany if some of the
children have been in the preschool longer than
others. The teacher will have to take this into ac-
count in her planning, with the results that there
will also be an individual basis to planning and that
flexibility within the theoretical framework will there-
fore be required. I °or example, the teacher may try to
get the less mature children involved with a concept
(such as in/out) simply on the motoric level, but she
may expect other children in the group to verbalize
the concept as well or deal with it in a represented
form (such as pictures) . An important by-product of
this approch is that the teacher, by looking at her
children individually rather than at her "class", no
longer has to do the kind of "compromise teaching" that
is aimed at the children in the middle ability range.
At the same time, she is provided with a way of assess-
ing a child's performance, not on a scale of "how much
ability does he have?" but rather in terms of "on what
levels is the child now operating?" Once she makes this
assessment, she can then decide what; steps follow in
the Piagetian sequences

The teacher's skill and ingenuity come into play in
determining how she will utilize the levels of symbol-
ization and levels of operation to help the child move
toward a more complex and adore abstract way of function-
ing. To be able to lookatthe child, look at the goals,
and then develop an eiEfivity to implement the goals on a
given lev3-C,f-705?-511fatTOn and operation requires a
thinking teacher, a creative teacher. e feel this can-
not be over-emphasized, because a teacher's college ex-
perience revolves so closely around courses in methods
of teaching, with a "how-to" orientation. In a cognf
tively oriented program, the teacher must consider act-
ivities , or methods, last of all , whereas in the usual
teaching situation and particularly at the preschool
level, the teacher probably starts with an activity
rather than a goal, and then tries, in the course of
the activity, to point out things she considers import-
ant. For example, a comment often heard in preschool
circles is that "all children love cooking," so in the
"traditional" preschool, the teacher might decide to
make pudding with the children; during this activity
she might point out that the pudding is' becoming thicker,
that the heat from the stove and the stirring with the
spoon are producing this change, that there are bubble's,
and, in terms of group activity, that the children must
take turns stirring. In this example there are many
things going on at once aroung the child and they.are
either left for him to discover or else bcought to his
attention, but primarily as a string of "facts" which he
must l ake in mid integrate, Ti? a cognitively oriented
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program, making pudding would come into being as a class-
room activity only if the teacher saw this as a way of
approaching a certain goal. Since our teachers would
probably accept the dictum that "children love cooking,"
this might be an activity a teacher would use for a goal
which might be as remote from cooking as seriation, the
specific seriation goal being, for example, ordering
three sizes. With this goal in mind, the teacher might
utilize spoons for serving into three bowls, all of
different sizes; throughout the activity the teacher
would emphasize the sizes of the utensils used.

In any given activity the teacher deals with only
one concept at a time. If she sees the activity as a
good way of working towards other concepts, she uses
it again at another time and emphasizes a different
goal, rather than combining these goals in this one
activity. This is probably the point at which the
difference between a cognitively oriented program and
an enrichment program is most apparent. In an enrich-
ment program, the child is exposed to any number of
new and supposedly essential experiences; usually no
direct attempt is made to label or interpret these ex-
periences for the child, or, if the experiences are
labeled, the job of integrating and categorizing them
is left more or less to the child. In a cognitively
oriented program, however, the child encounters a
variety of experiences (though not necessarily "all
kinds" of experiences), but the aspects of these experi-
ences that are relevant to cognitive growth are labeled
and reinforced many times over in the course of the year
and in increasingly complex and abstract ways. The re-
sults is that the child begins to develop a framework
into which he fits the facts of his environment.

In planning, the teacher must bring together into
a functioning whole the several components of the struc-
ture discussed above--the goals from the four content
areas, the levels of symbolization, and the levels of
operation. In Section II, the reader will find a se-
quenced outline of possible curriculum plans in which
these components have been integrated. While this pro-
cess of integration is essential to the operation of a
cognitively oriented program, the levels of symboliza-
tion and of operation, as applied to actual preschool
teaching, are discussed here separately to aid under-
standing.
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LEVELS OF REPRESENTATION APPLIED TO THE TEACHING
SITUATION. The levels of representation describe the stages
win-ENall children go through as they develop logical ways of
seeing themselves and their environment. The chronological age
at which children pass through these stages may not be the same
in all cases, but it is assumed all children do go through them
at some point in time. However, the extent to which each stage
of development is explored is variable. Since these stages are
basic to making the shift from real experiences to representational
thinking, it is:the purpose of the Cognitively Oriented durriculum
to provide the maximum amount of information and exploration on
each level for each child. We see this as a way to assure an
adequate base for intellectual functioning.

Briefly again, the_three levels of representation are:
(1) index, (2) symbol, and (3) sign, with real objects and real
experiences providing the foundation. At each level the child
utilizes representations that are more abstract than those at
the preceding level; the early levels, then, are very important
because they provide the foundation for attaining the later
levels.

Dealin with Real Ob ects and Events. At this level, the
child s experience revolves around real things in his environ-
ment. He experiments with concrete objects and events that can
be labeled. During this stage of development, the. child in a
cognitively oriented program is exposed to many objects and
_events, some of which he may not have been exposed to before.
The use of real objects or actual events as the starting point
in the educational process enables the child to begin forming
clear mental images which will aid him in moving from one
representational level to the next. Incomplete mastery at one
level makes it more difficult for the child to master the
ensuing levels.

In the classroon, the teacher determines the content area
from which she will choose her teaching goal., For example, she
may choose classification, specifically the category of animals,.
Experiences and activities provided for the children might
include classroom pets, walks through the neighborhood, or a
trip to the zoo. The initial emphasis given to these experiences
would be on identifying. the various animals both verbally and,
where feasible, through physical contact. It is important to
emphasize again that each activity or experience is planfied .

for only one goal. In this instance, the vial is identifying.'
animals. The same activity or experience may be repeated at a..
later time'tO implement a different goal, for example, seriation,
ordering animals according to size.



Example I

Goal: identifying animals (classification)
Activity: trip to a farm 1

The children may see cows, and the teacher verbally
identifies them:

This is a cow.
This is a cow.
Is thiS a cow?

Child responds:

Yes,. this is a cow.

The teacher also uses plural statements and "not" state -
ments; for example, "These are cows", "These are now cows"
.(see Language 'Techniques for more details.) When it is feasible,
the children should be encouraged to touch the animals while
they are verbally identifying them

. .

Example II

Goal: ordering animals according to. size (seriation)
Activity: trip to a farm

The language used jay follow a pattern similar to that
deicribed in Example I. The teacher provides the initial
verbal stimulus ( poinfinj it) calf):

This cow is little.
This cow is little.
Is this cow little?

.,

Child responds:

. Yes,.this cow is little.

4

Sometimes, because o.f financial limitations, school policies,
or for tether reasons, it:is not possible to use. real objects
or to experience actual events. When this is the case, the
teacher should begin with the most realistic representations
possible and use them in concrete, situations appropriate to
the real-object level. Examples of appropriate equipment might
be the realistic rubber zoo- and farm-animal sets often found in
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nursery schools, rubber community-helpe-o sets, reall:3tic
models of cars, airplanes, boats, and so on. Use of those
realistic models as "real objects" should be limited to
identirication and labeling activities.

Reisatiouatthcjpdex.., At this level of
representation the child deals` with cues which refer to specific
objects or ()vents, Cues can e parts of objects .;1:.,lidulu.s

properties of objocbs, or causal]y yolated cues such as marks
.or sounds. These cues all vefer in some way to objects. Thus,
as the child develops his capacity to deal with objects through
their cues he is p:;ailling the ability to reprosent objects and
to deal with abstract reprentations of objects.

The iaaterials and experiences provided for initial teaching
on this level should be as realistic and concvote as possible,

.

providing a link between real objects and eventr;r1A the first
level of representation. Some materials which might be intrtdlicA
for work ai; the index level are toy models of cars tylicks, :dr-
planes, boats; rubber animal sets; toy represontatiom3 -gt tools.

, , ,

theWben the childx.en have manipu]ated !and become fmillar vv,..tn the

realisidic representations of i::!al objects) tho teetter can boin
to add more abstract equipmont and materials to 1;Isw 119.:1.;:onment,

For example, instead of vr.Tvothmti.ons of trucks with realistic
details, she could provide big wooden v: ms that are e6sen1ia11y
only blocks shaped like trucks Dresenting very little detail,
and finally, the child could construct his own truuk by puttin
clip-on wheels on A unit block.

Experience with reCerenco-giving cues on the index,lovel
will enable the child to understand (a) than nvn object continues
to exist e vel, if it i:s completely hidden or only part oC it are
visible and that parts o.0 objects can thus st!v.,1d for the wholo
(object permonF2ncy); (h) thlt an object 1,01111.u3 fl.tuoTf when it;i
co:Ita::t or poi)itic.n.i space Is chad, and that certain
p:ocpertios remain constant ,:ma'odl2ss of wIlich of bis c:msoti
the child 13.6 es :i n perceiTin2.; an object ;objoct 2oust...); and
(c) that an object can b,-; :1AontificA th'z'ou.::h ce:ain i;I'L'.:.t;s ouch
as marks or t!)otmdb which ar2e caually ..olated to it. Thse
thea typ,,..)s of cu::)s will bo dif:;co,ssed 7,4.,alltely, but :In ::,:.;a1
teachiv tiN.4 uft:ill ;I:',) *Antiv..-)1,Atadc
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Object permanency the knowledge that an object continues
to exist even if it is not seen at all or only parts of it
are seen. There are three main aspects of object permanency
which can be used in teaching and which should be constantly
interrelated.

1. Recognizing part of an object for the whole object

(a) Child can identify an object when only a part of
..the object is seen; e.g., hide a car under a box
with only. the hood showing.

b) Child can identify an object from all of its un-
assembled parts; e.g., show the child the parts
Of a car.

(

(c) Child recognizes an object from one of its parts;
e.g., show the child an airplane wing.

(d) Child can identify an object given half of it;
e.g., show the child the upper half of a cow.

. .

(e) Child can find a wrong part or a missing part;
e.g., show the child a car with human feet
instead of wheels.

2. Recalling the absent object

. (a) Child can find an object after :successive visible
*displacements; e.g., hide a toy car first'under a
box, then under a handkerchief, and then under a
scarf. Child sees that the teacher still has the
car after she has passed her hand under the box
and the handkerchief, but that she does not have
the car after she has passed her hand under the
scarf. (Child has not mastered this stage until
he immediately goes to the last hiding place to
find the hidden object.) ,

(b) Child can find an object after an invisible dis-
placement; e.g., while the child watches, hide a
car in a box, then slip the box under a handkerchief

. and empty the box. Leave the car under the
handkerchief and bring out the box.

(c) Child can find an object under a number of super-
imposed screens; e.g., while the child watches,
cover a toy car with a cup,,abbx, and a handker-
chief, arranging the screens so that lifting one
reveals the next screen, but not the object. Also,
arrange the screens so that the child cannot
remove all three at once.
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(d) Child can rind an object after a sw..ie:; of' in-
visible displaccinons; e,g, the ta,.;her (2.07,3
a toy car with hop hand9 and while the child
watches, slides her hand under first a hancAker-
chief3 then a box., and then a scrfp leavin the
car under one of the screens. The oachol) ;31CIOW3

her empty hand aftsv the last move.

3. Recalling the missing object

(a)

( b)

Child can find an object which :L missing; e,so.,)
the teacher shows the child a spoon a car:, and
a block then removes one of thoi3e objocts. The
child is shown a box containing !throe objects3
including the missing objocto ami. selects the
missing object;

Child can name a missing object; e,s,1 the
teacher shows the child a spoon a (!r9 and a blocks
then removes one of these objects, The child nara,:)s
the object which is missing,

B. Object'constancy: the knoled,se that an object relit ,1r

t.se contextso positions in space:, or when
perceived thvough different sonses3 certain properties of
objects are assumed to be constant regardless of conditions
of perception. There are three main kinds of object
coll3tancy which can be used in teaching and :Mich should be
ii.Z.1al'Itly tnterrelatod,

1, RecoL;ni!:;ing objects in variou positions in space

,

a )
,

k Child names an object in Its ucotal cntext9 e.g.3
the teacher shows the child a hiocilov which che is
holdilig in an upri6ht position at table l:!./el

(b) Child ..(2eco[Lnizes the object :in chang,:ld perspective;
e 0. the trache'.' ri,how the child the MmmJ)5.2 f'r.,....,00

she hasrotated it and clznf.;c3d its position in
some way,

(d) 'Child reconizes the obj;-)ct from a disl;nce; eWT9
the teachoz. places the hammer at a 0.1.1ce f:ma
the child fir in an upJ.,iht and ' ',on in a
hovizontal pcisition,

2. 1.eoornizing objects :i.n Ifl.?,2io113 c1 :0.1;exto

H Cliild :oraes an object in i4;s Ur:11):?01 :Io4.:2-.t; 0,,Z.9

;)hf..) teaoher : ::11 :1 tho oh .Id a covl

n ),,141 n. t..1

I

I

I

I

I

o

I

I

I

1



(b) Child recognizes'the object in a different context;
e.g., the teacher places the car among art
materials.

(c) Child recognizes the object among others which
have a visual resemblance to it; e.g., the
'teacher. places a red car among other objects
that are red.

3. Recognizing objects through senses other than visual

(a) Touch--feeling without seeing; e.g., a mystery
bag--the child feels with a fork, a spoon, a
knife, etc., and identifies these objects.

Smell--without seeing; e.g., the child smells a
banana, an orange, *Ace, and identifies them.

(c) Taste--without seeing; e.g., the child tastes a
lemon, sugar, etc., and identifies them.

(d) Sound--without seeing; e.g., the, child hears a.
bell, a drum, etc., and identifies these objects.

C. Sounds marks and other cues causall related to real

.gkaSIE

1. The idea that sounds are causally related to real'
objects can be illustrated by the ringing of a tele-
phone. The real object makes the sound, and whether
or not the actual object is directly perceived, the
child is able to identify the object by the sound.
The sound, therefore, become's the "index" for enabling
the child to mentally identify the real object.

Just as sound may refer to real objects, marks may
also give "clues" which aid in identifying objects.
For example, human footprints in the snow indicate to
the observer that a person has been walking there,
and tire tracks In the mud indicate to the observer
that a car has been there. Children should be given
the opportunity to observe these phenomena during
recess and on walks or trips. In the classroom,
activities can be provided whereby the child can observe
various marks made by an object. Art activities quite
easily lend themselves to this kind of representation.
For instance, the child could make handprints by
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C . 2, applying paint to his hand and pressing his hand dowri
on a sheet or paper. Aftor observin the 1iAt,
the teacher and child could discuss the 1,olatiom;hip
between the mark observed and the object that is
represented that is thr:y could discms that the pr..11Y1
stands for the child's hando and his hand only andg
on a higher levelo that It stands for the child him-
self the 'whole person and him only.

3, Animals9 persons and objects also produce substances
and vehicles that can be taken as cues becate of a
direct causal relationship, Examples are a iThicken's .

egg a spider webo mouseddroppIngs9 and oil spots
left in parking spaces by cars and trucks.

RepresenAati.onatthemboUJevel, At the syrobol level
the chi..I.d deals wit-h constuctions which stand for objects or
events. These constructions bear a physical reseEblance to tho
objects or events but are differentiated from them in that they
exist separately,

The types of materials which can be used on the nj;abol level
include pictures (an2;ins from realistic photographs to ab,3tr;Ict
sketches); objects that are used to represent ether objects/c
such as a cup to represent a pail and toy ropresentations or
clay models and drawings made by the children themselves.

The teacher must always keep In mind that the order in
which she presents activities must be from the simple to the
complex, The way in which any particular activity is p:!sented
or structured depends on the level of the children's functlonins,)
as well as on the 1;cacher7 s 1,Dt'edetermined goal for the of;tivity.
For examplrlo if the cognitive goal is spati.al relations [fad the
specific focus is on the concepts in/auto the teachr NZy use
clay to hnlp teach and :ceI,tforce those concepts, Som of the
children could mdke cl'ly boc:as and place clay objects they have
made in the bowl and tke them out of the bowl while otiv.ly
children may simply pl:),ce pieces of clay in and take t:Ir,ki
Of paper cups.

There are throe:intevrlated vP-iol;ie of reprez3entation
with whic;h the teacher must ho conc,.lyned,

gator Encoding: nsMotor encodIng'mea to use one's body
.....--_, .. 4, .,, ,...,:J ,
to 1,(!prsrmt objects dr ev(mts and to.uso objects to
represent other objects, Motor enc,:dtos is an import,mt
stop in the child's py.'o!?;ress from :3(.1n.r!,ovy-:::...or iatellime
to z''...ntrl,t).-,..11 ..intullneef 'it p:yowl,d.-)s C.

r.o.r : n; .E'rci 1/4.-1.-.1.1 (concte.)) -7.i.r..1t:ti_n to

:.t;01 (,,:).=1,9.0W i.i..1..1.0::.0 i,,iif)h r!':(1n:i :.,:.;..:if.;tr,.:113

..-,:
''' r.v .
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mental images and carries out mental experiments. Motor
encoding is also particularly important frr sociodramatic
play.

Motor encoding should be approached as a sequence going
from less complex to more complex. For example, on the
concrete level, the child directly imitates the actions of
another person or object; e.g., the teacher rolls a ball
and the child rolls on the floor imitating the ball. On a'
more abstract level, the child represents the actions of
objects .or perbons without directly imitating them, e.g.,
the teacher holds up a ball to the child and asks him to
"do what a ball does." On a still more abstract level,
the child performs the action of an object not present, so
that he must'mentally reconstruct this object and its
action; e.g., the teacher says, "Show me what a ball does."
Thus, what on the most concrete level is imitated direclj
from external cues is, on the most abstract level, imita ed
wholly from internal cues.

Motor encoding has three components: make-believe
'imitation, and sociodramatic play.

1. Make-believe--the child imposesumental images on
other objects.

(a) Some objects share essential attributes of the
object being symbolized, e.g., garden hose used
for fireman's hose; wagon used for a car.

(b) Some objects share less obvibus attributes with
the objects being symbolized, e.g., a block used
for a telephone; a board used for a saw.

(c) Some objects can be constructed from others,
such as houses, buses and airplanes from building
blocks; trucks, cars and buses from shoeboxes.

2. Imitation including onomatopoeia,

(a) Representation of actions on an object; e.g., the
teacher shows familiar objects to the children,
such as a brush, a hammer, and a crayon, and asks
the children to act but what they do with these
objects. The children pantomime brushing their
hair, hammering a nail, and drawing with a crayon.

Representation of the actions of an object; e.g.,
the teacher shows familiar objects to the children
such as a ball or a car, and asks the children to
act out what the Qhjeol; does,'



2 (c) Reuresontation of verbs as actions indep,rndont
of objects; e,., the toachev says, "Show m.:7 hou
you brush your t,-..,r)th" or "Pretend that you are
goin,c; to sleep."

(d) Representation of modified actions; e,g., tho
, -teacher says;) on(Jw mu now you walk.

(e) Representation of feellnk;s; e,g. the teacher
says "Show me how you look when you feel sad, ''

(f) Role playing) including adult roles significant
and familiar to the children, such as mother,
father, fireman, teacher,

(0.) Onomatopoatic fovmo.tion of words in 'Imitation of
natural sounds9 suGh as "buz,rz" for a bee or
"quack" for a duck°, e.su, the tE:acho:;.) shr:us the
children a toy model of a cow and the child.cen
respond with the sound "moo, moo",

The idea of onomatopoeia is dill'ferc;ntiated from
sounds cm,i,ally r,,liate d to real objects on the
index J.e icl by the fact that the .!;.A.I.d

makes the sounO, of the object.

3 SooiodPamatic plaj. Th13 type of play is to
'vole playipg, but also -1..nclud.es

(a) Socii.1.1 i.ntevaction) e.r,',9 at lest
involved In psollo inter,aotion

(b) Vo'nal cc un:i.aat ion

Cc) FantaLv

(1) Mal,-e-believo about voles
(2) ivi.!:*c-believe

(3) Mc.o-bol.ie7e L,,bout objects

Toys al:a VCdUC20. to Lools, props

Play ''a ant-tal..ce far at ic!af:3t 10 m.n'Ites

In to cach io chl. 1ren how 1Decomo
inolveri In tbr:' tc!aohv

:1).) of ta,-.) crita
n:Dt ft0.f:Ulin:J: ;71:-te



teacher introduces the missing ones sin%ly. For
examples if verbal communication and fantasy are
missing, only one should be added to the play situation
at ahy one time. The teacher can help initiate
sociodramatic play by using field trips as a basis
for a school-play situation. ,For example, when the
children. return from a trip to the fire station, the
teacher can help them set up an area in the classroom
which simulates the fire station. The materials used
should be suggeStive rather than real; a garden hose
could represent the fireman's hose, a slide could stand
for the pole down which the firemen slide, and wagons
could be used as fire trucks. The children should be
encouraged to select the roles they want to take.

For example, they may all desire to be firemens
but each fireman should have a different responsibility;
some.firemen cook, some drive the trucks, some answer
the telephones some wash the trucks. The teacher shoilld
also take a role in the dramatic plays at least until
the children can carry the play on their own. Once the
children are able to set up their own play situation,
select their own roles, and engage in the total activity
according to the criteria listed above, the teacher can
diminish her role playing as well as her assistance in
setting up the environment.

B. Clair Models: Making clay models allows the child to freely
express his mental images of objects. While the model still
resembles the actual object, it is less realistic than a
toy representation. For example, the children may decide
that they need "fruit" for the doll corner. Having
previously become familiar with the real objects, they are
able to make clay representations of they 3a round object
could represent an oranges a long object a banana. They
may also desire to paint these models to correspond with
the actual colors of each fruit.

Pictures: Pictures of objects or events can range from
.very realistic photographs to relatively abstract line
drawings. To deal with such two-dimensional representationss
the child uses his fund of experience with real objects
(object level) and his knowledge of their cue propertiess
their permanency and their constancy (index level). For
examples in order for a picture of a cow to have meaning
for a child, the child must mentally reconstructs or
remembers the. three - dimensional real object. This task
becomes more difficult as pictures become less realistics
so the teacher should always begin with the most realistic
pictures or photographs and only gradually introduce more
abstract portrayals.
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(4) Representation at the Sign Level. At this
final level of symbolization, the child encounters
symbols which are arbitrary; that is, they bear no
resemblance to an actual object or event, and usage
is based on the attribution of socially shared mean-
ings. Words are the most common form of signs. Re-
presenting objects and events by a.configuration of
letters (i.e., reading and writing) is not attempted
in the Cognitively Oriented curriculum. However, in
providing adequate experience with representation of
real objects and events at the earlier levels, we
feel that we do build a foundation that provides the
child with meaningful and vivid mental pictures to
which the written word can later be attached. This
foundation, hopefully, will support the child when he
encounters reading and writing in the regular school
setting.

Levels of Operation Applied to the Teaching Situa-
tion. The motoric and verbal levels of operation are
used by all children in learning about and dealing with
their environmennt. In the classroom situation the
teacher must be constantly aware of the level at which
her children are operating, so that she can plan activi-
ties both to extend their experience on a given place
and to help them move toward more complex and abstract
interactions with the environment. Very young children
operate on the environment almost entirely on the
motoric level, that is, with their bodies. In this
sense the motoric level is an earlier level in the deve-
lopmental sequence, but it remains an important one even
after the verbal level has been added. Children learn
through direct manipulation of the environment, so it is
important that they be constantly involved motorically
with concepts at the same time that they are learning
to deal with them verbally . . . Therefore, the teacher
in a cognitively oriented curriculum must always be
aware of her children's functioning on both levels of
operation and must attempt to implement the cognitive
goalsboth motorically and verbally.
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In classroom application, the motoric and verbal levels
of operation are simultaneously integrated, or "fed", into
the levels of representations although the relative emphasis
placed on each may vary over the course of the preschool
year. The complexity of the process is further reflected in
the fact that the motoric and verbal levels of operation both
follow a specific sequence from less complex to more complex.
In practice, the teacher involves the children on both levels
at the same time, each child to the extent most appropriate
at a given time. The levels, however, will be discussed
separately for clarity.

Motoric Level. On the motoric level, the child is
physically involved with his environment. The involvement
may be direct or indirect. Following is the sequence of steps
from direct, or simple, to indirect, or complex, physical
involvement.

A. Child uses his oWn_Lo.dits.exsartencessreats: When a
child is introduced to a new concept, the most simple,
concrete way for him to experience, or "get the feel,"
of the concept. is through the medium most familiar to
him--his. own body. For instance, for the conceptsup/down
the child may jump up and down, using his whole body to
experience the concepts. Once he is comfortable using his
whole body and parts of his body to experience concepts,
the child is ready to move outside himself and begin using
objects in the environment to facilitate his understanding
of concepts.

B. Child uses oplactsLo_emaiance conceits: For the concepts
up down, a slide could be the object on which the child
operates--he climbs p, and slides down. The child is
still physically involved in the task, but he is also
phybically involved with an object. This way of experiencing
concepts is more complex than simply using the body, for
the child is now relating himself to something in his
environment. Where Tril able to do this, he can Move on
the more complex relationship wherein he uses objects.to
operate on other objects.

Co Child uses objects to operate on other objects: At this
states the CHild tiserlinstrumentsfi* to relate to and thus
Control the environment. For example, he makes a toy car
go "ma" and "down" the slide. The child is further removed
from the situation physically than. in the preceding
,examples; he is no longer directly experiencing concepts
with his body, but is beginning to see how relationships
between objects can facilitate his understanding 'of the
world.



C

The motoric sequence is instrumental in helping the child de-
velop clear mental images to promote his understanding of concepts.
For example, if a teacher were to ask a child to "put the book on
the table", the child would have a clear mental image of what he
was required to do, because he had been totally physically involved
with the concept "on", had used objects in the environment to ex-
perience "on", and had used objects to operate on other objects in
order to understand the meaning of "on".

(2) Verbal Level. On the motoric level the child performs
a given task, whereas on the verbal level he responds verbally to
a task. The sequence of steps outlined below (from less to more
complex) represents the most logical and realistic manner in which
young children learn to operate on the verbal level. However, it
has been found that the actual sequence does not always correspond
to this particular pattern. The following sequence then, may be
used by the teacher as a guide, but she will have to make the
necessary adjustment when working with her children on particular
concepts.

(a) Teacher provides the verbal stimulus: In dealing with
the concept "down", the teacher might say, "Go down the slide;" as
the child is sliding, the teacher may say, "You are goirig down the
slide."

(b) Teacher provides the verbal stimulus and the child
responds in one of the following ways:

1. Child tells what he is going to do before he does it,
e.g., "I will go down the slide", "I will go up the
ladder."

2. Child interprets what he has done just after he has
compl.?ted the task or action, e.g., "I went down the
slide," "I went up the ladder."

3. Child verbalizes while performing the action, e.g.,
"I am going down, down, down, (the slide)," "I am
going up, up, up (the ladder)."

4. Child interprets his actions from memory; e.g., after
work time, the child tells what he has done, such as
"I went down the slide and up the ladder." This is
more complex than step 2 because more time has elapsed
from completion of the task to verbal discussion.

(c) Child spontaneously verbalizes about a task, action, or
event without requiring verbal stimulus from the teacher.
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TEACHER ATTITUDES AND COMMITTMENT

It is quite probable that a new teacher in the cognitive curri-
culum will have to change some of her attitudes about teaching and
possibly some of her attitudes about how young children learn. At
some point, the teacher must step "inside" the Piagetian framework
on which the Cognitively Oriented curriculum is based.

The teacher who has taken this step has incorporated the
theoretical framework into her thinking and uses the framework as
a window through which she looks at young children in developmental.
terms and at early education in conceptual terms. At this point the
teacher is really "thinking cognitively, " and she is taking children
and goals rather than methods and activities as starting points for her
teaching.

Such an orientation is not at all easy to develop, because it
involves a certain period of time -- longer for some than others -- in
which the teacher is really adrift. She has given up her usual methods
of teaching, her fund of "ways to do things children like, " and until she has
incorporated the new framework into her thinking and found ways to imple-
ment the goals within it, she is forced to proceed almost blindly, without
the sure signposts and guidelines of a familiar system. In our experience
this is a process which all teachers go through as they accept and learn
to implement the cognitive curriculum. ,

A trap that cognitive teachers often fall into is that they think
they have changed when in reality they have not. What happens is that
they become adept at attaching cognitive labels, to activities they used
before they became cognitive teachers; the names change but the activi-
ties remain the same. When planning, they begin with thoughts about
activities that have proved useful in the past rather than about cognitive
labels. This is not to say that a teacher has to give up all of her comfort-
able ways of doing things in order to become a cognitive teacher. It
does mean, however, that she must give up her old ways of thinking about
what she does, so that, while she might find that certain activities she
has always used are still appropriate, she now chooses them for different
reasons.

A common reaction to the theoretical framework of the cognitive
curriculum is, "Well, I think that children probably do learn that way,
but I think you don't have to teach children specifically. I think children
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just learn automatically if you provide a warm setting with lots of
opportunity for interaction with other children and lots of equipment."

While it is true that most children do "just learn automatically, "
experience with disadvantaged children indicates that warmth alone is
not enough and that providing numerous opportunities can make the en-
vironment so complex that the children are overwhelmed. We feel that
one of the strong points of the cognitive curriculum is that the teacher
has at her disposal a sequenced set of steps that enables her to work
with her children at any given level. In other words, if certain simple
and concrete experiences would be most beneficial, she can start with
these, but if a more complex environment can be utilized arid abstract
tasks worked with, she has a framework for implementing these. If
the teacher discovers that something just "doesn't work, " she can go
back a step and reinforce the concepts on the preceding level, and then
later she can go on to the more mature level. And certainly through all
of this, there is a place for warmth.

Since the involvement of the teacher is one of the crucial aspects
which determine the success or failure of the program, there is a need
for a major committment on the part of the teacher to the total curri-
culum and the point of view behind it. In other words the teacher must
believe that she can help to effect changes in the cognitive /intellectual
abilities of her children and in the attitudes of their families toward educa-
tion, and that a goal-centered, sequenced cognitive curriculum with home
visits is a logical and systematic means for producing these changes.

The goals of the cognitive program a,re predetermined, having
been derived from Piagetian theory and experience with disadvanged child-
ren. The teacher must be able to accept these predetermined goals and
then implement them by employing a variety of activities and experiences.
This means that the teacher must work within the confines of the overall
curriculum, but she must also be able to creatively implement what the
structure and the children require. Thus teaching in a cognitively oriented
program requires a great deal of flexibility on the part of the teacher, who
must be strongly committed and willing to think in new ways about what
should take place in the classroom.
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STRUCTURE OF THE CLASSROOM

In the cognitive program, the classroom is set up in specified
ways to facilitate and reinforce certain goals. While this structure
undoubtedly contributes a frame of reference for the children, it is
only one of a variety of elements (albeit an important one) used by
the teachers to provide experience with the concepts and content areas
of the curriculum. Since the classroom structure is changed gradually
through the course of the program, the child encounters the concepts
in many guises and this enables him to begin to separate concept from
context. For example, if a child should encounter "big" chiefly or only
through playing with big trucks, his concept of "big" may be tied so
closely to the context of "truckness" that he will not see that "big" can
be applied to other objects and situations. Concept formation is faci-
litated, then, through experiencing concepts in a variety of contexts,
and the emerging concepts are, at the same time, reinforced through
these repeated encounters. Children come to know the world by physi-
cally experiencing their environment; structuring the classroom environ-
ment in such a way that certain concepts are emphasized provides a
variety of opportunities for direct experience with these concepts, thereby
facilitating the child's mastery of them.

Example: An Environment Programmed for Learning in the
Areas of Classification and Seriation

The classroom is structured to facilitate and reinforce goals
from the content areas of classification and seriation. These goals
lend themselves to environmental structuring; that is, they can be used
to provide the child with opportunities to group (classify) and order (seriate)
classroom objects. We have planned and equipped our preschool rooms
in such a way that the environment structures the child's learning and en-
ables him to deal with classification and seriation through the simplest
manipulations at the beginning of the year to more complex ones later in
the year. The room is arranged so that each child is automatically in-
volved, regardless of the area in which he is working, in activities de-
signed to implement the goals we have set.

For the first six weeks of school, the goal is for the children to
learn to classify things that are the "same" and "different." Therefore,
all blocks are kept in one cabinet and all cars in another cabinet, all
dishes are kept in one cupboard and all utensils in another, and all books
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are shelved together while puzzles are on a different shelf. We realize
that a similar kind of classroom arrangement is often set up in preschools,
but this is done to maintain order rather than to differentiate "same"
and "different, " so that, while blocks and cars may belong in specific
places, they are not necessarily separated.

At the beginning of the school year we limit the kinds of equip-
ment available in the classroom and classify according to gross differ-
ences, e.g., vehicles vs. blocks. As the children gain the ability to
classify in terms of overall differences, the environment is changed and
enriched, so that, for example, instead of simply putting all scissors in
one place, the children now must distinguish sharp from blunt scissors
and put these away in spearate places. In this way they become aware of
differences within a class.

We also arrange the environment to teach seriation, or ordering
of quantities and qualities. By the end of the year, the goal for the
children is to be able to order five items by size and understand numbers
to 4 or 5, and to be able to order qualities on the basis of rather subtle
differences.

In planning for this learning, we initially organize the classroom
environment so that the children experience just two sizes -- big and
little. We provide two sizes of hollow blocks, two sizes of unit blocks,
two sizes of cars, in each case offering the largest possible difference
in size. We try to make the articles identical except for size, to assure
that this concept will be the one learned. Everything in the room reinforces
the concept of size at the level of large and small. When the children are
ready, their experiences are enlarged by additions to the environment,
e.g., a third size of block, car, pot, spoon.

While we are working with sizes, we are also giving the children
experience with ordering qualities, such as hard and soft; eventually they
should be able to distinguish not only hard and soft but g rad ations between
these two extremes.

This structured classroom environment is not intended to be a
substitute for good teaching, nor does it replace the need for action and
interaction among the children or between the children and teacher.
Rather, the constant reinforcement of concepts which the structured class-
room provides gives the child the opportunity to absorb a conceptual frame-
work that will support him in school and thus help him to achieve academic
success.
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MATERIALS ANT) EQUIPNENT FOR THE CLASSROOM

Specially purchased equipment and teaching materials are not

required to implement the goals of the Cognitively Oriented curriculum,

for several reasons. First, the focus on conceptual goals rather

than on activities enables the teacher to draw heavily upon the

child's familiar and natural environment for the materials needed to

aid the development of particular concepts. Secondly, many of the

concepts can be best internalized by having the children construct the

materials themselves with the help of the teacher. Lastly, many of

the available commercial materials are quite expensive, and it is

not always economically feasible to equip a preschool with such

items. However, commercially catalogued materials by Creative

Playthings, Community Playthings; Playskool, Fisher Price, etc.

offer valuable models from which the teacher can construct her own

materials. It is important for the teacher to keep the levels of

representation foremost in mind as she is making materials. For

instance, it is more difficult for a teacher to make materials on

the index level than on the symbol level and even more difficult

to make or collect objects appropriate for building the foundation

from which mental representations are formed.

The "traditional" equipment and materials found in most pre-

schools are compatible with the objectives of the Cognitively

Oriented curriculum; however, the teacher will find herself using'

the equipment and materials in new ways for new purposes. The

importance of the materials and equipment used in the Cognitively

Oriented program depends upon how the teacher perceives their

usefulness in teaching the predetermined goals inherent in the

sg



curricutum Cor extending and broadening the children's cognitive

development.

Although.the Eollowing list of materials may appear .to con-

tradict the previous statements, the equipment and materials which

are commercial items servo only to illustrate the Rinds of things

which ideally would be a part of the classroom. Many adaptations

and substitutions would serve the conceptual needs just as well

For instance in the doll corner, a realistic looking stove, cup-

board, sink, refrigerator could be made from cardboard boxes;

doll beds and carriages could be made from orange crates; child-

ren could al;,.,r) make their own dolls from rags, socks, etc.

The uctit blocks contained in the large motor area could be

found in a lumberyard scrap pile if the teacher is selective in .

choosing various sizes and shapes of wood. Also, the largo build-

ing blocks do not necessarily need to be lAfAdo from wood - sturdy

c-Irdboard blocks serve just as well. Bala-ore bems can be con-

strilcted quite easily and with little expense frOM a 2"

board set across two concrate blocks.

ziX t

*items found in the quiet area relating to soriation concepts

can bc made from four sizeS of empty food cans, boxes and other

f.:ontainers which can be seriated. Puiwiles can be made by cv!tting

pictures from magazines,mounting them on cardboard, and cutting

them into the desired parts. Common.ii:ems such as bottle caps, jar

:lids, buttons, thread spools, cau serve the same purpoos as Wocks

and other objects. ites may be structured to size

relationshi-o- c-oqci -1 or -1, o 1.1 .



Concerning the art area, many of the materials listed must be

purchased commercially, but most schools do provide these materials.

Playdoh can be made by the children which is, an elLjoyable activity

for them as well as a learning situation for making a very usable

product. Playdoh may, be made by mixing one part water, two parts

flour, 1 tsp. salt, and food coloring. The conceptual focus might

be in the area of Temporal Relations whereby sequence of events

is emphasized.

Potential Uses of Commercially Available Materials. Many toys are

sold to serve one function such as teaching shape sorting. After

looking very carefully at such a product, however, a wise observer

sees that it can be used in many varied ways. Take, for instance the

Playskool toy resembling poker chips. It's main purpose is shape

sorting; four shapes 44.4-elltfit into the case whereby the chips are

automatically sorted by shape and color. All the circles are green

and fit together in one slot' all the squares are red and fit to-

gether in another slot; all the triangles are blue and fit to-

gether in another slot; and all the hexagons are yellow and fit

together in the last slot. Other concepts which can be developed

',through the use of this toy area

1. Pre-number concepts using one set of shapes.

(teacher model)

(child - 1-1 correspondence)
O

Grouping the shapes and asking questions such as

"Which group has more circles?"

0 Q Q (group A)

0 C.) (group B)

"3160.",'"



The response which the child gives will indicate tl
the teacher how the child Is perceiving the t;lo
groups spatially or using 1-1 correspondence to
determine that the two groups are equivalent.

3. Classifying. It is difficult to use the toy for
classification tasks if it remains as it is. For
instance, if the teacher uses the squares and the
cil-cles, and asks the children to put the ones
that are the same together, the children may very
accurately male one group with squares and one
group with circles. However, the teacher has no
way of knowing whether the children have made the
decision on the basis of color or shape. To avoid
this dilemma, in one set of the toy all the shapes
could be painted the same color, and this set could
be used to sort by shape. A second identical toy
could be purchased with all the shapes painted
another color so that the two sets together could
be used for grouping by color.

4. Comparing by placing one shape on top of the other
for concretely showing likenesses and differences.

Patterning activities which help in the development
of sequential ordering (soriation).

0 t:LA 0 ri t Q- .,:- .:: A

A. SO

.irt- "......* ,..,....a/T...a.

6, Tracing which is a prerequisite step .for enabling
the child to make his own, freAand dn:wing.

These are but a few examples of how one relatively inexpensive

toy can be used in a variety of ways for a variety of purposes.

Ther%) are many toys which have more than one use, and this is one

of the characteristics to be considered when purchasing w,..tovials

for the classroom.

. . .... . .... ,

... rip,--) .1 s.1
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The list of materials which follows is suggested for

use throughout the school year. These materials should be

viewed as teachin& tools which the teacher uses to imple-

ment her goals for the children. Before she can decide

what her specific goals are for a given period of time, the

teacher must focus on what the children are doing with the

materials in the room, how they are acting on the class-

room environment. Is a child grouping the unit blocks?

Is he seriating them? With what degree of skill is hei'

performing these tasks? Is he able to talk about what he is

doing? It is the teacher's responsibility to fill the class-

room with objects that are geared to the conceptual and

developmental levels and needs of the children.
,

Too many materials in the classroom at one time will

result in overstimulation and thus confusion in the minds

of young children. A cognitive teacher must be selective

in her choice of materials. Broadly speaking, the teacher's

selection of materials is based on three general concerns:

(1) her observations of individual children, based on the

levels of representation and operation and the cognitive

goal areas; (2) integration of individual needs with the

requirements of the group; and (3)
.

her long-range goals

for the children.
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DIET AREA:

1. Graded Circles, Squares, 'Triangles

2. Playskool Jumbo Beads

3. Cubical Counting Blacks

4. Coordination Board'(d fferent shapes)

, '

5. Peg board and pegs'
t..

6. Nesting blocks

7.' Seriated Barrels

8. Table Blocks

9. Plastic Blocks (different shapes, colors)

. 10.. Stack rings

11, Hammer and Nail. Set (Playskool)

12. Lego Blocks (differen

13, Lotto Games

Farm lotto
Zoo lotto
.ABC lotto
Jumb6 lottO(Ed-U-Cards)
Deluxe Object lott0 (Ed-U-Oards)
Puzzle Lotto -- On ;the Farm

sizes)

1.

.140 Variety of color and shape games
1

Hickety-Pickety (color game by Parker Bros.)
Playskool Poker Chips. (color and shape)
Whitman Color Dominoes (color)
Go Fish (color by Ed-U-Cards)

,

15. Telephone (actual phone or realistic representation)

16. Puzzles and Puzzle Cabinet"

a) Developmental 'learning naterials.

People puzz-Ls
Animal puzztes
Shapes puzzles

64-4)4-1-1
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nuildings

Judy Puz.zles
Cow
RoosLer
Cat
Duck
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Car
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Bus
Farm.

iliayskool PuzAes
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Set tha Thbin

Tractor
Air land
School Duo
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DOLL CORNER:

1. Dolls (3 sizes)

2. Ironing Board

3. Iron

4. Doll beds

S. Child-size stove

6. Child-size refrigerat

7.. Child-size cupboard

8. Child-size sink

9. Doll bath

10. Telephones'

11. Doll Carriage

12. Toaster

13. Small table, chairs

r

.1

14. Silverware - actual silverware

15. Pots and Pans (3 size,$)

16. Cooliing Utensils (actlual)

Large and small spbons
Large and small slotted spoons.

. Large and small ladles -

Large and'smaltspatulas
etc.

:17. Baking equipMent (actual)

Large and small cake pans
Large and small 10f pans
3 sizes mixing bowls
etc.

3c2 18. .Dishes (actual)
. .

Set of large and snail plates
Set of large. and skall cups
saucen
etc.

0

1,
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",10`iic,~1R A
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Hollow Building 131.ock:3 (3 si.es)

Ramps

; Block (3 sizesi of chnpan)

3. 71 1? 7_Duct ,, DU 1.1 (1r..:f,

Pair of stairs

!). Balance bic:ams

Wo2.-k 3erich s2vId Tcolc

7. Sand Table

3. Variplay Louse Gym

9, C1iport Wh-reel a and sZtoko (Ca' P10"1-h-rnri9)

Rubber rm Antmala ( 9 .3 )

Rubber Zoo'/ Aniro,ala (2

Rubber Family

Balls (3 s3)

Different t3xtureb
Take Apar-i.: Dalt (CvtIsq!

14. Doll. Houses

15. Doll How3e 'Furniture

16* Vc!,hicles

a) Wi:if.) de n (C Play hl.v; C k:y

Large and St.:II:All. Durctotrurttc3

Fl. truck
Airplrane
Tractor c,ad
Floor

O)en Van
Dua
r.'ive Chief ar

Car
Dont

Ff/S

, . ' "'": . ** t"' ,r .6.1 . 1,

I

.. 4e . 4 . 4 ...I 4 re 2. ,,,
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b) MetEil (Tonka Toys, Tootsietoys; Structo; Nylint)

3 sizes
3 sizes
3 sizes
3 sizes
3 sizes
3 sizes
etco

Miscellaneous Items:

Piano
' Rhythm Instrumento

Tape Recorder
Language Master

dump truck
fire truck
garbage truck
pickup truck
auto transport
cement mixers

r

I

. .

r ;
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STRUCTURE.OF THE CLASS DAY

The following sample daily schedule gives a sequence or
activity periods, the approximate amount of t-Lme spent in each'
the focus of each period and the types of goals and activities
which might easily be worked into it,

Dally Schedule

PlanninG Time (approximately twenty minutes)

Routine: The teacher verbally reinforces the routine
of the days isess what we do firsts next; etc. Later
An the year some of the children should be able to
verbalize the routine in terms of what comes first;
next; etc, during the day,

Planning' for work time develops the children's ability
173-Taan ahead, Planning consists of (1) having a goal
before-hand and (2) controlling impulses while workiDg
toward that goal, .W1thin this planning time it is the
teacher's responsibility to develop the children's
ability to utilize a variety of materials; e0ge; the
teacher may present a choice of two or three activitieo
or materials and ask the child what he would like to
do or use.

Work Time (approximately forty minutes)

At Work Times the children work in the area they chose
during Planning Time. During this part of the day Lilo
teacher helps the child develop his ability to
concentrates for increasingly long periods of times
on hidChOsen task. The teacher should 'insist that
the child stick to his chosen activity until it is
completed and should try to assure that the child
enjoys the activity. When he is finisheds the child
may choose to work in another area, but the teacher
should see to it that he changes his plan at the
planning board. The teacher also encourages the child
to integrate the knowledge he gains from working in the
selignl work areas,

At any given time; the teacher should work only on
concentration or integrations but not both, She may
work on either with different children or with groupo
of.children.
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J)1,1;rt; Tno t(mehevllIqty provide a opecirio goal.
etit(!red aettvtt'Cor thin area, e,, g,, une of throe
nUon or ono fAlapeHfor a no0aUlen activtty, On the
other hand, the vea may be "open" to the ehildren 0
that thoy may ma) at for use in othev work aveas;
e,g,, children m4 make "mom,'" ropeenontt:,,tienel to be
used in a_l*:)'ge-4tOr'activity whore as arecery store
has boon net up4, Another example would bo makint,
representations of food from playdouah to be uned An
tho doll. covner'. Certain materials uhould always be
readily avallablO to the children: crayons, nolnor,
pencils, paper, paste, shapes ror tracing.

LQrKe.Mt.or,Arpa: The equipment contatned in this
areahollow blocks, boards, variplay with slide, riding
toysnould be uned to implement predetermined r;eals.
For lnstance, tho variplay might be used to teach
spatLal concepts on thu notoric level, The teacher
:should always select only one goal at a time.

Doll Corner: This la a housekeeping unit where the70000 0.4 s .0r+. ......
chiidvrIn can as3uno various rolos, It provides excellent
opportunities for developing sociodramattc play skills,

Quiet Area: The quiet area :13 that part of the room. *. v$. ,m.0 000

contains "table activity" materials, Again, the
materials arc elected by the teacher to implement pre-
determined goals, This area includes such itonn as
unit bl:ockso puzzles, books, beads, doll houses, rubber
people and animals, and =ail cars and trucks.

Orono Mooting for Eva1uati9p (approximately ten minutea)

The purpose of this period is to develop the child's
ability to be objective about his work, too., to
evaluate his work and to know how to go about improving
it The teacher encourages the entire voup, to talk
about what each child haa done during Work Time, the
different ways Choy have used the material and equipmente
"good" things children have done, how each child fe4els
about hia own work, and how children cal work more
constructively during the next Wo0c Time,

40.
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1

Cleanup. (approximately fifteen minutes)

Materials and E ui milt.: This time period provides
7777Fann. opportunity for the teacher to reinforce
the concepts dealt with throughout the day. For
instance, when putting the large hollow blocks away,
the teacher may reinforce a classification concept by
saying, "All of the bill blocks go here." The children
also tell why they are putting certain materials in
particular places.

Bathroom:. Spatial concepts can be effectively re-
FOUrna during this period. For example, if the
children are waiting in line, emphasis is placed on
beside, in front of, in back of.

Juice and Orou)Time (approximately thirty minutes)

The children are separated into groups at this time.
This allows each teacher (or aide) to work more
intensively on specific goals with a relatively small
number of children. It also allows her to capitalize
on every event to reinforce predetermined goals, e.g.,
when passing out the cookies, the teacher and children
talk about who is first, next, or last.

Activity Time (approximately twenty minutes)

The teacher decides each day whether'Activity Time
will be outdoors or indoors.

Indoor: During this period, the total group is
TEVOIVed in motor activities chosen to facilitate and
reinforce predetermined goals. Rhythm instruments,
songs with motions, circle games, and ball games can
all be used to express concepts both motorically and
verbally.

Outdoor: Swings,, a slide, a merry-go-round, concrete
Unnars (three sizes), etc. can be used to reinforce
goals. For instance, the slide can be used for
motorically experiencing the Spatial concepts "up" and
"down", or it can be used to develop the spatial
concopts'wfiret" in line, "next", or "in front of" "in.
back of." The merry-goround may be used for experiencing
"start" and "stop". Outdoor, activities can also give
the :mild opportunities for experiencing seriation
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(IonoLpt,n ,;uch an fant/:;low (wh('n runninG)) ov
;Tati.al cohcotns :mch au up/down (when hopping).
It Is the teacher's r:,npnnsibility tJ) choouc the
goals to woilk on and thon intvo(1!tce p),10prlato
activitieu.

Circle Time (approximately fifteen mtuutes)
I. r ,*".,....

This portion of the day iu devoted to "wjAvunp;.,14)9
and reviewing the day's work by talkl.ng about what
WAS done. This time can aloo be unod to read stories
which reinforee a npocific goal.

Otwissal (approximatel ten minutes)
vv tv.#0o

Thia tJme nnent ts also viewed an toachtki time.
The toaoher clays fo:r exmples ONOOVVRV the children
to sing Elroy are gottinG dveoued Lo go homes in
order to omphaciv,e concepts worked on clo.rivv; the day-
"Put your mitten on, your hands on your hand" could
refer to the spatial concept on or to th'e concept
that "things Go together" because they arc: relAud im
some way.

mmt.ar.

The daily routine is the chief moans by which the tr;ach:)rs 1
implement the Goals from tha urviculum cont ont area of temporal,
relations. To this ends tha daily routine is made as tangible
and ooncrete for the children an possible, so that they can begin
to deal with and Naster temporal concepts , Tle r(7,;ttine for did
clans day usually does not vary and is Collovod thriJuGiloot fate
school years with the result that the children come to anttolpato
time per4,ods and to mentally recokutruct past events. This
invariance contri")utes a certain predictability to class days,
and the several definite time periods within the day f;ontribute
to the development of the child's conception or time Jequences
and lengthu of time. The tinto povtods are often sot oft' from
each ether by an auditory signals e,g,, the sound of a tambourines
which marks the end of one period and the bogUlning of another.

In following the routine within the day and from Clay to day,
the children learn to doal,with the concepts 1...qfiLIA)inn. and end;
they learn to order events in terms of periods or time; and they
develop an understanding of the idea that time periods can have
different lengths. The teacher verbally reinforces those goals
throughout the class day; a. g.0 "What is the ;first; thing we do?"
or' "What time is it now?...that's rights it,u utne to pllul." A3
a child's ccmprehonsion of time (mneopt3 bocomon more oophisticateds
the teacher vadually phases out hw vorbal role whila the child
inoreaninly comes to veuball::e h13 own schedules and plans,

J v vo ov
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LANGUAGE LEARNING

In the Cognitively Oriented curriculum, language
development is viewed as a natural part of the concept
learning process. The preschool child has learned the
basic language structures; the teaching problem is to
create an environment which induces the child to organize
his language so that it becomes a conceptual too].. There-
fore, language is not taught directly; the goal of the
curriculum is conept development, the spoken word is accep-
ted as a "sign" to be employed as a given concept is
internalized by the child.

The teacher utilizes specific verbal techniques
to guide the development of the child's language as he
progresses from the motoric to the verbal level of
operation. These techniques correspond to the pattern of
language growth in the preschool child, which can be
broadly represented as two "stages," or periods.

In the first period, the child is involved primarily
in motoric interaction with the nevironment, and the
teacher provides the stimulus for his verbal responses.

In the second period, the child begins to use language
to interpret, evaluate and integrate his own experiences
and then, as he matures, to communicate these experiences
and exchange information with others. Younger preschoolers
engage in "parallel play" durin g this period -- they play
the same games at the same time but do not really play,
or talk, with each other, though they do use words to
communicalTIo adults. Eventually, language becomes
"functional" for the child, in the sense that speech
becomes for him a principal moans of social interaction.
Now the child plays "cooperatively" with his peers and
begins to use language spontaneously to communicate with
other children.

As in all other aspects of the Cognitively Oriented
curriculum, the tenchor must ascertain the developmental
level, of each child, in this case his verbal level, and
adapt her teaching techniques to this level. For the
child who is in the earliest of the phases of language
development just described, the technique used by the teacher
may be called "verbal bombardment" or "verbal stimulation."
The child at this stag() initially does not respond to
verbal directions, is slow to respond to questions and has

very limited vocabulary. The teacher suppnrts the child
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in his wol.oric iavolvent with objects hoca,;0 Lt is

throuph this reocess that the child builds Ho Horltal
Wages oF re.at world witlah v;ive militia!! to his imtor-
action with the environment. tho taeskol. ;1:!;!:s :10Jilo

thim;1, oC the child and he does not vesnoad, the teacher
assftles that the child does not understand the rotation
heti/co:1 tho words ond the oftental. illages he has oV
objects aud/oe actions the words renveseut. Thus when
tho teak:her says, "Tmlny, you :lay go to your cubby and
pot your coot," and Tommy does not respond, it is aoGossary
ror tilt) teacher 1:0 WWII tumy and lead her to her coat
whilo she gives the vorhal direction a!rain. This is

ve r ha I, t WO at lo t t; t ho ob j ec t (fir in this o .:amn
.101)1.), tO t Cllr, Ch i Id to 1'oi;p011d 1:0 Vic I ty to a vorha 1

d irection.

nen Carolyn, a Cour-yearold, was olayiap house with
Connio, a theeo-yoae.old, Carolyn said, "(;et a Cork,
Connie." Co)tnio just 10()%0d at Carolyn. The teacher took
Connio to the forks grouped on the shell' ond said, "rhis
Is a Cork, Connie." Situ showed Connie how to nse at Cork,
ond said, "This is what you dol/1th a Cork." Then sho
asked Connie to show her what one does with a Cork. At a
later point the teacher would oxpect Connie to n5c the
word "Cork." The teacher coils ottention to the essential
elemonts or the oavironHent e,xperiencod by tho child by
laholing then and emphosizing thole attributes. This
Ivocess is used to intensively "Feed in" lon!),nage to
the child while ho ,s do ,; n on activity, expressini! a
reeling, or rolpondini; to specific situations. The essontial
point is that the lnntin the teacher employs relates
divectly to ','hat the child is experioncin,!; the tolcher
toios to poir her loaguoge behavior with what the child Is
attending to ag well 05 with the child's generot level of
Cunctioning. For instance, ono O thO goals Coe Oaerell
early in the year WAS size relations. The teacher used
every opportunity throughout the day to omnhost4e the
classirication concodts involved i,n this goal hut alomys
rolatod the lowage to the child's uso oC the ooviconnent.
;lien a group of children was worUng with blochs in the
largo motor aroJ, the teacher constantly Cocused attention
on the size of the bloc1::;:: "Darrell 1w' a hi!! ld0c1( ho
is going to buitd a big garage; is using the tittlo
bloas to mike a road Cor the ittne car."

Verbal s t imulat ton Is us er1 'ti' roug Lou t the day to g iv e
the child a st roil!! 1 aagno;Ie intuit t test to h is expo ience
Low/wipe canno t be depended ueea to, teach a concopt..
iiiC17:7;11 1.;11.(11 ttto tici:,i.Vcr*O-,x1)00cnce.. " , S MI SI 1, s M to A. 4.11 04.1.
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Through verbal stimulation, the child is exosed to
a wide variety of language patteras; the racher explains
the chtld's actions, her personal actions, and social
interactions that have gainea tna child's attention. In
this early period of language development, children's
vocabularies undergo a rapid expansion, and they begin to
use whole sentences. For example, one three-year-old girl
who had been nonverbal said to the research psychologist
at the end of a testing session after two months in the
program, "Do you rant me fl'ut door on my way out?"

Verbal stimulation can become a real problem for
children if the teaching staff allows the method to
supplant reason and human dignity. When the method was
first lac ins, developed, one boy told a teacher, after an
extended art period with a groat deal of attempted verbal
stimulation by the teacher, "Shut your mouth!" She did
and both were happier for it. Verbal stimulation can form
a solid base for language teaching in a program that focuses
upon concepts, when it is used with restraint.

In addition to providing a verbal stimulus for the
young preschooler, the teacher expands his single-word
utterances to phrases and simple sentences. For example,
if a child said, "Johnny home," the teacher might respond
with, "Yes, Johnny is going.home." This expanded sentence
provides acceptance of the child's statement, a language
pattern which is more acceptable, and encournment.
Language expansion is not carried on in isolation or in
rote fashion but is always tied to the activities in which
the child is involved. The teacher might, for example,
evolve a chant to accompany dishwashing in the housekeeping
area: "We arc washing dishes," repeat ... "First we wash
the cups, " repent ... etc.

During the next period of langu,sge development, the
teaching goal shifts from identifying for the child what
he is experiencing to encouraging him to increasingly
assume the task of interpreting, evaluating and integrating
his experiences for himself. This is often done through
questioning. For example, some children were pouring
water in the sandbox to make "mud" from which they could
fashion shapes. The teacher said, "Now we have enough
water." One child insisted on pouring more water onto the
sand. The teacher began to risk questions: "Is there
water in the sand?" "Is tho sandbox full of water?" "What
will happen when you tip the pitcher?" "Where will the
water go?" "What will happen if you put too much water in
the sand?" By asking the right questions the teacher was
able to evoke answers from the children that represented
their efforts to interpret their experience with the sand
and water.
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erbot aion oa(1 c.q)n';ion arc stiit usod
by the teacher durin this period, beco)1,es
increasingly imoortont. fluo%;tioning is a rOCH or vorhol
stimulation; howevor, the objective is not simuty 1() ')(1Vi

the child tai; Le F,OMO verbal, response but to help him uso
lawola!0 to organize the Facts, about the trovicl he hAn
learned through his activity. In other words, wherk,as
,O 'e, the was to label the discrete racts or the environ-
ment, not the teacher stivollates tho child to think, to Hake
sense OV the world by reconizing clic) hot!mea
rocts, and to express these celltions voWalY%

UnFortunately, many teachers rati prey to questioning
styles that prol)ohly hamper rather thon sOriuto,te chitdron's
longuarw development. Perhops most damaging is the convey-
',lent question, For 1./hich there is only one ripht answer.
The message flOOM5 to be, ;'!iss that swer ond you AV() realty
dumb. "ik,hat color is Brenda's doll carriage?" generates
only one right onswer, kit "rho call thin% oF 30',l0 ways to
use Brenda's dolt carriage?" generates at voriety Oi! respon-
ses, all equally "riqht" IF not lienlistic (and these COQ
he tested (luing 1:ork Tipe). ilobituatly using the some
question Format L5 onother source o F stnnotion in language
devetopuent. Teachers who use a Few simple patterns suhsti-
tut() 01:3y short-term communication, (or move comptox Long-
term understanding.

In the cognitive program, the teacher's style of,
questioning must always take into account the child's level
or operation. it Ls never enough rot' a teacher to simply
point out pictures in a hook and ask questions ahout them.
;he must know whether the pictures aro retf,vnnt to the
child's experiences. rr OttO child in a group onsves it
question pertaimin to the concets illuf,trated in a hook,

should not smtisry the teacher that the vest or the
children know the answer. Post illpotontly, tho teacher
should rormulate hor questions lit such it testy that the child-
Von have on opportunity to think about a pohlcm posed
rilling in blanks ("Tho rox is in the ") or selecting
among options ("15 the boy riding the adWrse or the
blue horse?") can he worthwhile exorcises, hut: the fr(quout
or exclusive use of soch formats represents a to than Cull
awareness on the teacher's part of the possibilities inherent
in at cognitive Framework.

Verbal stimulation, verhal expansion and questionin,!
are also used by the teacher to help the child hegin to
verbalize plans roe Work Time. An elementary understanding
or temporal and spatial rotations must he developed at this
point , and the teacher ilould eApect the ;.hiid to he able to
tell her, rot' exarlple, that lie must aim) the steps borore
he can go down the slide. The child is as%od to plan t
porioF or work' Tiro activities each day, giving as much
detail as possible as to the activitie5 in which lie will
engage. me children ptan to ptoy hoosy or do a puzzle.

ilo



However, the more advanced child can outline a sequence of
work and then perform it in that sequence. 1 br example ,

a group of children plan to make icing for t.raham crackers
in the housekeeping corner. The teacher sets the stage
by talking with the children about what materials arc to be
used, how the materials will be used, and the sequence in
which the materials will be used. After they make the
icing, the teacher, follows up by discussing with the child-
ren what they did. In general , at this stage the more mature
child, remembers what he has done and can spontaneously tell
it in the proper sequence. He becomes interested in telling
people what he has done and what he thinks. He is able to
ask questions for information and understand the replies.
And the teacher finds that she can use increasingly sophis-
ticated language patterns as the child begins to rely on
language more and more to make- sense of his everwidening
experience of the world.

Summary
0111 orisamOrSani ow....,

Language teaching in the Cognitively Oriented curri-
culum is a natural outcome of the way in which teachers
help children utilize the environment for concept learning.
The language the teacher uses with the child is always
atlanted to his level. A cognitive program does not depend
upon ].ail urge to teach conepts but rather to accompany
the experiences that build concepts. Verbal stimulation,
verbal expansion and questioning arc some of the techniques
teachers use to help the preschool child evolve spontaneous
language which he can use to interpret, evaluate and
integrate his experiences, and ultimately to communicate
with other people.

SOCIODRANATIC PLAY

The Cognitively Oriented curriculum's conception of
the nature and function of play is derived from Smilansky
(196'l , 196S). Smilan0(y believes that the most important
thing adults can do for children, besides loving them, is
to give them meaninnful ways to interpret andOcal with the
world. This view coincides with the Piagutian fromeworL
on idlich the Cogn4tively Oriented curriculum is based,
because in helping,the child develop the ability to use
symbols and see relations!dps in his environment, the
curriculum is indeed providing the means by Oich he con
interpret and deal with the world. Thu'; Smilansl.y's ideas
fit very comfortably into the Cognitively Oriented curri-
culum.
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is .1101:111:4hy'!, vicw, dkelvanta:;cd childroa do aot lack.
PXpOViOnco,:;; rtilhoC al.:), art. unable to tio to:Hthor
exporiencos, intnvpvot 0(1.1, and utiti4e thcm i
situations. .;iace. play is porhops tho child's htost Crquoat way
o f working through his experioacos, it Col lows that play can
provido an oxcelleat means ror helping him to i01H AOW ce,,;nitivo
f,:oacopts and strateglos. In tho Cognitivoly Ntoutod citrriculum,
Hien, play has a volt; similar to lanuage; that is, play is
vlowod as insufficloat by itself to 0530;'C ctv.tC.tivo dovotopmont,
but it can be fl 0c1 as a moans to t:oster this kvolopount.

1. .

According to Smtionsky (1968); there Is a spocial typo of
rolo play whtch is lacking in the 0;q1eriont:e of dl,tadVantag.:d.
children. Thts she calls seciodrmtatic piety. Tho critorta for
sociodramattc play a t) (I) a chnd intoractimg with
at lout one othoe poson; (2) ma%e-beltovo rolos nee tolom by
each child; (3) thus() roles are osprossod in loitative :'e lion

and vorbottzittions; (4) ytctions aad vochalUatioas subf;tttute
for roal objocts avd concrete siOlationa; (5) More la sustAined
'v 'brat :1,ntortictton ).etatod to tho play episodo; Ind (6) the play
cplsodo porsists ror upwards of ton minutos. While othor foms
o f play havo scmo of these charnetovistics, thLy do not harvo thelA
all. Thvolfgh the use of sociodvafflatic play, with the oppovtuul-
tics it provtdos for VroblQA solving, we ':nn help vhe child to
sent the releVfIRt:0 aaa value of the ove):yday p4obloos he Ittuat
face.

Stailansky holiovea chat.;his Corm oC play is taught nCorm-
ally in unAvoataged" homes but must ho taught more explicItyly
in pveJf:hools doigned for dtsadvoniagod children. Her vutos of
thlib Cer teachilag noctodvomatic play :lee that (I) the thomes
choson for sociodvamattc play most allow for voles of both aoxos;
(2) these thomos nhould appeal to chtldeoa; atld (3) Mr., child
bhoul d have servo basis in his oxporiene foT relating to, the
Toles anl bohaviors voquired in the play situotionfor o,omple,
it wonl.d ho hlowo relevaat inittolly to guide most: children in
(1 gas-station.ottt;ndant or doci:oe piny sequoaco than
in .tit engineer or aatronoIlor sequence.

The major goals in using soolodrc,matic play as 3 toaching
devico eue to develop the conc.mtration ILA attention skitla of
the child, to intogeato scittoeod expoelencoS, and to onable ha
child to consider pos:;lbilitis in his mind as veil. as with his
hands, that is, to ionge in uttal:e-bolieve" Tathor thon depend
o t toys.

Smilvasy, Sara. TI 'l soc:io01,1r.tIc play cm diladv:*1-
)I::arted pre-,4.4 k o dr, -1974.0*"."'''''.'"

wo. to 4.1e .4. 66. 6. le 4..6.
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Wciat ablliticu are needed to engage in sociodramatic play?
Smilansky reports that tested 14.9 while related to initial
levels of play skills, is not one of the most important factors
in determining who can participate in this form of play. What
is important is the implicit or explicit cycle of lanninm,
gips, and evaluating. that the teacher, parent, or o der adult
M6dei provides up the play situation, :or it is
through these activities that a child's ability to utilize
sociodramatic play as a tool for intellectual growth is developed.

In order to develop sociodramatic play skills in children,
the teacher must:

1. Observe each child in terms of the criteria for
sociodramatic play listed above

2. Add to subsequent play sequences only one element
at a time from those elements missing in a child's
repertory of play skills

3. Constantly encourage the children to 'make believe";
e.g., "You donit need the toy, you can make belleve."

The following narrative report was written by Mrs. Pat
Nederveld, a teacher who has used the Cognitively Oriented
curriculum, It presents possible first steps for implementiw,;
sociodramatic play with children who initially have poor play

skills. NNW OM IMP awn OVV, Etta ems ago .rte

0At the beginning of the preschool year we observed our
children during Work Time and found that there was practically
no cooperative dramatic play. When a child did take a role, it
was a silent one, and there was little real involvement in play
for any length of time. Interaction, when it occurred, was
usually the result of two children wanfIng to use the same toyl
Since we carefully introduced objects in each work area and
encouraged experimentation with toys and materials, it did not
take long before the children used the toys. However, it became
clear to us that their use of toys was not integral to their
play. That is, instead of using toys as props, they focused on
the properties of the toys, so that the toy3 became ends in
themselves rather than means to an end; for example, rather than
use a dump truck to load and unload blocks, a child would simply
raise and lower the bed of the truck until he tired of this toy.
In order to help individual children become more involved with
toys and with other people in the room, we introduced some very
familiar roles -- mommies, daddies, graddmas, brothers, etc. We
found that if we took roles ourselves, the children would begin
to imitate what we were doing. Introducing dress-up clothes,
real dishes, and teal telephones was also helpful. Given theno
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thu o1a1.116von bovn to vuevorao farilllAv situations, At
fiP4 maell of Ur volo playlnc, wo,s an Individual eeVort;

. one
little might-play "mommy" to hor heart's content without
ever speaking to anether Child or incorporating another role
into her world of play; gradually, other role themes, such as
daddies leaving for work, kide going to school, etc, might
enter the play, but true nociodrematio play ntIOMOd A long 'way
off.

Later in the year, we tried to expAnd on "mommy-daddy"
play by introducing roles outaide the family. We decided to
start with a eituation which we felt would be familiar to most
of our children; since many of our phildron shop with their
mothers,: we Colt Lhat grocery store voles would lend themeelves
well to sociodramatic play in the classroom. We, took two t'Ieid
trips to the grocery store. The goal for our first trip was a
classification gottleeto look for things i;liat wore food and
things that v404'o not food. Wo also saw that all tho milk was
in ono placet'all"l'he cookies in another place, etc. The 1following week, wo wont back to bho same store to look ;fat what
people were doing in the store. We saw people buying rood, men
putting toed oar shelves, women working at the cash register,
and boys putting 6od into bags. When we got back to school,
we talked about theOfferent things that people wore doing at
the store.

at The next day, before the children came to school, we set
up a store with hollow blocks and boards in the largo motor area.
On the shelves we put empty food cans and boxes which we had been
saving; we also used rubber fruits and vegetables. Our clash
regiuter was a toy, but it looked quite real. Durinz Planning
Time we talked about what wo saw at the store the daT,before and
Also about how we could play in the store that had been set up in
our room. Many of the children wantod to use the cash register,
so we talked about how the "cash register lady" needed other
people to help her. When we talked about the necessity of having 1
some people come to the store to buy things, the problem of
what to use as money came up, so uoino children made representations
of coins and bills, As Work Time started, one teacher worked in
the doll corner and the other teacher worked in the large motor
area with the store. The teacher in the doll corner wan a "mommy"
who went shopping, selected her food, carried it home, put it
away and prepared supper. It didn't take long before the teacher
could withdraw a bit and let the other "mommies" take over. The
tether in the large motor area also helped the children to begin 1
their role playingproblems such as who was going to work the
cash register and who was going to put the food into bozo Lead to
ho solved,
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c( On subsequent days, we tried to get the chAlOren to expand
their play and work on a higher level. Instead of setting up
the store before the children arrived, we left more of this
task undone, thusesmouro3e4 the children to recreate the store
themselves. Setting the food up on the shelves provided a
classification problem and also )et.. the children use the mental
pictures they had formed of the grocery store, The children
themselves introduced telephones and used them for "calling in"
orders. After a few days of store play, the children were
busily interacting in real sociodramatic play without teacher
intervention.

11 As part of the attempt to bring the children's play to a
higher level, we tried to remove some of the morn realistic
things like food cartons and cans, but it was difficult for
some of the children to make the transition to "make-believe"
objects. Some children used clay and small beads from the
quiet corner to represent food, but most of the three-year-olds
seemed quite dependent on the real food cans, the realistic cash
register and the money representations for their play.

h1Our store play lasted about a week and a half. We felt
that the children had really used this situation to grow and
that we had seen the beginnings of sociodramatic play."

FIELD TRIPS

In most preschool'xrograms, field trips are considered an
important component bec4se they give the children new and
enriching experiences. While field trips do serve this purpose,
their function, in the Cognitively Oriented curriculum is
differi717-

In the Cognitively Oriented program, field trips are made
in order to implement specific goals from the content areas of

. the curriculum. Since experience with real objects and events
provides the first step in building a child's capability for
dealing with the world through increasingly abstract manipulationv
field trips are a necessary means for acquainting children with
those parts of the environmentthat cannot be brought to the
classroom except through such higher-level representations as
pictures. For instance, a trip to the grocery store could be
used to implement a classification goal, such as fwniliarizing the
children with the food subcategory of fruit, Encountering fruit
at the real object level would serve as u Step toward dealing
with fruit at the index level (e.g., btnana pools represent
bananas) and at the symbol level (e.g., photographs of fruit
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vopru:iont rual rrtat), A aoLd trip ceuld also Ue ;wed to
Ove the Waldron oxpor,tptwo wnh oa ovw11;3 or olo3 WI a
basis for move abstr:t vepvosentations, Per OXaMplo, tplp
to the fire station miv;ht be used to provide direet experionee
with the role of fireman and the (:quipment thrAt the fireman
uses; on the basis of this experienoes the children could ;)naet
a fireman play sequence using make-believes Cantmvs and the
ether ingredients of sociodoamatic play,

Teachers in to Copitively Ooented prevam often view
field trLps as having another, seoondary p(Fcrpose: they give
teachers a chance to chock on the extent to whioh the children
carry over t;ho concepts taught in school to nor and different
situations. Per exmples after working on soriation of such
qualities as fast /slows loud/sons seriation of quantities to
two and clanalfication of items in terms of some and all, the
preschool fTroup could take 11. trip to the fire station whore the
teacher might point out that there are tyo. kinda of sirens,
but that RA of them are loud that semi men slide down the fire
polo pqts and sope go plow (if indeiirthis in what the children
see), li4ather Oiah tryinlieo point out everything possible on
one trips the ti)acher would only point out thinto that were
relevant to the concepts the children had already experienced
in school (although if children spontaneously asked about things
they saw that wore peripheral to the teacher's goalss the
teachor would certainly talk about theso, too) . If the teacher
felt that there were other concepts which could be meannfully
dealt with at the fire stations oho nould take her clams to the

arAin Another and emphasize these additonal concepts.
It should be underscored however, that the wJTax2t purpose of
the field trip to to give the children 6'0er:1Ratypes of
experiences and the decision to take a trip to a given place
should follow from the teacher's desire to pA,ovide direct
experience of a certain kind.

To baild up a fund of experience of real objects and events,
the teacher might be tempted to saturate the beginning of the
program with field trips. She should remembers however, that
teaching of any new concept must begin at the realobject level,
but that she can sequence her introduction of concepts in such a
way that the childven learn to deal with some of them on higher
Levels while other concepts aro being introditecd. Thus field
trips can be relevant p.ht dr.tuy j)atrit, during the provam.
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IMPULSE CONTROL

Observations of disadvantaged preschool youngsters have
tended to show a high incidence of two kinds of behavior:
(1) the children flit from one activity to another without
really concentrating on any particular one and (2) the
children make very little use of the materials and objects in
their environment. To increase the attention span of the
child and to help him plan and execute self-selected activities,
the Cognitively Oriented program seeks to help him bring his
behavior more under his conscious control. This goal is called
"impulse control," and to this end, the curriculum incorporates
a three-part sequence suggested by Sara Smilansky. The objectivct;
of this sequence are lannint, doina, and evaluatilm, and these
have been formalized n the curiTalum as PrOarii Time, Work
Time,;and Group Meeting for Evaluation (see Structure of the
Class Day).

During Planning Time, the child slecides where he will work
and what he will do during Work Time. For some children, this
may mean simply pointing to or leading the teacher to the area
(see Structure of the Classroom) in which they want to work.
Other children will be able to state some kind of plan. More
children should be able to verbalize a plan by the end of the
school year than at the beginning.

To make planning as concrete as possible for the' child, the
cognitive teachers have devised a technique whereby the children
can "see" their plans. At the beginning of the school year, each
child is assigned a shape cut from felt (e.g., the she of a
house, a circle, a flowersa triangle). This symbol, different
for each child, is the child's "name tag" for a portion of the

0111
*
The reader should keep in mind that goals and means of

implementing them are determined by the teacher. While the child
is free to choose where he will work and what he will do on a
particular day, his choices will in no way conflict with the
teacher's assessment of his and the other children's level of
functioning and development, upon which her plans are based.
Thus, if a child should choose to work irTlie art area, ho will
be choosing materials and activities that the teacher has set up
to prepare the ground for or reinforce certain concepts. If ho
should cheese the largo motor area, this same principle would
apply: the cognitive goals are independent of the work areas and
the child's plans on any given day.

**
The initial purpose of the "symbol" is to give the child

an identity in the environment. The symbol is .used in a variety
of ways throughout the day, e.g., on the child's art work, on
his locker. The underlying idea is to facilitate the child's
understanding that the symbol represents him and that an object
can be many different thingr at tho same time.
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school year. A plmlnIng board covered wtth Volt and divAdod
into four areas oorvoupondinl to the work aroaa An the ciao s.
room ( doll oerner, Qt11.01; area, art avea, aud lary motor area)
is used by tho children to 0,opict thoir plans, ,each area on
the board has a photograph showing the cooresponding work areas
and the children place t.:heir aymbolo on this board after they
decido which area thoy wish to work in. if a child complete°
an activity before Work Time Ii over; he is oKpected to Go to
the pAanning board and place his symbol on the area in which
he now wishes to work.

During Work Time, tho chtld :h3 expected to carry to
completion the activities ho has chosen. When he flntnhes
one activity, he may move on to another work area and begin
a different activity, but what is important is that he finih
each activity.

During the Group Meeting for Evaluation; the childron
discuos what thoy didkod how they worked. Again, the extent
to which thin in really a discussion in shish the children take
an active part depends on the verbal ability or each child.
)1:valuating finished work leads to the developmont of self-
monitoring behavior (objectivity); that lo, tho ohildron learn
to gather and use Information to imvove thole own performance.

This proeens of plannIng,lotnr12 and ()valuating fontos
the child's abtlity to think ahead; to formulato an idea of
what ho will be doing before undertaking an activity; in order
to do this successfully, the child must learn to control his
impulmes, to concentrato hia attention on an objective ho has
sot for himself.

NOW:: It may have occurred to tho reador that use or a planning
board with symbol° for each child and photographs of the work
areas constitutes funotioning on a relativoly high level of
representation. It might be argued that it in a violation of
Piagotian theory to have the children working on this level
right at the boginning of the school yoar. It han, in fact,
boon the oxpertence of teachers in tho CognitiVely Oriented
curriculum that many of the children have a difficult time
with the nymbola and planning board, oopecially at the beginning
of Choir first year in preschool. The child who points to a
work area instead of verbalizing a plan in not only oporating
motorically rather than verbally; ho is also demonstrating
that hin level of funottoning in still primarily the object
level, for 5y pointivg he Shows that he is unablo to uao his
symbol to represent himoelf (the "coal object") and also unable
to use a photo on the planning board to n:prosent the real work
area. The teuhers have also found that woe children arc
initially not able to nee that the photos of work areas ao
direct cpeesenbationn of the actual elassroom areas; they pay,.
"That loc!l.i...):,11ce tbe dool eornor," instead of "That Irs the doll
corner," Sinco*' pionninq la an important ctimponent of the
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curriculum, however, the teachers have decided upon a
compromise solution to these problems of operation and
representation: they have suggested attaching photos of the
children to their4iymbols and when a child is hble to use
his symbol to represent himself, the photo may be removed
from the felt shape. In this way, a transition would be made
from a less complex symbol (the child using a realistio_kictur54
of himself) to a more complex symbol (the chifriiirrq d-Till7
IhAp: that arbitrarily represents him). Nevertheless, some
thil rcn might still have difficulty recognizing that the
pictures represent them and not somebody who looks like them
or who is wearing their clothes--the problem in making the
jump from object level to symbol level would still remains

STAFF MODEL

This section is not concerned directly with the Cognitively
Oriented curriculuv but more with the conditions necessary for
successful operation of any preschool program.

The actual curriculum activities employed in preschool
classrooms attract most of the attention given to preschool
education, When educators or parents inquire about a particular
preschool program, the most frequent request is for specific
information concerning curriculum employed by the project.
When preschool teachers gather at workshops or conferences,
the general focus is on activities employed in the classroom,

music for preschoolers, pets as a preschool unit, otos
When parents visit the preschool for orientation, or when they
have questions about the school, the day-to-day activities
attract their interests and concern.

There are many reasons for this focus on curriculum. Most
teachers believe that it is specific preschool curriculum
activities which produce the most beneficial experience for
children. Then, too, curriculum activities are a series of
concrete acts easily observed by parents and others concerned
with the development of the child. Teachers find it most help-
ful to talk about concrete suggestions which are easily under-
stood, employed and then either incorporated into the program
or discarded for alternative activities. If staff or parents
are dissatisfied with the way a particular program is working,
the common-sense step is to change what is being done and to
try another series of specific activities. Curriculum, then, is
the most accessible part of preschool operation.



to thtl; Lva0Ltoual vi ow of cupviculm la the
aolipUo that 111QPO J.13 a po,q9A mothod (cuvricuium) to bo
opleyed whIch aa tt (AUTO.; voial.,ionahtp with oducatiolA cof-
come, Employ tho Immo activities an a master teacher or a pro:!;vlm
which "worRa" and you w1, i,1, obtain tho flame rouulto with the
children, Use this pArtioular sot of recordn and the child will
learn body im,v;;(1; thiJ rjotoup of lotto vmos ,:)d laGuoco
will impooveo oto, This vlow mAy be couchod In sophia,icated
terms, nuch aa, "Mooting' tho nuedn of oach child ar determined
by a differential diaGnosis," but it comes to the Immo thing.

Tho fact of the mattot' is that a r;ood curriculum alone As
not sufficient to guaoantoe an adequate and productivo proachool
experionco for young tAildron The specific c.urricultim employed
in only part of tho program, and thin is true also of the
Coolitivoly Oriented curriculum, Critical, and porhapo even
more essential than the curi.tcuimm itself, :t: (;he way in which
the proochool stare funCtiona to pvcduce prerAhool oxporionco,
that in, the way In which tho staff handles tho day .to-day
demands made on themnolven and on the ehildron, Thoao condWons
for operation are called the pWf11pdel,

This section will discusa the role of the teacher and
aflporvior in mat:1.1'1g the prog4lam offectivo, Uhilo nil arvects
of the st*.aft" model intoract to produce a prerwhool pvogram which
"wovkay" they will be dtsclte:.wd auparatoly, The moot important
ocmpouents aro

1 The inv3lvement of thl toache in yllfl.nnl,arr within
tho curriculum

Parttcipation in tho give and take of a
situation

L(T,TA2achim

3i $ unervision by a knowlodguable cuviclm auporvisor

PLPd'UIIl'IO In the Cognitively Oriented crvilulum the
classroom teacher la the osnontial element in the auncesu of tho
pvogrm Xa research projects using the nognitivo curriculum
model, teachers do beat with those activitiea tboy themrolves
have urcaLed for the tun of the particular children onvo in
their prsam Rejected completely 13 the utilization of
cuyviculum fincripts" of what to thinlc, what to ur,y, and how to
put a particular goal into opovations Yntteado the cogultiva
curriculum offers a series of eosnitive zo6,11 to guide claasroom
Activity p1Anuing. (liven thin absenco of proucriptiono planning
bocomos nn e3trmely Iliiportanil function ox' tho teacher in thin
ilo,)Gram* Suet:J:1:Ni plftwarg moaal that the teacher werka within
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the curriculum framework, is willing to focus her attention
upon key issues, and devotes sufficient time to the process
of planning.

Planning in the Cognitively Oriented program is unusually
difficult since it requires a knowledge of the theoretical,
framework upon which the curriculum is based. Piagetian theory
is difficult to comprehend and does not lend itself to rapid
integration with the traditional concerns of the preschool
teacher. Indeed,,it is not directly concerned with education
at all. Yet it gives depth and breadth to a program, and
generalizations from it can give the teacher a way to attack
most educational problems faced in the classroom.

Planning is also difficult because acceptance of the
cognitive program places restrictions on the teacher. The
theory employed by the cognitive curriculum concerning the way
a teacher should teach and the process by which a child learns
limits the teacher's choice and utilization of curriculum
activities. Not just anything will do. Indeed, it is generally
difficult for teachers new to the program to evolve teaching
activities adequately related to the curriculum theory.

Normally, a teacher employing the curriculum for the first
time progresses through three stages. At first, she is involved
in learning the conceptual framework and terminology of the
curriculum; during this stage she is primarily concerned with
whether or not a particular activity "fits" the stated goals.
She uses familiar teaching styles with typical preschool
activities and projects. She discovers, for example, that
feeding classroom pets, a traditional preschool chore,
involves elements of temporal relations (time intervals,
time sequences, duration of time, etc.).

This gradual recognition of the conceptual framework of
the curriculum in familiar activities leads to the second stage,
where the teacher attaches all possible cognitive elements' of
the curriculum to the particular activity in use. For example,
if the activity is baking a cake, the teacher would recognize
that this involves temporal relations -- a time period has a
beginning and an end; seriation big, mixing spoon and little
mixing spoon; classification -- mixing spoons go with mixing
bowls; and spatial relations -- the trot cake-pan cools on
knot the wire rack. Gradually, the teacher begins to sew
thit-the traditional activities of preschool are simply too
complex for teaching Blear concepts to young children who need
special assistance.
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Wlth tht; vc:aliviAtion tho toAchov boOn3 to ol)o.oto At
tho third ottlo, Now uh') ouloutu upuOno aetivItlou thAt
relates prtmarily, to ono iToolVle ouvolc ulma vale Othor
concepts may be and indeed aro oleuely lnvlvodo but the
prlmary concopt to 1)0 taught to kopt as the atn focus.
Tnstoad of ono activity eloployud to teach many coLi;nitive
componenta, mo,ny activItIou aro 0,comlo1)od to toach ono cor.,nt%ve
goal. 'Co bo succosseul within tho cowlitive curriculum, then,
Ilequirea a willingness h review all aspects of curriculum
activities in tho light of tho curriculum theory. The toachor
must work within the framewovk of the `rc1opnu thoory.

Planning also provides an opportunity to think about key
issues of curriculum operation within the vogram. A major
problem faced in any preschool 13 the oso of time by both the
children and tho teacher. ntle amplo opportunity should be
provided for the individual child to explore curricolum-velatod
materlala on his own, a teachcio must bo very active in the
pacing of the program to max1m441 the Limo spent in :schoo.
Careful advance planning will assist the teacher in reaching
this objective. What is tho exact col!;nitie goal each activity
is to accomplish? What are tho indicationa that each youngster
hat) attained the level of perfopmance appropriate to his over.
all dovolopment? What simpler or more difricult alte'r'native
activities are rowdy for possiblo U80? What; aro the koy words
hnd skills that all ofjllo alirlffo teachers and aides, will soak
to employ durinfitani paotiVular unit of curriculum roam?
Advance planning givea the basic plan of action to be followed
by all staff. It "tags" waste time which can be eliminated,
au whem groups or children atand In line waiting to 3o somowhere.

Planning provides occasion to focun upon elomonts that
mir;ht be overlookod when "play ing it by ear." For example,
how many decisiona can bo mado by each child during the activity
being offered? Does the plannod activity permit each child to
be actively involved? When using cooking a3 an activity to
teach. temporal or seriation concepta, what form will the
activity take? Making pancakos on An upon hotplato in the room
can be designed, with adequate planning, to rivo each child a
chance to activoly porticipato in the stops involved. For
example, if each M403 hiu own batter in hia own cup,
ho hros mciny dectoionu to make: on the othor handAcake placed
carefully in an oven by the teachev or a singlo child does not
provide the opportunity for decision making by each individual
in the group.
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Planning also permits the teacher to build in opportunities
for children to "be in charge," to direct themselves, and to
teach each other: "John, you made the first pancake, you help
Mary with the second." Now John has to make many docisionson
how to effectively help Mary.

Through planning, an educational focus may be given to all
classroom problems, includTR-3117651ine. The classroom
environment and routine correctly implemented, structure the

ichild's behavior; that is, areas of activity are clearly defined
'for the child, and he knows what he can or cannot do withinnaL
area. The routine clearly tells him what is going to happen
and how it is going to happen. Tn the Cognitively Oriented
curriculum, the focus is on altering the educational program
for the child who has learning or behavior problems. The
question asked during the planning session is, How can the
instructional program be adapted to the level at which the
child is operating? With this kind of, focus, there is seldom
any need for additional measures; in the eight years of operation
of the Cognitively Oriented curriculum in Ypsilanti, no child
has ever been referred to other agencies for additional assist-
ance in school adjustment or learning problems. Teachers are
highly effective with problem.ehildren when they have a flexible
curriculum.

Given the range and importance of the ,teacheVs
responsibilities, it is obvious that sufficient tidelZiruf.tvbe

' allotted her intleekly work schedule. . The
standard practice is to prepare plans approximately one week
in advance. Time for evaluating the results of the plans is
always included in the planning and documenting system, (A
sample plan format is given in the appendix to this manual.)

In actual program operation there is general resistance
from the staff to detailed planning. It is usually easier to
respond to the myriad day-to-day problems as they occur than to
allot adequate time for planning. Basically a staff member
must learn to let the bulletin board go, avoid that extra
administrative nicety, and focus directly on program goals.
Planning in detail by teachers is the moot essential component
ok sueeessful preschool operation. .It.is a difficult task,
but it is the only way to obtain the desired level of child
growth,



TkA5,121911111.. Y(lachej aklea and voluntoco ,:ioolOnt;
toc;ether In a elcmuvuom and olmrim; educational :oalu, wothods
and outlook cowitttuto a teaohim team.

On the wholes a pro,whool elam;room ataff functioning In a
toam teaching settiwo la in it better position to produce anp9rior
pvoGramming than a ataftl wLthin a cloarly donned
hierarchy. Tho tondooy eV ony prjcet denit;m1d ror
efficient operation lu to orb;allize :;taff into lovela or pro-
reuoional responsibility. This "table of ovanizatIon" may be
a natural outcomo of profensional experience and auplvationa
Gild a need for clear-cut asnWiment or res;ponalbility, but it
may also prevent succeonful progmmming. :rri a preschool oporation
,.t is onuential that A11 members of the staff atto;nd to the
problomn or education within tho prr;c:hool clacsrooma. The
teaching team should be tho center of an ont;oing forum whore
the utafr can dlscuss un thoory and adjust the crolculum
to the individual nenda of into nhildron. Tho teaching team
itaelf can monitor tho teaching behavior of each membor dovelop
now and creative activities in accovd,Ance with cuoricolum
theory, ri,nd in vnoval focun upon the key insuea that 'aunt
constantly be kept before the total staff.

Whon a hierarchical type of pronchool staff model (with
each ataff member asair;ned a clear-cut fnnction along levels
of profotisional roapnnaibiJity, la tho result of group )lanning,
subject to ongoing group decluton makings suporior provamming
may result. On tho othor hands if the organtmation results in
a you,-doniteviticlze-mn-nrd TIll-not-critielmo-you attitudes
then the program will dc:teriorate. For examples one 3uch pre-
uchool project had Cour toachora handling a group of 20 ohtldron.
The teachers c.(1,;d to diefor In their approachca and curriculum
mothodn. What developed wan aerial toachi.Mi firut ono toachore
,then anothor, would coaduct claaas and an implicit aGre,munt
two reached not to do mlythin:!; that would upoot any othur
toacher. That is not true toll teaching. A hotter altern.Ative
is for the team to develop parallel teaching activition:
tnchora and aidoe toach simultanoouslys old all work from a
maoter plan developed during the planning sonuions and dvawn
from the boat thinking the group can produce.

Wia essential that team teaching ha ',mod as tho bnais
for mutual develocent and program improvement. How do wu
boat uao thia idoa next wcek? What are tho adlustonta wa
ntr.ke fur Oharlen ond Mary? Will you observe me uhen I ty



this new classification lesson? Will you heir me think of two
more activities like this one at the index level? Team teach-
ing is difficult because it is hard to turn differences of
opinion about school operation into constructive program
development and self-education. It is hard to avoid personality
clashes and authbrity and control competition. Yet it is the
struggle to produce a competent and integrated program that
will result in a superior preschool. Smooth and agreeable
operation seems to produce a program that is dull in application
and has minimal stimulation for and limited impact upon both
the children and the staff. Somehow, the struggle to be
effective, when focused on the child and his educational needs
in the preschool situation, is what produces success. Problems
provide the material that engenders superior thinking on the
part of concerned staff.

A functioning team is an excellent source of inservice
training. Teachers working together have an ideal opportunity
to observe children responding to specific lesson and program
ideas. They begin to opecialise in curriculum areas of special
concern to them, and the information thus gained is passed on
to the others in the program, creating an intellectual challenge
directly related to real concerns of the teaching staff. The
constructive criticism that renults will lead to improved
teaching performance.

Classroom aides must be included in this process of give
and take. Aides frequently do not have an extensive formal
education, and often their expectations for the childrenediffcr
from those of the teachers, especially in the area of classroom
discipline. The task of honestly explaining the rationale for
the classroom program and the concrete extension of theoretical
ideas into actual practice are excellent learning experiences
for both aides and teachers.

Teams of teachers and aides who have developed an adequate
system of operation permitting honest and open personal relation-
ships and candid appraisal of program implementation have
'developed a powerful tool. Au mentioned above, the team can
be the center of a forum for discussion of curriculum theory.
Reading Piagot sounds like a difficult task, and it is, but
discussion of curriculum ideas derived from this reading can
generate excitement about classroom teaching and whole new
realms of productive activities.
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SyPrIpI8p0. Akirluato wipervIsion ts the most essential
tntvoafSlil; Uhe proschoo staff model. ErVective plAnning
with,carefui focus on classroom educational problems and tram
teachinN that rully implem( nta the plans cwo mat.) possiblo
through adequate umpe'rviaion. 3uperviston provtdes nupport
to the tea,6hing staff through assistanco with classroom
educational And operational problems, insorvice training in
the curriculum theory, "advico and comfort" An coping with the
admtnistrative structure, and direct facilitation of decinion
making. The suporvlsor should b& an experionced teacher who
haa learned the curriculum through insorvice training and
direct experievce in the clanaroom

The supervisor 1,s. not an administrator and spends littlo
time in any administrative function. Thin rostriction is
absolutely critical. If the suporvisor must alovo time to
administrativo matters such as attondanco, utaff policios,
community liaison, ordering .supplies, then oho will not bo
ablJ to provide tho support neconsary'for successful operation
of the program.

While the supervioo must fond off both tho temptation
and tho pressure to be involved in admirastrative work, it is
tmportant for her to present the teaching problems to the
administrative group. The suporvlsor must ho willing to npoak
out for the team and to identify forcofully to the administrators
the problema that the teachers feel are real. Vor example, one
problem that a group of preachoo teachers faced in a small
rural schoolhouao waa rodents in tho building. The administrators
thought the problem was (a) to be e:tpected in a small rural
school, foly typical- you can't keep them out anyway, (c) ahort
term -- when it gots.00ld they won't be no active, and (d) just
like a bunch of women to complain about a MOMS() c two. The
supervisor wan the individual who said that, regardless of all
themasculnogreaaono office-bound adminintrators wanted to
oVae0 the problem wan real for the team and therefore it had to
be resolved. The "rodent invasion" was actually never satinfactorily

resolved, but from the teacher's point of view the
fact that an effort was finally made by the administrators
was sufficient to satisfy them.

The major task of the supervisor in to give direct anoint-
ance-t:o the claabroom tonm by underscoring the real problems in
the classroom. To accomplish this goal oho rOVOW3 the plans
the toachern have propured, observen in tha classroon for extended
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periods of time, and arranges for videotapes to be taken of
key lessons. The supervisor can raise questions for the staff
about the program operation, planning and teaching functions.
In addition, she is the "referee" for the many problems within
the team, bringing the difficulties out into the open rather
than allowing them to be smoothed over; since genuine program
difficulties with individual children and among staff are the
basis for program improvement, to smooth them over is to avoid
the opportunity they provide.

From the knowledge and os/e(Needui the supervisor gains in
giving direct assistance to the classroom team, an adequate
inservice training program can be developed specifically for
that team. Discussion of lesson plats and application of thouc
plans lead naturally into discussion of the theory the curriculum
is based on. Demonstration teaching by the supervisor can give
team members an opportunity to watch their children reacting
to planned cognitive lessons. The videotapes, while dovasting
at first to anyone who has not seen himself on tape before,
can aerve as an excellent training device for teachers. The
supervisor can use the occasion to focus upon teaching problems
and introduce solutions from the cognitive teaching framework.
There is little need to bring in 8outbide experts" throughout
much of this inservice training. A well supervised staff that
actively questions, that constantly searches for ways to be
more effective with children by watching their actual behavior
within the classroom stetting, and that takes an honest look at
themselves and their commitment to planning and team teaching,
has ample knowledge and resources to ask the right questions
and develop the right activities within the framework of the
curriculum.

The role of the supervisor is often accepted with consider-
able hesitation by administrators, teachers, and supervisors
themselves. Just why is the term "supervisor" used and doesn't
that imply an authoritarian role? Actually, any term can be
used, and some projects use such terms as "program assistant"
or "curriculum assistant." However, the function is the same;
The supervisor is clearly responsible for holding the teacheru
to the instructional tasks at hand, raising appropriate questions,
and helping teachers find educational solutions within the
curriculum framework. The supervisor serves as the balance
wheel in the operation of the cOdeAtive curriculum, maintaining,
through supportive services, dedication and knowledge, the
momentum that the staff has generated.
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onmcm;pm, r,(w.I;ucm eWJeattonal impact in on unusualetiteeMo f6r peo*chool pvolvamu. While moot proraMilook 6)odfrom the outside because the children new involv,As becauseteachers can state how they are meeting the needs of thechildrens because parents nay they think the proGrnm lo ;podfor their children, and because outside consultAnts find thatall the appropriate wordu are beinn used, ouch nu "meet:in:1the child's needs nod providintr, for his social and emotionalgrowths" the facts are that moot protams do not produce anylastin5 impact upon most children. For a solution to thisvexing problems the search has hoen,directed toward now pre.school curricula. One ouch search has produced the curriculumoutlined in this manual. But in this uectton, the staff modelhas been presented as a critical aspect; or any sunceinfuloperation. A food curriculum In important, but the way inwhich the curriculum is put into operation dctorminoo theoutcome, Planning in often seen by professional toachern (and0thors) an harking back to student teaching dayn. Planningin detail with team membern and then discussing the plann witha supervisor sounds a n though ono never wont to college orlearned anything about children. Yet it in plot thts exposureto conntant nolfdovelopment and oupervioion, that protectsthe proVams the children and tllo teachers from stagnation.Supervision is frequently loft out of a "good" operat ton when,teachers have learned to cope with almost insurmountableproblems, The point ut which failure bogini, thonh, in whenthe teacher gots the "knack" of doing theljob; At chat; pointeducation shifts to VialnIng, and problem solving to routineperformance.

IA ParOle
rYM+NWWgw

Once upon a time there wan a Head Start Teacher who 11lived in a Great City. The call wedht out for toachorn toservo in a now center in a Oreat City Vertical Slum(government houning project) whero the conditions would
III

he less than ideal but where one could give of oneself.The Teachero who told othern she was a Master Teacher
SI

stnce she had a mauter's degree, an=swered the call andtook nharge of an important clasnroom component in theproject, She was greatly concerned about her job and moot
Idedicated to it, Sho had almost 30 children in a npaoo

il

that wan too smalli she had a cook for the lunch programsshe hart aidoa and an cos aiutant teacher to help run the
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program, she had mothers in the classroca to assist with
meals and to observe their children, and she even had
student volunteers from the neighborhood school. Her
responsibilities were great. She had to train her staff,
operate the feeding program, supervise the aides, counsel
the volunteers and of course, teach the children. To
meet those responsibilities she worked hard and with much
originality.

In order to survive, the Head Start Teacher trained
the assistant teacher to handle the children. She trained
the aides tblhelp the assistant teacher. She requested
and received, assistance in operating the lunch program.
She held group meetings for the mothers. She gained the
cooperation of the volunteers. She even took the mothers
out to suburban shopping centers to buy food because of
the low prices there as compared to their slum supermarket.
The program received praise from all as an example of
how a good preschool program is operated.

One day, the Head Start Teacher talked to a group of
Great Men from Washington. She told them all she had done
and how difficult it was and how important she felt the
experience was for the children. And when she finished,
one of the great Men asked her how she had over managed
to do all these things. She replied that it had been
very difficult, especially for the first few weeks, but
,then she had got the "knack" of it and was able to
organize everything to run smoothly. And the Great Men
felt they had seen something Oood.

The Great Men had indeed aeon something Good, but it is
questionable, whether they had seen something likely to benefit
the children. They had seen a hierarchical preschool organization
functioning smoothly, efficiently, and providing services to the
parents and community. Out the teacher had "got the knack", and
the program was so well organized, responsibilities were so
efficiently delegated, that the staff had probably reached the
point where it was no longer involved in the daily struggle to
meet the needs of the children. This is what generally happens
in education. At first each teacher has great difficulty bring
ing order out of the chaos of problems facing her program.
Eventually, however, the organizational problems are mastered
and the teachers settle down to a comfortable teaching routine
in which neither they nor the children are challenged. The
learning opportunities for the children decrease dramaticallya
as the struggle to cope with the unforeseen is replaced by
efficient organization.
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OAHU TIMM

HONE VISITS

An important component of successful pvouehool protireas
ia home teaching. Toachera visit tho howls of children in
thoir classes in order to involve their mothoro in the
edueational process and to augmont and extond the ochool
activitieu on an individual basis. in addition to home touch-
ing, child-roaring praeticou of the parents are discussed
in group mootings au part of the overall effort to suotain a
home eevIrooment that will stimulate and support the intollectual
growth of the child.

The home teaching program initiated and dove:loped during
the five yearn of the Ypsilanti ferry Preaehool Project (1962-1967)
will be mood as one,example of a' home teaching program. The
following deseription of the program in b(Vi(d on ac ox tended
interview with Mrs. Donnafl,p0lelland, one of, the prouchool
teachers who wua involved with tho project fixoeghout its
operation.

During tho course of the Ypsilanti Projeet, two goneral
purpones ovolvod for the home teaching: (1) To :tnvoivo tho
mother in tho toaching process in order' to givo hor a baokground
of knowleOgo ()oncoming tho odueational noodS of hor ahild so
that she could provide educattonal support at home. (2) To
implement the curriculum on a oneto-ono basis with the child
in the home. Yn order to prevent home teaching from becoming
merely a tutorial session hetwoen teacher and child, it is
important that the teAohero clearly nnderutand the homo tor.ohing
goals and make a concontrated effort to deal with any problems
that may twice while the mother iu learning to become an activa
participant in the educational process.

R2SPONSS O1 THE TEACHERS

Toaching in ghotto homes can be n liffieult oxperience
for middle-o33au teachers, cspocially if they aro white, but
moat toachers are 'eble to make the adjustmont. ProtJpective
teachoro must bo told during their employment intievview that
home visits are part of the program, and that if they don't
roally fool they would be comfortable doing this, perhaps they
shouldn't teach In the progrIm. alt is important thitt teaohers



know what they aro expected to do, and that they know
they are expected to make an effort to overcome their
initial hesitation. The idea of working with the child-
ren in their homes is a challenge to many teachers, but
they really don't know what to expect, how they will be
recoived or how they will react. All teachers feel
apprehensive for those reasons, though some don't give
voice to their feelings.

After the first few home visits, the parents gen-
erally became very receptive to the provam, and most
teachers felt much more comfortable in the homes than
they had at first. Even so, some toachers found it
necessary at times to take the children out of their
homos to conduct the sessions. Tho conditions that
prevailed in a home on a particular day could not
always bo predicted, and a teacher would occasionally
decide that there was just too much chaos for her to
accomplish anything. Some of the buildings and homes
were in such poor condition and so overcrowded that
it was quite some 'dime before the toucher could fit
comfortably into what she found to ho a very alien
onvironmont: thore was simply no place to work in
a setting without chairs and tables, several other
adults and children might be prosont, the buildings
might bo permeated with a disagrooable odor because of
a lack of sanitary facilities, the home might be very
hot and dark.

These factors induced some teachers to take their
children on field trips, to their own homos, or back
to school. Our expectation is that teachers will
learn to cope with the situations in the homes and
ultimately they will'use the field trip as a last re-
sort rather than as something to fall back on when they
feel uncomfortable. Field trips often preclude the
mothor's direct involvement and thus detract from one of,
the purposes of the session. It was acceptable, howovor,
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to occasionally VOJUVVO the home vlaits for eteld tripa, becauue
moat of the children rarely had the opportunity to visit the
places and enjoy the experiencen the teachovu could offer
them. (If it 'iris poosible to have the mother come along too,
then the throe-way contact of teacher-mother-child wan not
lout.)

RNSPOUSNS or TUE MOTffERS

When the project beam, wordc.mread quite rapidly through
the community. The day of the fdaU'aurveyu to selest families
with throe- and four-year olds, wo saw people on their porchoe,
but they disappeared as we approathod their houuee. We
knocked on doors but nobody would anawer. Finally, uompbody
would come to the door and we were' greeted with interent once
we explained that we were teachera. The entire area was
hostile at first becae° they thought we wore from urbal re-
newal or a like agency. By the next morning people in all
parts of the district knew who we were and why we were knocking
on doore. Becauee they .have a deep concern for their children,
these parent° wore willing to hoar what we had to say. A few
families did not want to talk to us and oome felt that a throe-
year-old was too young to go to eohool. Sometimes we were told
that a child couldn't attend because he waun't toilet trained;
wo told the parents that they .should not' worry about this,
that we would accept their children anyway. The receptivity
of the majority of the parents was ohown clearly in tha calls
we later received from mothere asking if we could find places
in preachool for the ehildrun of their friends.

During the planning utagou of the proschool program, there
was a rumor circulating in the community that the children we
would be working with were "mentally retarded," or "slow
learneru," and this made some parents unreceptive. It seemed
desirable 'or us to avoid uutng heue threatening and mislo,ding
terms. If the parents felt that wo conaidered their children
"dumb" or slow and unable to learn, then we, mid they, would
be defeated before we began. So inatead we said that we worm
starting a preschool for three- and fouryear-olds in order to
find out whether attending school at an earlier ago would help
the children in school later on.

Generally; unless the motht.'a had had a child in preschool
before and had become interested An the program, the teacher
lind to take ont of the initiative in 'home tc!whing. out
mothere, wor'Ing with a toacher ,Ver the Ornt Mine, tend to be
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passive and expect the teacher to know all the answers and
to be the authority. These mothers do not view their role as
partly that of teacher, but rather see the school as the place
where the child will learn, usually beginning at kinder-
garten level (age 5). The passivity of these parents is thus
,Partly a reflection of the fact that at first they do not
know what to expect and are doubtful that real education or
learning can occur at home. Sometimes, to be sure, the Project
teachers didn't make their functions entirely clear to the
parents for fear of frightening them away--they felt that if
the mother knew she was going to be involved in a significant
way, she might tend to be "unavailable". But they did tell the
mothers that they would like to come to their homes one after-
noon each week and hoped they would be there, too, to help.
Most of the mothers wore very gracious; they would prepare for
the teacher's visit by cleaning their homes and making space
for tho teacher to work, and many would serve coffee and food,
which was a speoial effort to make the teacher feel welcome.

The mothers who did avoid home visits did so, not so much
because they oonsidored the visits an intrusion, but because
they were afraid that they would not measure up as mothers to
the expectations of the teachers; they remained uncertain about
what they were supposed to do and how they would be received
by us.,

It was our experience that most of the parents wanted so
badly for their children to have a better, life that they were
willing to do almost anything they thought might be helpful.
The Project seemed to represent a kind of hope for people who
were used to very little, who expected their children to fail
and felt there was little they can do. We were giving them
something they could do to help their children succeed.

HOW THE PROGRAM WAS IMPLEMENTED

The teacher spent roughly a half-hour preparing for her
'home visit. She had to think about the child in terms of how
he was currently operating in the program and the areas in
which he might need,extra work. She would select materials
she felt were appropriate for her teaching on that day and for
the child's practice in the skills and concepts they would be
concentrating on. She might take puppets, clay, art materials,
or kits prepared for work on the concepts involved in classi-
fication, seriation, etc. She would bring into the home a fair
number'of choices, all of which could aid in teaching the samo
concept or skill so that if the child were not interested in a
particular material or kit that day, there would be something
else of interct available to him. The teacher would also base
her choice of materials on what she knew from classroom experience
to be the child's preferences.
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childron htui 1;000 volatlow;htps with their twAchora.
Tho child would look Pooward to tho toacor's viott and be
eagor to uoo what vho had bvought with her In hot, home-visit
caw), The t.lachev would Mt thu child ocloct what ho wantod

I.0 (it) first. Because oho had a dmfinito plan In mind, r3ho
could laploment hor goala independently of the order in which
tho nctivitioa wen, undortalcon. A throo..yoar.old, or any child
with a short attention opan, would havo to move from one activity
to another fairly quickly, and the toaehar would bo Ltblo to
opond only an hour at the most working directly with ouch a

Generally, tl!e children's behavior duping the hem° vialta
vrao px'otty much the namo as it was in school. 'Cho e.woptionu

ware) thouo children who had trouble relating to othor children,
those who ware shy in ochool and felt overwholmed by a clans-
'room full of chtldron, and thou() who wove Inhibited in thoir
uso of language in the elaasroom and had trouble communicating
with tho toachers. Then° children would ofton provo to bo
much more reoponsivo during thu homn visita. Thoro warn also
children who worn very activ6 ynd involvod in the clausroo,
but who appoarod withdrawn und unvesponsivo in their homes..
This responso often acomod asuociatud with mothora who were
demanding and limiting.

The teacher would try to spend pert of her viuit talking
infumally with the mothor..-thoy would talk, for exAmplo
whilo tho mother was cooking or engaged in various othor houao-
hold chores, or they might atmply sit (Vat and chat at a
convoniont time. Often mothers would auk quasi:Jona about the
material:, ruid would want to know whero they could bny them;

a mother might ention that uho had bought a toy that was
similar to ono the toacher had brought, and thin would give
the toacher an opportunity to discuss what kinds of toys aro
beat for helping small children loarn. Soma mothors told l ;ho

teachera that; they did not 'allow their children to look at
books "J uut any old time", bocauao the ohildron would teat'

them up. This gave the toachor a chanco to talk about the car°
of playthings in general and wake the point that; very inexpcuoive
children/3 bookn are available, the frequnt two of which, oven
at the peril of destroying them, would givo the child the
important oxporienco of handling and *living with bookas Teachers
and mothers would aluo diouuus child-roaring practices, the use

of ltInguoge with childrenuand Information coucorning the
academio noeda the child will have when ho bogina regular
Johoolins,
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If there were two children in the family attending pre-
school, the teacher could ask the mother to work with one of
them while she worked with the other, an excellent opportunity
for involving the mother in the teaching process.

If the teacher had used crayons, clay, or scissors and
paper, she would probably leave some of these materials behind
and encourage the mother to make a little place for the child
to keep and use them; once the teacher had gone, the mother
would probably try to do the same things with the child that
the teacher had done. Before the teacher lett bhe home, she
would remind the mother of the date of her next visit and
inform her of her plans for the child for that visit, indicating
the materials she intended to bring. If the mother had
questions regarding the child's progress in preschool, the
teacher usually tried to report all the positive aspects so
that the mother would feel encouraged about her child's pre-
schooljexperience.

Because parents tended to be less permissive with their
children and expected much better behavior than the teachers,
they sometimes expressed the feeling that the teachers were
not strict enough. One mother said "You teachersdo too much
.huggin' and kissin' on the kids." The teacher interpreted
this, however, as "I am happy you reacted warmly to my child,"
even if on the face of it this mother seemed to feel such
display of affection was foolish. Teachers confronted with
such an ambivalent response should take this opportunity to
discuss their reasons for handling the children the way they
do. A teacher might explain why she let a 'child talk to her
in a manner which the mother might regard as "talking back."
She might explain, for example, why she had given the yes-or.
no choice when the parent felt that a child sholild never say
no to a teacher.

The importance of establishingAupport should be emphasized.
If the teacher is able to adjust tolpeueyoungsters home
environments--where conditions are probably much different
from those to which she is accustomed and, as suggested earlier,
probably disagreeable to her in many respects--then she will
have afforded herself the chance to work closely with their
mothers. From this will follow the opportunity to prov&de
help and support in coping with the learning problems of the
children. The parents hopefully will begin to use the school
for guidance, and this will signify an important change in
their attitude, for they tend to think that the school would be
retributive rather than oupportiv, if they should request
assistance or complain. Bringing about such change in
Attitude will in turn be a significant factor in helping the
mothers assume un active role in support of their childrenst
intellectual growth.
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PARENTS MKETINO3

Tho purpose of those meetiii;m was to influoucc and modify
the child.rearing practices of thy; paronts. This i3 a
delicate area and a difficult subject to tackls because the
parents fond to :ice the matteA, in quite a diffevent 110t fact
the teachors. The,io meetin171 involvod mothers almost exclnsivolYs
bucauso originally we had many children who didn't hrtvo eathura
in the homes and Althoueh the toachers enconrauL(t thus fathers
to come to the eotingss only a few uoro able. Ono or the
school [social workers did meet with a small group of Vnthern
early in the program, Thin group moant A lot to the fathoms
and some of them asked tin to continuo having the meetings when
their children entered kindergarton.

We found that it was hard to talk about child roaring
until the mothers cot to know each other well enongh that they
felt free to discuss their problema, Since our par ants normally
did not go to many club eettngs and did not belong to many
social groupai it took them some time before thy could be fain
to feel comfortable in group discussions. At firut wl thought
that we should begin with meetings or a different kinds that
the best way to get the mothers together was to meet for some

Isocial purpose rather than for discussion. So in the beginning
we would go bowling toy othors of talc() a riold trip, activities
which didn't really make many &mantis on the mothors. We
discoverods however, that the mothers wanted something more
than noeial outings. It is a mistake to asuume implicitly,
as we did, that became they do not fit comfortably into group
discussion situations, the tie parents really are net into:vented
in talking and learning about their children. It 'aas necossarys
thong to plan purposeful mootings at timea that woro cenvoniont
for both mothers and teachers. Transportation and babysitting
were provided by the schools and refreshments offered time
for too.ohera and mothers to talk informally.

The first meetings after the tnittal false starts, was
on open house at which we trted to explain our preschool program
to the mothers. This wan not very effective because it was too
abstract. We then tried talking about the program and relating 1
it to the school envivonmcnt while making oducational materials
for the mothers to use with their childron.at home. Thin approach
gavo U3 something concrete to focus on. We diucoverod that most I
of the mothers spent a lot of money on toys and began their
Christmas shopping early. So we took shopping trips &ring
which we looked for toys and other materials that were similar
to those we msod*in preschool. These trips proved to be success- 1
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One of our objectives was to have the mothers eventually
plan and organize their own meetings. We tried to find
individuals in the group who seemed to have the desire and the
ability to take the initiative in contacting the others and
providing refreshments (we would buy the food and they would
prepare it). They would be responsible for seeing to it that
the meetings began on time and that the participants were
aware of what the content of the meetingc would be. We
initiated planning sessions with a small group who seemed
interested in assuming these responsibilities. Eventually,
the parents' group as a whole was able to plan an entire
meeting, choosing one person to do the contacting and one to
plan the refreshments; these duties would be rotated, so that
all those who were interested would get a chance. Oradually,
there emerged a nucleus of mothers who were able to plan and
organize very successfully. At the And of a meeting we
would try to decide what the subject of our next discussion
would be. When the mothers began to freely discuss their
children's school or home problems, their statements often
indicated to us where the next discussion might go. In fact,
it'was such statements that first gave us an opening through
which we could proceed to plan meetings around a core problem
or topic that deeply concerned the parents.

As we matured as a group, we began to get a good exchange
of ideas, and the teachers' ability to organize and facilitate
group discussion improved. We invited a professor of social
work to help us with group discussion, but the parents looked
upon him as the authority, which of course was an obstacle to
their learning to solve problems. So we continued without
outside help and were ablif to learn how to structure a meeting
e,o that all the members of the group could participate effective)'.
To do this, some manipulation was necessary: One of the teachersi
operated as a sort of moderator, seeing to it that we didn't
tray too far from the chosen topic, trying to change the tone
of a discussion when, for example, an argument threatened to bog
things down, and in general attempt to maintain an atmosphere
in which all persons who had something to say would have the
chance to speak and be heard.

Sometimes, when only a few mothers attended a meeting, the
teachers would get discouraged, but we learned that if the
mothers found 'a meeting really helpful, they would inform others
and attendance would subsequently increase. There is a real
Place for parents meetings in preschool programs if they are
handled correctly and if they deal with the kinds of things
that the parent:: fool are important and necessary.
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Poe a proschool provnm to bo °molly effoctive, homo twAch-
ing and vrents meetinris aro 0000ntial, becanse tho r:hIld-4
roaring practices that aro inCluoncod and modified through
toacher-parontcontact AVO of crucial importance to tho child's
academic achievomont and intollootual arowth. Throuh nnch
oontact tho teacher not; only ilvarts idoas and vneval
information, but alDo ,communicatos, hopoful3y, a apocial
;.J:titude toward chtld dovolopmont that tho mother will use to
support the child throuf0 hiss years in school:

SUMMARY: POINTERS POR UOME MUM

(1) Teachers make ham vtoits as educators, concerned nest,
of all with the,oducational welfare of the children. This meana
that their Job will be to involve both the mother and the child
An tho oducational'process.

.(2) J ood rolationnhip between ttmcher and mother is
important to the mother's cultivating a bottor feoling gown 'd
tho school. The teachor's attitude is most important in
establishing this rolationohip; She muat bo more than just a
professional doim a Job. It may tako aoveral vialts to
establish trust on the part of tho mother, but only thromh
tA,ust and mutual concern Col' the child can an effective re-
latiouship bo estabiished. Orton a Washer will form close,
perstmal ties with a mother whilo establishing.a working
relationship in the home._

(3) Volt the,mothes role to bocomo clearly defined, it
it important 4,hat the Oachmr bo open and direct. Often tho
mother is anxious about' her oMld and doesn't know whother
oho should disciplino hith while tho teacher is thoro. The
t,lachor must communicate hov goals and expectations no that tho
mother can fool more relaxed a;ld thus partielpato more offectivalY.

(4) Tho toaehor must bo 41)1e to work in homos where it
may be noces3ary fox' her! to nutlpend ;wide of hoe mtddlo-olass
standards, such an tidinlA ontA promdtness.

(5) It is importwit for the teaohor to fne:11 Noe to discuss
hex' feelings k' id apprqhonsiona aout the provm with her
:imperviaor, since thee may often bo timoa when a toachor
beQemea.dishwAvtonod 1)y children or mothers who do uot'soom
to bo vospowling.
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(6) The teacher must spend time before her visits
preparing for the child and mother. Sho muss' take into con-
sideration such things as:

(a) the cognitive needs of the child, i.e., the
levels at which he is operating

(b) the interests of the child (animals, small
oars, etc.)

(c) ways of involving the mother in activities

(7) The teacher must think about the kinds of materials
she will take on her visits and help the mother to see how
she can use these and other materials with her child to
implement cognitive goals on her own. The teacher can also
advise the Mother in her selection of materials.

(8) The teacher must be ready to capitalize on oppor-
tunities for discussions with the mother. She must be prepared
to ,talk about such things as developing inner =enrols in the
'children and using positive reinforcement to encourage desired
learning behavior.

(9) The teacher must be flexible in scheduling home
visits so that she can maintain maximum contact with the
mothers; e.g., to accomodate a working mother, the teacher
would have to be willing to schedule her visit for early,
evening.

(10) The teacher must.be willing to give extra time out
side of school to organize parents meetings.
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ctEnvo,:it FOUR

11111. ACTIVITY CiUME

The word guide 1.3 used here advisedly; this to not meant
to be an exhaustive curriculum which the teacher can follow
as site would a script. It should not be seen as prescriktive
but rather as illustrative, It illustrates a sequence of
tuaL development within the framework derived from Piaget's
theory of cognitive growth in children. The guide gives examples
of activiites appropriate to particular conceptual focuses at
different levels of representation. These asAtvities are only a
sampling to be allfpllented by the teacher In her daily planning,
based on her observations of the children as they interact with
the environment.

The curriculum guide Is presented according to the content
areas described in chapter ono: temporal relations, spatial
relatIons, seriation, and classification. Near the top of each
page of the Activity Guide, 'elm reader %AU find the Conceptual
locus, the Level of Representation through which the concept
is implemented, and sample Activities for facilitating the le4truing
of the coilept through the Motoric anti 'Verbal components.

The separation of activities into their motortc and verbal
components is meant to help the teacher lwep these two models
of operation in perspective as she is teaching. In actual practice
there is realty no separation between the xi otoric asset verbal
eomponents, but there is a specific sequence for both. The child
is usually operating on the motoric level well before ho to using
language. Therefore, it becomes the bachertil responsibility
to provide the language for the child's nw writ: actions. The
child may be at Quo stage of the mute ric level and 'Another wtage
of the verbal level, but whatever he is doing motor tcally, it is
alway8 ac CO Ill pa/lied by some form of verbal language k4 on

the part of the tuaeher or the child,

le order to bring the overall cur ticulunt fritmtdwork hack
Into focus, the Ihreeultied framework is prwiented again, this
tune i.e terms of a sp.mple lesson plan.



Index
Object Permanency

1. Object is par-
tially hidden.

2. Object com-
pletely
hidden.

1. Teacher provides verbal
stimulus.

2. Teacher provides verbal
stimulus and child
responds.

Content Areas
We wanOvillu. 6141.4 0.,...11111.11s. a, mts 0010 P.111.1.11.1.14.10.1 10 11.11.. .1.

Motoric
Use of self and
objects to experience
concepts.

!EVIL Relations
Conceptual Focus: Body
Awareness and Concept

The content area of Spatial Relation° is being emphasized through
the index level of representation. The motoric and verbal components
are sequenced to provide an active involvement of both teacher and children
for aiding the understanding of the specific concept. The concept in this
lesson is body awareness; the teacher has planned an activity involving
the use of body pa sets, specifically hands.

The teacher must be careful not to confuse the content areas,
which is quite easy to do, especially when there are so many things to
remember simultaneously; a concept taught in one content area may be a
totally different concept in another content area, though the language used
to express those concepts may be the same in both cases. Here is an
example:

Confusion of spatial and temporal relations. The tame language
ca fie appropriaarcaceriirT4tEirof these areas. For
example, the concepts of first-next -last, used in the sense that
someone is first, next or last in lingo define position in space
(spatial relations). On the other hand, used in the sense that
something was done first, something clue was done next, and
another thing was done last these concepts pertain to ordering
events in time (temporal relations). It is important for the
teacher to keep this distinction clearly in mind so that the concept..
ual focus does not become distorted and confusing for the children.
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Content Area

Clasaifiontion.

.

Seriation

Spatial Rolations

TomporAl Relations

'1'/ 1111,N Or C0114,%NriS

Cotkoupl:ual Lovel of
......yse un , .139.)! v 19 Y ' ' tACIP :tart Pal..!:9,

R6lational Index
Symbol

.

Doonviptivo Index
Symbol

aonorio Index
Symbol

Orderinr1 SiSieti tndox
Symbol

Ordering Index
Quantitibe Symbol

Ordoring Index
(luaLities Symbol

Body Awareness Index
and Body Symbol
Conoopt

Position Index
Symbol

Dirootion Indox
Symbol

Distance Index
Symbol

Beginning and Tndox
End of Time Symbol
Intervals

Ovdering of Index,
Nvents Symbol

Within Time Index
Pariolid there 3001
aro Different
Lenaths of'
Time

.



CLASSIFICATION

Relational - Grouping items on the basis of common function
and/or on the basis of association.

Notorio Experience:
Activities and projects
Use of classroom environment
,Body functions

Verbal Experience:
same-not the same-different
some -all
Naming and identifying objects -- things "go

together" becaude...

lemiztat - Grouping items on the basis of commons attributes.

v

.Notorio Experience
Use of classroom environment
Activities and projects

Verbal Experience
same -not the same-different
some-all
Naming and identifying objects and their

attributes--things "go together" because

Generic - Grouping items on the basis of general classes or
categories.

Notorio Experiences
Use of classroom environment
Activities and projects

Verbal Experience
same -not the came-different
some -all
'Generic names, e.g., furniture, animals, vehicles- -

things "go together" because...



CLAn8,EVXCATXON

C01100.11Iyal Pocuse Relational

Reprenpntatiow Index

Activities

notorie

1) Circle and rhythm games,'
such as Simple Simon and!
Uokey Pokey with emphasis
on body parts and mlatpd
articles of clothing sucii
an shoe and foot, mitten
and hands hat and head.

2) Oroup doll corner materials
e.g.9 a CU)J spoon and
plate.

3) Two sets of identical arti
cles' of clothing like a
shoe, a hate and a glovo;
one sot in a "mystery bag"
and the other visible to
the child. Child feels an
object in tho "mystery bag"
and identifies it by pointm
ins to or naming the
corresponding object in the
visible set'.

I+ e, 190% 1 **0 to.41. ** * fhb 0, t*,,t **A

'480 .4

la)

b)

Teacher and croup dictum
the functions of the articles
of clothing.

Child begins to verbalize
the relation of articles of
ulothing to body parts.

2a) Teacher provides the verbal
stimulus; eig.9 "Theuo items
Go together because we use
them for eaing."

b) Child tells why items are
grouped together, e.g.,
"because we use them for
eating.",

3a) Teacher Gives instructlons

b) Child identifies the
articles of clothing.

a) Child relates articles of
clothing to the parts or his
body on which they are worn.

for the activity.

004 oft, 14140 & 41.114Wfw not. ,e4 11 40, ONf t



It

Motoric

4) Show realistic models of
a train and train track, an
airplane and airport, and
have the child match the
objects that go tocether.

4a)

b)

5) Dress the dolls in the doll 5a)
corner. Teacher may place a
hat on a foot, and the child-
ran will have to correct her.

6) Show objects such as a
hammer, nail, screw,
screwdriver, and have the
children put the objects
together that go together.

81

b)

Verbal

Teacher and children
identify objects to be used
for the activity.

Child tells why he grouped
certain objects together.

Teacher and children discuss
the relation of the body
parts of the dolls to the
articles of clothing.

Children talk about articles
of clothing related to parti-
cular body parts; e.g., "a
shoe goes with a foot."

c) Children talk about articles
of clothing not related to
particular bins; parts; e.g.,
"A hat does not go with a
foot."

6a) Child and teacher identify
the objectb used.

b) Teacher provides verbal
directions: "Put two things
that go together here." (She
may first demonstrate and
explain this before asking
children too do the task.)

c) Children state why the grouped
objects arp related; e.g.,
"We use a fanner to hit the
nail."



Metowic

7) Use real tools or realistic
ropvesontations of tools in
thu way they are actually
used.

8) In the art area the teacher
and children itemize the
materials needed to perform
an art activity; e.g., paint,
a brush, and paper aro needed
for painting,.

9) While children are getting
dressed at Dismissal Time,
relate articles of clothing
to the nppropriato body
parts' e.g., boots go on
foot; mittens got on hands.

Vorhal

'(a) Children and toachor identify
the toolu; e.g., "This in a
hammer."

b) Teacher And children tell
how the tools aro used; mM.,
"Wo pound with a humor."

0a) Teacher asks questions such
as "What do we need to paint?"

h) Children tell what materials
they need, and, when they
have finished the activity,
tell what materials ahoy
have used.

9a) Poacher and ohildron sing a
song which relater; articles
of clothing to body parts.

b) After children are dressed,
they toll what they have done
in terms of which articles
of clothing and body parts
go together, Thin may also
involve a tomporal sequence;
"Viramt I put my hat on my
hTia, tiatri I put my boots on
my feet; thALI put my
mittens )11 oy handn.

10) Use the classroom environ- 10a) Teacher and childr,la 10entify
the various articles of
clothing by nanio.

b) Children explain tIvI relation
at' the articles of clothing
to activities or jobs.

mont Fi,nd clothing avvilable
to relate activities to the
clothing proper for them;
e.g., a paint shirt goon
with painting, an apron goon
With cooking.

00,MOO I NO. 6.0. %O.* I. A+, .. ' .
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Motoric 7erbal

11) Use time classroom equip- 11a) Teacher. consistently
ment in ways that show how emphasizes the relation-
objects can be used in ships between the objects
relation to Other objects; the children are using.
e.g., blocks can be used
to make garages or roads for b) The children say how they
trucks; a stove is for cook- are going to use the equip
ing food in pots and pans; ment and why they are going
we draw with crayons on to use it in a particular
paper. way; e.g., "I am going to

build a garage with the
blocks to put a car in."

12) Continue using the class-
room environment to
emphasize relational classi-
fication; e.g., dishes and
cups go together; oars and
trucks go together.

12a) Children give reasons various
objects go together; e.g.,
"Cars and trucks gotogether
because we ride in them.
Dishes and cups go together
because we use them when we
eat,"

b) Children should be encoure&ed
to give specific uses for
some objects: e.g., "Dump
trucks carry and dump dirt."

13) Children build a house in 13a) Children and teacher identify
the large motor area or play the objects to be used in
with the doll house in the the activity.
doll corner. The emphasis
should be on the things that b) Children tell why those objectu
belong in a house, and the go together; e.g., "They all
children should be encouraged belong in the house."
to put household objects in
their proper rooms, e.g., a
bed in the bedroom. Some
children will be able to
use representations of
furnitOre that are less
realistic than actual doll-
house furniture.

. 83-

o) Children verbally relate
the household objects to the
rooms in which they belong,
e.g., "The bed goes in the
.bedroom," Teacher should
point out that some objects,
such as a telephone, may be
placed in any room.



floncepimal Pocus:

Level df Rsprosentation: Symbol

CLA83114CATION

Relational

AcLi.:01;Aes.

Motorio

Show tool or other object and la)
have the children perform the
appropriate action without
using the object; e. 3.s. the ' b)
teacher holds up a humor and
the children "pound" with an
imaginary hammer.

2) Children group pictures cut
fron magazines to show tho
relation between body parts
and articles of clobhing;
e.g., a picture of a shoo
would go with a picture of
a foot.

3) Teacher chows pictures of
various articles of clothing
and children pantomime put-
tine clothes on themselves.
(Thiu is motor-encoding)).

84

Verbal

Teacher and children identif
the objects peesented.

Tnacbor provides the verbal
stimulus; e.g., "What do we
do with a hammor?...Pound."

a) Teacher then asks children
to show her what we do with
a hammer, and children metor.0
encode the action.

2a) Teacher and children identify
and discuss the pictures ivied.

b) Teacher gives verbal in-
struntions for performing
the activity, eg(,., "Put the
pictures together that go
together."

o) Children tell why they placed
certain pictures tocether;
e.g. "A., shoe $003 on a !WA."

3a) Teacher and children talk
about which body' parts the
depicted articlos of clothing
belong to.

h) Children tell what action they
are pantomiming, 0.e., "I am
putting on my books."

o) Children tell what they did
whmi thoy 0.3., "I
pw; :)11 my boots."
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MotorJc

4) Following a field trip to
a fire station the children
re-enact, in sociodramatio
play, what they saw.

Verbal;

4a) Children and teacher decide
which roles they will take.

b) After child has chosen his
role ouch as driver or cook,
ho tolls what tanks ho will
perform in this role.

o) Child specifies what equip-
ment he will need for his
role.

5) Children classify picture 5a) Teacher and children identify
cards and/or lotto cards the objects in the pictures,
which illustrate the re-'
lational activities described b) Children tell why two pictures
for the object and index go together, e.g., "The paint
levels; e.g., a picture of a shirt and painting go together
paint shirt goes with a picture because.you wear the shirt
of someone painting; a picture when you paint."
of an apron goes with a picture
of someone cooking. The
activity may be extended to
include motor-encoding by
having the children "act out"
putting on an apron or cook-
ing after they have grouped
the pictures that go together.

6) Use teacher-made or purchased 6a) Teacher and children identi.iy
pictures.that require the persons, equipment and

,

child to match people and activities depicted.
their jobs. (Each sot of
pictures may be constructed b) Child states why the pictures
as a puzzle so that the go together, e.g., "The
pictures interlock.) fireman and fire hose go to-

gether bocuunc the fireman
uses the hose to put out
the tire."

" 85 C.
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Ucw pletvros or houaohold
ttoma and'other items,
Childron select all try:
houlohold items from tho
g.ocivp of picturos, Vaeh
ehild ta then on,) of
tho ptctuces to motor.on.
code; e,(!;, a child ia
even a picture Of a mop
and ho po,nt6emos IIIPOOn0.

8) Chlillren make models using
01041 WAydour;h, an/ /raw-
ino of houuehold itt:ma that
(Ave volatod to each other
14 sowe way,

36 "
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Ya) Children IdontUy ptcturea
as they select thom from
tho pxoup, eos,, "This tH
a mop, it is mod in tho
houso,"

b) !Mon a collection of ptotuves
has boon Ixoupod, tho ohtld-
von toll why they 0 to;` ther
ov 110W thoy aro the same, o.g.16
"Thoy aro all used in tho
houso"; "Thoy are all used
for cleaning."

o) While motor-enc,Juding, child .
von are oxcouvaGod to
oxplain what they aro doingii
0.g., "I am moppint;'"

Oa) Chtldvon tell what thoy
arc f,,oine; to make and name
Hie matertals they aro going
to Iwo,

b) Children idntity what they
have made or dr;wn and toll
how those objects arc re-
latod; o.te,40 dt,ow a pail
and a illop for cloning tlio
Floor ,"

. I a I 1 I, , 11 OW 11 1



CLAWIVICATION

Conceptual I:opus: Descriptive

Level oUluivsntation: Index

mot9Tel°.

1) Cleanup.

Activities

2) Wee time: Children
sort cookies to illustrate
the concepts 11111" and
"some" as a means of
classifying by the
attribute of color.

3) Teacher shows children a
group of big cars and a
group of little cars, and
removes one group or part
of a group to illustrate
the concepts "all" and

, "some" as a means of
classifying by the
attribute of size6

.87 -

Verbal

let) Teacher tells children
that some of the scissors
are blunt, so they go to-
gether in one place; com,e
of the scissors are sharp,
so they go together in
another place.

b) Children are encouraged to
verbalize the concept that
some things go together be-
cause they share a certain
attribute. Child says,
"These scissors go in this
cupboard because they are
sharp."

2a) Teacher tells the children,
"All the cookies are in the
beerfMt butt some of the
cookies are brown so they
belollg together; some of the
cookies are white so they
belong together."

b) Children are encouraged to
tell why they are sorting the
cookies in a certain way.

3a) Teacher and children identify ,

the objects used in relation
to their size; e.g., "Thic
car is K."

b) Children identify the miss
ing cars; e.g., "A1.1, the
WA care are miseTR60" or
nome of the litt,l,c1 um%
anriacninG."'".



Metovic

Ii) In the Quiet Aroa Inc beads 40
which are the same shape
and color but aro different
in size, Have children sort
beads according to size, b)
e.g.4 big boo.do Go tot:;other
and little beads go together.

5) 'The arrival time or any time
when children are together as
a:mlup to deal with p9Aprs,
in terms' of the clothing the
chil(hen' are wearing. Songs
can be adapted for this, eAG.,
"Mary ha3 a Red Drowse"
Thin activity chould be ex-
tended to include the con.,
copta "all-nomes" "name-
different."

Vorbal

Teacher and children discuss
beads in tome of size, e.g.,
"This bead is MA."

Teacher providon the sorting
instructionn; e.g., "Put pal
tho blr bPadl teGether."

c) Children then toll why the
beads in a particular group
are the same; eg, "They
are the same because they
are "

5a) Teacher and children toll
what colors they aro wear-
Lu g in terms of "name" and
"different."

h) Teacher relates "same-
different" and "all-aome"
to solors, e.g., "Al l the
children who are wearine, this
color (red) stand up."
Teacher emphauizon color name.

c) Children relate "some-
direeront" and "all-nome" to
eolora: "T have a red Nhirt.
It in the amp.(1241g, as
Marytu dress."

6) Chtldvon group materials 6a)
nueh au beads and table
blocks by (Use objects
that are ale i rr size and b)
color no that Mhapo in
the only attribut e that
varies.)

IPS 01 a ,{
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goo, I 4.

Teacher and children identify
the shapes.

Teacher given inatructiens
for the activity, e.g., "Put
the ()ONO that are the nal
toGother."

o) Child explainn why he put
olrtain objects together; e.g.
"They are ilp.,:t.;9,!..ty3q," or'

"They aro it!,1:k11.1"t.1911, They
are P.P.:!;,

0 lc, t



Motoric Verbal

7) Use plastic circles, squares' 7a) Teacher latnas the shapes,
triangles to emphasize "same" e.g., "This is a circle; this
and "different" in terms of is not a circle."
shape. (Do not vary the
color and size.) Work on b) Children and teacher label
only one shape concept on a the Shapes. Children tell
given day; e.g., wen work. why they are putting .,or
,ing on the circle., the other shapes into one group tind
shapes are wnriircles." other shapes into another--
Children sort shapes into "These are the same." These
two groups e.g., oircleJ are different."
and "not circles."

8) During Cleanup, teacher
emphasises grouping by the
attribute Size.

9) Children group familiar
objects according to the
attribute color.

89

8a) Teacher asks the children to
gather a particular size or
an object to be put away,
e.g., "Find all of the littlp.
blocks." "Find all of TR
us, blocks."

b) Children tell which size they
arc looking for.

0) Teacher and children identify
the objects used and their
colors in terms of "same"
and "different."

b) Teacher tells the children
what to do, e.g., "Put all
the cars together' that pre
the same color."

o) Children use the concepts
"same" and "different," "all"
and "some" to explain why
they grouped the corn an they
did.



Motoric

10) Children find objecta in the
room that have different

uquoro tiles
round tablos,

shapes, e.g,
on the floor,

11) mphaaize shape, color and
sire In All the work araau
durina Work Time.

10a) Tuachor givea tho instru( tiona
Cor the activity, e,a, "Letts
find different things in the
room which have tho shape
of a :'eulre "

b) Children name objectn and
"Tho lights

11a) Teacher draws attention to
the (Olive of ohjecta with
which the children are play
ing; c.a., "Thia house is
muare."

I)) Teacher anku quoationa while
children are ongalvd in an
at:HA/114, e.g., "What ohape
ia thia?"

shapes, e.g.,
are tound.."



CLASSIFICATION

Conoepteal. Focus: Descriptive

Level .Iftle.preserltilpioa: Symbol

Activities

Motoric Verbal

1) Use pictures of big and la) Child identifies the
little cars, trucks, or objects depicted.
other articles the child has
dealt with aV the object and b) Child identifies the two
index levels; have the child groups: "These are the
sort pictures into two groups same, they are all m."
in terms of size. "These are the same; they

are all

2a) Child identifies the shapes,
e.g., "This is a circle."

b) Child tells why some objects
are the same, e.g., "They
are the same because they
are all circles." Teacher
should encourage the use of
"not" statements; "These
are not the same because
they are no circles."

3a) Teacher discusses the fact
that all of the symbols re-
present the child, even
though they differ in size.

b: Teacher comments that some
symbols are titx, some are
little, while all are the
tame and color.

Cfiild verbalizes the size
relationships of his symbols;
e.g., "All of these are tWacks"
(if his symbol in a truck),
"All the trucks ere red.
Some arc big, and some are
little."

2) Child uses clay to make
different shapes and than
sorts the objects into
groups by shape.

3) Make several copies of a
child's symbol, eanh one
a different size, in order
to have the child Ileal
with size as an attribute
(and to help him learn to
use his symbol).



;.'eteric

4) Use a variety of ',canes in
Which color 13 an intoaral
part, such as colored
domineea, "Hickety Pickety",
"(Jo Vish", to teach Color
awareness. Similar activi-
ties may be used to teach
shapes and/or sizes,

5) Teacher gives each child a
cutout from construction
paper; these may vary in
shape, size, or color.
Vary only m attribute
in any given activity.

6) Use activities which in.
volve Elyt(1 and solor, For
example, each child draws
three circles of different
sizes and then colors each
circle a differnnt color.
(The circles can be used to
make mobiles, snowmen) .

Then, have the children
group 0.1 the circles they
have collectively made
according to size or color.

04 92

4a) Teachoe toll: the children
hcm to play the game, c.g,
"Put the dominoes that are
the same color together."

b) Chldron toll why they groupod
items together: "Because
they are the name color,"

c) Teacher uses nama of colors
to reinforce the children's
responses: "Yea, they are
the same color. They are
all red."

5a) 'reacher' and chi ldren identify
the shape, color, or size of
each other's cutouts, e.g.,
"Tony Ma a ciroo."

b) Teacher gives commands, e.g.,
"Everybody who has a circle,
stand up." (Teacher may
provide a model by holding
up a circle and standing up.)

c) Each child tells what he has,
e.g., "X have a circle."

6a) Teacher tolls the children
what to draw.

b) Children say what they are
doing, e.g., "X am coloring
the pt.tlt circle blue."

a) Children describe the circles
in toms of size and color:

They are
"These are all little circles.

1

1

1

I



Motoric

7) Teacher uses cu+outs of
squares and circleb to

. provide two ways to classify
Isize and shape):

uOo
(all red)

Children classify by size:

En and (3 ()

Children classifyby shape:

ana 0 0

Verb ^,1

7a) Teacher and children identify
tapes, sizes, and color.

b) Teacher tells the child, "Put
the ones that are the same
together."

c) Children tell why they grouped
the squares and circles the
way they did: "They are all
the same size. They are, all
circles."

Teacher may need to help the
children to see the alternatives.

8) Teacher draws incomplete
shapes which the children
complete and then group:

C cucN on no.>
The toaoher may also use the
children's symbe3s in a
similar manner:

« 93 «

8a) Children tell what the shapes
will be before completing them.

b) Children tell what they must
to to complete the shape,'
e.g. "I have to draw a
straight line."

c) Children classify drawings
according to shape, e.g.,
"These all go together be-
cause they are squares."
"This one is different. It
is not a square. It in a
circle."



Mot:epic Ve,Aal

9) A sroup of childvon pick
shapue to trace u :' draw and
then put rievoral uhapeo to
t;ether to fil4k0 a pictuvo;

4,11Pws.....114.1.morw

It
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could become
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0

Childron identify tho ohnpo:i
while they aro drawing them.

h) Children toll what object
thuy will make with the
hthape3, e!; "I am going
to mako a wagon."

Children tell what the uhapers
were wed rim' tn making the
pictures, "X 'la"
alrelea g'or whouls.d



MA:;SIPTCATION

ConcEptual Porous : Generic

LevcloLapramatntior: Index

Activitie!!,

Motetlp Verbal

1) During Cleanup, emphasis
Should be placed on putting
materials in their proper
places according to gross
discriminations; e.g., all
the vehicles cars, trucks--
go' in ono place.

2) A collection of toy ve-
hicles and furniture is
sorted by the children into
two groups. The two groups

la) Teacher and children identify
the objects in the preschool
which are included in one
class. Teacher gives the
rule for the classification;
e.g., "Vehicles are things
that take up places."

b) Children begin using the rule
to classify things, e.g.,
"These go together because
they take us places; they
are all vehicles."

2a) Teacher uses the concepts
"all" and "some," "same" and
"different" to hov the
children group the objects.

should be taught separately, b) Children tell why they are
so that one group is always grouping particular objects
a comparison group; e.g.. together; e.g., "They are allto teach the class "vehicles",
the second group (furnitmre)
would be dealt with as "not
vehicles."

3) During Cleanup, while child
ran put dressup clothing
away in the doll corner,
reinforce sub-categories or
the overall category
"clothing."

9 5;4 "

the same; they are vehicles,"
or "Some of these are diff-
erent; they arc not vehicles."

3a) Teacher and children identify
the articles of clothirn.

b) Teacher says, "This is all
the clothing. These clagies
are for women, so they all go
together here; these clothes
are for men so they all co
together In another place."

0) Children tell why they are
putting some clothes in one
place and other clotherJ in
difrerent plco: "Tnomo ax'
03 the !Imp: men wonr them";
"Theue Ewe womn
weur tho"; of thewp
ere for women nr1C1 cow: Or
men,"



CLASUPICATION

conceptual..k19.9 us : a 0. norio

L.9.Y21.9S.B.11,a2.1 Symbol

AetivItion

N91;oric.

1) In the art area, the child-, la)
ren uce clay to construct
repreaentations of objects
from one general class, such
aa vehicles.

2) During Work fame, the
children use objects to
reproaentl other objlects,
cos.) a block for a ear.

Teacher tells children to
make different kinds of
vRhieje:13.1 and children tell
what; "Elroy are going to make,
e.g., a car, an airplane.

b). Children talk about the parts
they will need to make the
whole vehicle. e.g., wheels,
wings.

e) After aeveral children have
completed their project,
the teacher asks questions,
such as "How aro those the
same'?" areare they
darrrent?"

Teacher suggests to the child»
rest that thuy make-believe
the blocks are yphisAps.

Teacher asks a child what
kind of vehicle his blocks
represent. mild identifies
the blocks aa care.

c) Teacher encourages the child
to extend Lhe activity by
representing other kinds of
vehicles.



Motorle

3) Children select magazine
pictures of articles of
clothing and then group
them according to whether
they are men's clothing or
women's clothing.

4) Using clay, crayons, paint,
children make representations
of such items as tools,
clothing, furniture. The
representations are then
used for a classification
task, such as grouping the
items in terms of "same"
and "different."

3a)

b)

Verbal

Children identify the articles
of clothing depicted.

As 'the children sort the,
pictures, they tell whether
the pictures show men's or
womon's clothing.

ha) Children decide what they
want to do and tell the
teacher and other children.

b) As children aro engaged in
the activity, the teacher
should encourage them to
talk about what they are
doing.

o) When the initial activity is
completed, the children dis-
cuss how their representations
arc the same as those made
by the other children, 0.1s.1
"They are all tools," and
how they are dirk:vont.
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SUIATION

Ordering Sir'ea

Level, of_aepuleintatiork: Index

tctivitIcls
Motorls

1) Children interact with
classroom equipment, e.g.,
big blocks and little blocks
or big dolls and little
dolls,

2) Take field trips for the
purpose of reinforcing si'41e
relationships, e.g., trip
to a farm to observe big
cows and little cows,

3) Children build big houses
and little houses or big
garages and little garages,
This activity may be ex-
tended, if possible, as a
one-to-one correspondence
activityc_e,(c., big cars
for the big garaGes.

4) Teacher shows child a big
hand and a little hand from
a big doll and a little doll,
respectively, Child puts
the little hand on the
t,u doll and thn h:t
hand on the larcor doll.

- 99 .

)

b)

2a)

b)

3a)

b)

Verbal..

Teacher consistently and
constantly verbalizes the
size relationships.

Child begins using teriJs
to differentiate the sizos.

Teacher provides the verbal
stimulus; e.g,, "This cow is
big; this cow is sot big."

Child verbalizes the size
relationships.

Teacher, suggests an activity
in terms of utilizing
different sizes, e,g.; "Let's
make a house that is big
(not big)."

Child verbalizoLi what he is
gotn(a to 00 or what he has
Just finished. The tesehLT
should encourage use of terms
which relate to size.

4a) Teacher gives the verbal in-
structions for, tho activity
and aids the child in
responding; verbally.

Child identifies the bit", 1=0
and verbally relates it to
the larger doll; identi-
fies the little hand nvid
verbally related it to the
smaller doll, nu thus Octev-
minethe sie of tin objc.ot
frOM )1')0 Of itU prXetNI

b)



Motoric

) Chtldron trace around
their own honOs and feet.
Tilachor emphaolzes size
relationshipsbig and
little footprints,

G) Use mystery bag for identi-
fying big and little
fomiliar objects (no viual
clues; touch only),

7) Use big and little blocks
to eMphasize size r(Oation-
ships, A aizo sequence
might be

LA IN11,11.\

0) As at 0;Ioup game, collect
big and llttle items from
around tho room; evg.,
big balls little ball,
big c tr, little car.

6 o o

11,11,4,11

!ia) Teacher provides the verbal
mtlmulua,

1)) Child can bor0,n roluttiv;
what ho actually se s,.- big
footpoInto--and what made
thema bt4,; person.

Go.) Teacher CIANO3 awl Idontlfica
the objects and their size
relationdhipa, e,g., big and
little blocks,

b) Wlth him oyes closr:d,
identiCles objects and their
alz( n-liatiennhips to the
othor objects.

Ina "I

a.ro

Teacher tells child to rind
a big block, a litt3e block.
(Teacher' may 00:11VO to pro-
vi(10 a model: "Find a big
block like thiJ ono.")

b) Child velbaltou Uho size
sv,mee oC the blocks,
e,g "111,3-1Ittle big-little.

c) Child creates him own Size
ecquonco old tello what.tt
t3, Per e3amplet

L71 u LI 1,1 o u u

0a) Teacher iyoovides verbal
Inutruction.

4.1.1

b) Child tolIa what he hau Cound
in term or 1.0.10 relation-
ships.

a) Chlidrn ke tho role of
l,wevido the

tiult.".qc1A.00a.

"' It t le o .11 it

tI

""0



Motori9.,

9) Use climbing equipment to
experience high/luw.

10) Children make tinkertoy
constructions to dis
criminate little., big, and
bioeptij tqA1, and
tallest. Caution: Do not
confuse tall (vertical)
with long (horizontal),

Veloak

9a) Teacher provides the vcrbcl
stimulus, e.g., "You are
high...Now you are low."

b) Child verbalizes action
either before he does it or
while he is doing it.

10a) Teacher verbalizes size re-
lationships; "This is tall,
this is short (or not Uff).
Find the ohe'that "

b) Child verbalizes the size
relationships.

11) Augment the equipment in 11a) 'reacher identifies objects
the room to include three according to size, e.g.,
signs, cor;., throe clux of "Tho littlo block, bij,.;, blook,

blocks, doll utensils, paper, birrIcriD410com
cars. During Cleanup the
teacher shows where the b) Teacher explains where the
third size of each object third size, the bib:0st of
will be kept. each object will to kept.

c),Children are encouraged to
use the size term for the
third size when it iS shown
with the other two sizes.

12) Children decorate three
sizes of coffee cans 4nd
order the cans according
to size.

d) Teacher uses language pattern
to encourage verbal responses
from the group.

12a) Teacher identifies tho" size
relationships.

b) Childvon are encouracood to
te31 what tho sivw sc.:gm:me,
is: l:itt;.lon m r r onhifot,
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flaw the children ord,:vr
four olY,on of two dltiurent
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cor.000pondonces 0 ci

ni

Or]
Note: The teacher may firot

want to kOQA) the
shape conotant and
use two Mentcal..
objects lit four tilak103

14) Uoe an innot board ouch A3:

0 1:2 t
0 C.] e

0 1
to havo the children order
four olzoo of ooveral
diVfore:nt :shapes,

ow it 10 iii. if 44, I 41

1.0
a

olkei

Verbal
tr0,1 4

13a) TolAchov and children dincuon
ono not of object:4;s in torias

of olzo, 00;40 2W19.2
Ww;) )?,164:Ao

b) TQA01011 00(01.1VAOL; thl child
von to U;; the ,:).e,ari "ltttle",
"big", "biorl, "biv,soot"
as thoy ter o wttching the
objocts by olze,

1/1a) Toucher and children dlocuss
tho relationohipa of
tho ohapes, "Thio 10
the biggost."

Toacher anko ouch queotions
as "What olze la this?" "Can
you find anothur one ttOt
tho bilmost?"

0) Children talk rAbout the :size
rolationahips am thoy tiro
ongatiod in tho acitivity.

tot of .4. .0 .11 I 14 444 a. It 0
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SERIATION

Conceptual Focus:, Ordering Sizes

Level of Representation: Symbol

Activities

Motoric Verbal

1) Use clay to make tbi g. and larChild tells what he is going
little objects. Thfs to make, e.g., "A La ball."
activity may be extended to
implement a spatial' relations b) Child tells what he has made.
or classification goal by (This may be related to
having the objects, made rep- quantitieih esg. "I made
resent.lieople (body image) two big balls and one little
or by having the children ball.'r
sort the objects according
to size (classification). c) Child may extend the activity

himself and tell what he
plans to do with the objects
he has made.

2) Relate the concepts "big" 2a) Teacher gives verbal commands
and "little" to body aware- and at the same time demon-
ness; e.g., the children strates the appropriate
"make themselves" liklas action.
"make themselves"liftle.
This activity may era= b) Children and teacher verbalize
tended to implement a olassi- size relationships; e.g.,
fication goal; e.g., "Some "Now I am big; now I am
children made themselves little." activity is
some made themselves little"; Wrgraed to classification,
"All of the children made children verbalize the size
themselves big." In this differences, e.g., "Some are
activity, the children are big," or "All are latrim."
using their bodies to rep-
resent the concepts "big"
and "little:" they are
motor -encoding.

.103



Motoric

3) In theart area c'ildren
can out out shapes from
construction paper in three
sizes:

o 0
or the children may simply
paste pre-cut shapes of
three sizes onto a sheet of
paper. This activity may
also be related to 'the
temporal concepts (begin
and end) or the spatial
concepts positions-on-these
paper.

4) Child finds and cuts out ,

pictures of three sizes of
cars or other objects from
magazines. Some children
may make a scrapbook with
these pictures.

5) Children draw and/or out
out shapes in throe sizes
and then artier them in
series to make mobiles:

((1LX2

biggest

big

little

Verbal

3a) Teacher and children identify
the shapes and their sizes,
e.g., "This is a circle. .It
is a big circle."

b) Teacher verbalizes the size
sequenc.; "Little, bid,
biggesW

0 When task is completed
teacher and children discuss
what they did in terms, of
size concepts.

4a) Teacher tells children to
find certain kinds of
pictures, e.g., "Little,
Ik, and atabliszgz cars."

b) Children identify pictures
in terms of their size; e.g.,
"This is a car. This car is
lit4le; this car is bis3 this
"CiFIT the biggest."

5a) Teacher gives instructions
for the activity and demon-
strates, if necessary, what
to do.

b) Child tells what he is doing.
(The teacher should encourage
the use of language which
applies to other cognitive
areasv;such as temporal re-
lations; "Now I am making a
circle, it a little. Next,
I will make eiggicarca7"

o) When the child orders the
three sizes he explains what
he is doing; e.g., "I am
putting the biggest circle
on top."



Motoric

6) Draw or out but pictures
which depict a specific
size concept, e.g., short-
tall-tallest.

7) Use picture series showing
eh4pes of dicferent sizes
which the children can order
from smallest to largest, or
from largest to smallest or
(for children who are doing
well with seriation) starts
ing from somewhere between
the largest and the smallest.
(The color of the shapes can
vary.)

I V4.91.
(IV

Di 50 It to 413,33,
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Verbal

6a) Teacher uses size terms
when instructing children
to find a particular object,
e.g., "Find the short
building.'

b) Teacher asks such questions
as "Is this the short

. building?"

7a) Teacher and children discuss
the pictures in terms of
size.'

b) Child says what he did after
completing the task. Other
concepts may also be rein-
forced; e.g., "First comes
the little hearElMt the
big heart, then therfferven
bigger" heaT71

11

8) Children use playdough, 8a) Child says what he is going
clay, plaster of Paris, to do and how he is going
paper, to make food rep- . to do it.
resentations in four sizes.
(The food can then be used b) Child talks about the activity
in the doll corner or in a while he is working on it.
grocery store play sequence.) (The teacher should encourage

spontaneous verbalization.)



UHIATION

Conceptual Focus_: Ordering Two Quantities

Level of Re resentation: Index

Activities

Motoric

1) Point out parts of the
body using the number
concepts one and two.

2) Dismissal: dismiss child-
ren in groups of two.

3) Adapt circle games such as
Hokey Pokey, Elephant Song,
for use with the numbers
one and two.

4) Abacuses made with coat
hangers and bottle caps are
used to illustrate the
concepts "same", "more",
and "less" as a means of
ordering quan.ities in
groups of two.

°

Verbal

la) 'reacher provides the verbal
stimulus, e.g., "How many
eyes do you have?"

b) Child says, "I have two eyes."

2a) Teacher provides the verbal
stimulus, e.g., "How many
children are walking?"

b) Child responds: "Two child-
ren are wa1415."

3a) Teacher emphasizes the
numbers one and two.

b) Children are encouraged to
say "one" and "two" at the
appropriate times during the
games.

4a) Teacher provides instructions
for malcing abacus.

-106 -

b) Teacher shows an abacus de-
picting a grouping of two
and instructs the children
to do the same.'

0) Children respond verbally to
question of "How many?"

I

I
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5)

Motoric

Groups of blocks or. similar
objects are used to illus-
trate "same", "more", and
"less."

6) Use,counting cubes (small
blocks) to construct group-
ings of two. Teacher pro-
vides, the model by grouping
two Obes fromthe assort-
ment!i/ Child does the same.

7) Large motOr area: When
children are engaged in an
.activity such as construct-
ing a train or a bus the
,teacher uses this opportun-
ity to teach and reinforce
the numbers one and twos
e.g., two chairs are needed
for two people in the bus.

- 107 -

5a)

b)

Verbal

Teacher provides the instruc-
tions and may demonstratp
the activity.

Children begin to tell what
they are using as they are
performing the activity, e.g.,
Two big blocks, two little
brace."

c) Teacher asks questions about
number groupings in terms of
same, more, or less, and
children verbally

6a) Teacher verbalizes what she
is doing and instructs the
children to take two cubes.

b) Teacher states that she has
two cubes and that the child
has two cubes.

c) Child says,""I have two cubeo."

7a) Teacher verbalizes what the
children are doing.

b) Children tell what they are
doing as they are performing
the action.

c) Children and teacher verbalize
the number concepts in terms
of same-more-less and in
terms of the numbers one and
two.



Motoric.

8) Children group objcicts in
twos and threes as well as
singly.

9) Teacher structures'
,activities so that child-
ren work in groups of three
and dismisses children in
groups of three.

10) Use blocks (all one color
and size) to make number
groupings up to four and
cards which depict blocks
in groupings up to four.
The children match the de-
picted number groupings with
the correct numbers of real
blocks (one-to-one corres-
pondence]. In this activity,
the children are making a
transition from the real-
object and index levels
[using real blocks] to the
symbol Mel [using sdepicted
block groupings.]

Verbal

8a) Teacher and children name
objects used.

b) Teacher and children count
the number of objects in
each group.

c) Children compare the groups
in terms of same, more and
less and use"' I' nriaTre
one, two and three.

9a) Teacher tells the children
that they will be working in
threes.

b) Teacher asks questions: "How
'many children are working at
this table?"

c) Teacher encourages the child-
ren to respond without having
to count first.

1

10a) Teacher gives the instructions
for the activity.

b) Child tells how many blocks
are in each group after he
has matched the blocks with
the cards.

-108 -



Motoric Verbal

11) Use,circle games to teach
numbers one two, three and
tour. (Spatial Concepts
concerning position can be
incorporated incidentally,
e.g., four children are La

aFFMthe ci)

12) Circle games such as
"Elephant Song", "Five
Little Firemen", may be
adapted to reinforce
number groupings. Child-
ren may take the role of
teacher and lead the group.

13) When children are standing
in line, teacher divides
them into groups of five.

11a) Teacher tells the children
what to do.

b) Children tell how many
children are int;their
group.

a) Children recall how the group
was composed, e.g., "Four
children were in the Tanies"

12a) Teacher encourages the
children to count and identify
number groups.

13a) Teacher and children count
"1, 2, 3, 4, 5," for each
group.

b) Teacher encourages children
to respond to question "How
many?" without counting.



aR ATION

Call:11ptuak Focus: Ordering Quantities

Level oLapssesentation: Symbol

Activities

Motpric

1) Use Montessori frames
(insets) or similar patterns
for children to trace a-
round. If some children
prer-er to draw shapes of
their own, the teacher can
draw two circles and have
child draw the samo number
of circles, moro, or less.

P) Relate quantities of one and
two to body awareness using
life-size drawings Of each
child; e.g., two arms, one
none, one head, two legs.

Verbal

la) Teacher gives instructions
for the activity.

) Teacher tells the children
what she is doing as she
performs the task.

leacher interprets what the
child is doing; e.g., "You
are drawing one circle. Now
you have drawn two circles."
She also emphasizes that the
child is drawing or han drawn
the same number of circles,
more, or less.

d) When he is finished, the
child tells what he has drawn
in terms of quantity (one
or two) and in terms of
same-moreloss.

2a) Teacher asks "How many eyes,
ears, heads?"

b) Child verbally relates "one"
and "two" to body parts in
resprmse to teacher's
questions.

Ivo. r ,,,'..wargoompromr*-411^".""""""*"'" "1* 1"44444"4I'vrOkAiarl ow .0 ....1.1...mimmeio.h400viiroohlweasseas ,



Motoric Verbal

3) Children cut out pictures or 3a) Teacher tells and shows the
draw pictures to use in children how to make the
making number books; on one books.
page they paste one picture,
on another page 1--wo pictures, b) Children tell what they did
and on another page three after the task is completed;
pictures. (This activity e.g., "I put three pictures
may be extended over several on this page."
days in order to emphasize
temporal concepts =Al
Emma and tucao

4) Use the pictures in the
number books to emphasize
"same," "more" and "less."

5) Teacher and/or children
make a domino set to be
used for' matching numben
groupings up to three and
for reinforcing counting
skills. The game may be
played like dominoes or in
any variation the teacher
may desire.

111

4a) Teacher and childmti identify
the pictures.

b) Teacher asks questions such
as "Are there more crayons
in the box or out of the box?"
(Here, the spatial concepts
"in" and "out"of" are also
involved.) The questions may
be phrased to diminish the
number of clues given to the
children; e.g., "Where are
there more crayons?"

5a) Teacher tells the child what
to look for; e.g., "Find the
domino that shows one."

b) Child uses a number to de-
scribe the donimo he is
using; e.g., "This shows one."

c) Teacher gives additional
instructions; e.g., "Find
another one that shows one."

d) Teacher asks other questions
related to number; e.g., "Now
what should we look for;
what number comes after one?"



Motoric

6) Use pictures of object, or
shapes grouped in sets
from only to three to deal
with number concepts such
as "same.more-less," For
example, the sets could be:

El Rd 171
'di

1

7) Children and teacher make
two sets of number cards
(five in each set) which
depict number groupings up
to five:

El

Set I

.L.t..4 [II F. I r.:3
Set II

El El El
Teacher and children devise
various ways to use the
cards, e.g., counting,
recognizing number groupings
without counting, matching
the cards according to
number groupings.

112 -

Verbal
......................

6a) Children identify the
groupings by number; e.g.,
"There are three circles
in that picture."

b) Children tell which group
contains milyes the pame,
less.

7a) Teacher gives instructions
for the activity and en-
courages the children to
talk about the cards and what
they are doing with them,

b) Children diecusa the activity;
"I am putting five circles
on this card. This card is
different; it ha$ three
circles. These two cards go
together because they both
have one Orcle."
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SEHIATION

Conceptual Focus: Ordering Qualities

Level of Representation: Index

Activities

Motoric

1) Present pairs of objects
which are identical except
for one quality, e.g.,
soft marshmallow, hard
marshmallow.

Verbal

la) Teacher explains, e.g.,
"This marshmallow is soft."

b) Child tells about the object
in terms of quality; e.g.,
"This marshmallow is soft;
this marshmallow is not soft."

2) Teacher and/or children play 2a) Teacher instructs thv child.
musical instuments to ren on how to play the
epxerience "loud" and "quiet." instruments and demonstrates,
records may also be used to 4 playing loudly and quietly.
demonstrate these qualities.

3) To experience dark and lint
use a shoe boxw th a small
opening through which the
child can look. Inside the
box it is dark, outside it
is light.

b) Child tells how he will play
an instrument; e.g., "I will
play loud."

e) Child tells how he played the
instrument; e.g., "I played
vat*"

3a) Teacher interprets for the
child what he is experiencing
as he looks inside the shoe
box: "Now it is dark...now
it is not dark" or "Now it
is 1ign.:71"."

b) Children are encouraged to
interpret their own experience;
e.g., "It's dark inside the
bdx."
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Motoric

To experience roun and
spoot.h, give the child a
piece of plastic and a
piece of sandpaper. Visual ,

cues should be minimized;
e.g., child closes eyes or
uses mystery bag.'

5) Some children clap or play
musical instruments and
teacher plays records, in
three do reel of loudness
(soft, louder, loudest).
Records and instruments
should be played behind a
screen so that the children
who are listening can dis-
criminate loudness entirely
on the basis of what they
hear.

6) U3e materials which provide
tactile experience for
determining degrees of a
quality; e.g., from three
grades of sandpaper, child-
ren can discriminate rough,
rougher, roughest.
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Verbal

ha) Teacher says, "This is
rou0," while the child
1; eels the materials.

b) Teacher asks such questions
as "How does this feel?
Does this feel Pro?
(smooth?)"

c) Child tells what he i3 eX-
periencing; e.g., "This is
rourh; this is smooth (not
yough.)"

5a) Teacher asks questions:
"Was that soft or loud?" and
directs the activity "Play
soft...louder...loudest."

6a) Teacher and children label
the overall quality, e.g.,
rouphness.

b) Teacher asks questions: e.g.,
"How does this feel?"

c) Children respond: "This is
rough, but this is mapalE.



SERIATION

Conceptual Focus: Ordering Qualities

Level of Representation: Symbol

Activities

Motoric Verbal

1) Use pictures which illustrate la) Teacher asks questions about
the qualities being taught; the pictures; e.g., "How
e.g., for "rough" and "smooth," would this feel?"
pictures of sand and a table b) Children respond: "This
top could be used; for "hot" would Teel rough."
and "cold," pictures of a
candle and an 32e cream cone c) If the activity is extended
could be used. This activity to include a classification
can be extended to incorporate task, the children should tell
a classification task, e.g., why they grouped the pictures
grouping all the pictures that as they did; e.g., "All of
show rough thinks,, the things in these pictures

are rough."

2a) Teacher and children discuss
what the pictures show.

b) The children state the
qualities they are seriatint;,
e.g., light, darker, darkest.

c) Some children may be able to
tell a story using the qualities
depicted in the sequence.

3a) Teacher instructs children
to color light, dark, darker.

b) Children tell what they are
doing as they work, e.g.,
"I am coloring light."

2) Three pictures showing
three related qualities or
three degrees of a quality
are presented to the child-
ren, who then order the
pictures, e.g., pictures
illustrating daytime and
nighttime.

3) When children are using art
materials such as crayons,
the teacher encourages them
to demonstrate the qualities
light, dark, and darker.
Note: Be sure to distinguish
between demonstrating
guAlities and demonstrating
6rs. Some children may
want to use white, brown and
black for light,. dark and
darker, but the teacher
should point out that she
wants them to use the same
crayon to color light, dillk

and darker. (Of course, some
colors, such as white ane
yellow, would nut be suitable
for this task.)

-11.5 -



)1)/),T011, MLATIONS

Body Awareness and Bodv Concul
gotor1F-Eiporience:

Body Movements
Activities and projects

Verbal Experience:
Name of self add others
Naming parts of body
Naming' functions' of body parts
Facial expressions, e.g., happy, sad

Position
---ftMotoric Experience:

Body movements
Activities and projects
Planning and evaulation

Verbal Experience:
on-off
on top of-over-under
in-out
into-out of
top-bottom
above-below
in front of-in back of-tlehind
beside-by-next to
between
first-heit-last

Direction
Motoric Experience:

Body movements
Activities and projects

Verbal Experience:
up-down
forward-backward
around-through
to-from
toward-away from
sideways
across

Distance
317oric Experience:

Body movements
Activities and projects

Verbal Experience:
near-far
close to-far from

n 116
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SPATIAL RELATIONS

ConeextualFocus: Body Awareness and Body Concept

Level of Representation: Index

Activities

Motoric

1) Rhythms for learning body
parts.

2) Circle games, e.g., Simple
Simon, Hokey Pokey.

3) Brief art projects which
are related to body parts,
e.g., tracing around own
hand.

- 117-

Verbal

la) Teacher verbally accompanies
children's action; e.g.,
"Clap, clap, clap your hands."

b) Child may take role of teacher
and lead the group; child
decides on the motoric action
and verbalizes it; e.g., "Tap,
tap, tap your foot."

2a) Teacher provides the verbal
stimulus; e.g., she names
the parts of the body while
the children play the game.

b) Children name the parts of
the body while they play the
game; e.g., "Simon says touch
your head."

3a) Teacher verbally reinforces
the concept that the hand is a
part of the whole body.

b) Child Verbalizes the relation
of the hand to the whole body.
This activity could be ex-
tended to implement a Seriation
goal, e.g., talking about
hands that are big or not big.



MotoVic Verbal

4) As a Troup game, the child. 4a) Teacher provides the verbal
von close their eycs and are stimulus, nig., "Touch your
then instructed to touch head; touch your arm."
various parts of their bodies.

b) Teacher asks, "What are you
touching?" and children re
spond, "I am touching my head."

5a) Teacher identifies the body
parts.

5) (Jae dolls and rubber figures
5° name body parts and make
the connection between them
and the same parts of the
child's body.

6) Use finger play to indicate
the use of body parts; e.g.,
"Open, Shut them."

7) Emphasize object permanency
in activities. Per example,
put clear plastic glove on
hand (hand is still there
though covered); put cloth
glove on hand (hand is still
there though not seen) . Use
similar wtivities for other
body parts.

8) Use dolls or rubber models
of animals to point out
parts of the body.,
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b) Child names the body parts of
the dolls and rubber figures,
and names the corresponding
parts of his own body.

6a) Teacher provides the vJrbal
stimulus and children
respond motorically.

b) Children verbalize the action
as they perform it.

7a) Teacher tells children what
she is doing.

b) Teacher asks questions to
elicit verbal responses from
the children, e.g., "Where is
my hand? Is it gone?"

c) Teacher encourages and helps
children to respond.

8a) 'reacher asks children questions,
such as, "What is it? Is it a
foot?"

b) Teacher and children discuss
the relation of the parts of
the body to the whole body.

c) Children Identify the whole
body from one of its parts.
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Motoric

9) Use indoor or outdoor large-
motor activities to exper-
ience what the entire body
can do, e.g., rolling,
running, stretching.

10) The teacher makes happy and
sad faces and the children
do the same.

11) Teacher touches parts of
child's body and child
identifies the parts.
At first child keeps his eyes b) Teacher asks "What am I
open while playing this game; touching?" AWhat did
later, when the game Js Couch ?"
repeated, he closes his eyes.

c) Child answers, "You are
touching my hand."

12a) Teacher may begin the game
by telling the children to
think of different ways to
move.

Verbal
IMP

9a) Teacher provides the verbal,
command.

b) Child tells what he is doing;
e.go, "I am jumping."

c) Child tells what he is going
to do before he does it.

10a) Teacher discusses facial ex-
pressions with the children,
and the children tell whether
the expressions they arc
making are happy or sad.

b) Children are encouraged to
give their reasons for saying
whether an expression is happy
or sad; e.g., "She is sad so
her mouth goes down."

,11a) Teacher tells the children
how to play the game.

12) In moving from one area in
the classroom to another,
children run, skip, jump,
roll, The emphasis is on
the different things that
the body can do.
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b) Child tells how he is going
to move; e.g.e.g.p."I am going
to hop.

a) Child recalls what he has done.
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:.;PATIAN (MATIONS

calsaetal Focus: Body Awareness and Body Concept

LeVel of Re resentation: Symbol

Activities.

Motoric

1) Use mirrors and photographs
of the children so they can
recognize themselves and
observe partu of their
bodies.

2)

la)

b)

Consistently use each child's 2a)
symbol throughout' the day to
"tell" him what to do, e.g.,
to specify seating arrange-
ments, position in line,
classroom duties. ,

3) Picture puzzles of people;
puzzles should have separate
but whole pieces for the
main body parts; e.g., head,
trunk, legs and arms are
removable as units.

4) Teacher traces around each
child to make life-sized
drawings. Child draws
.appropriate details such as
eyes, nose, mouth. Child
may then color the figure.

.120 .

3a)

b)

4a)

b)

c)

Verbal

Teacher and children identify
each child and identify body
parts.

Child tells what he sees his
body do; e.g., My hand is
waving."

Children should be able to
verbally identify their
symbols and recognize other
children's symbols,.

Teacher names body parts and
discusses, their functions.

child begins to talk about
parts of his body and the
spatial positions of these
parts.

Child tells what the figure
outline needs to complete it,
e.g., hair, eyes, nose.

Child tells what feature he
is drawing as he performs the
action.

As the child colors the figure,
the teacher tries to help him
understand his relation to the
drawing depicting him in terms
of sane-difference colors.
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Motoric Verbal

5) Use "footprints" made by the 5a) Teacher reminds the children
children from construction that people make footprints
paper to make a path around and that these paper repre.
the room which the children sentations, therefore, stand
follow, to motorically for something they have
experience spatial positions. experienced.
This activity can also be
used as an aid to impulse b) Teacher verbalizes spatial
control; e.g., the child . concepts for the children as
stands on certain prints they follow the footprint
taped to the floor while path; e.g., "Johnny is going
waiting for his turn. ta the slide, around the table."

6) The teacher draws part'of a
figure to represent a child
and the children complete
the drawing.

7) Illustrate happy and sad
faces with cutouts from
magazines. The children
may wish to draw the faces
themselves and this could
be done as an earlier step
in the activity. This
activity may be extended to
include a classification
task, e.g., sorting faces
into two groups: all the
happy faces go toinher
and all the sad faces go
together.
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6a) Teacher tells the children
what she is doing.

b) Children tell which parts
are missing.

c) Child tells the group what
he drew, e.g., "I drew the
head."

7a) Teacher and children describe
the expressions; e.g., "This
face is happy," "This face
is not happy; it is sad."

/



Motovtc

8) Use pictures which show
people with different body
parts missing and have
children identify--what
is missing. Some children
may draw the missing parts
directly on the pictures.

9) Children'cut out pictures
from magazines which show
,various facial expressions.
This activity may be ex-
tended to include a clasai-
fication task; e.g., the
children paste all the
"happy pictures" on one
page of a scrapbook, and
all the "sad pictures" on
another page.

10) Children motor-encode
activities that require the
use of different parts of
the body, e.g., hammering,
sawing, skating.
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Verbal

Ca) Children name the missing
body parts.

b) Teacher encourages discussion
of body parts and what they
are used for.

9a) Teacher gives instructions
for the activity using
concepts previously learned,
e .g., "We are going to find
some pictures. First, find
all the ham peCFTW7 next,
find all-thi sad poopfe7".

b) Use language patterns toi
elicit verbal responses
e .g., "These people are
happy."

c) Children identify the pictures
in terms of sad and happy.

10a) Teacher says, "Show me how
you would use a hammer."

b) Children tell what they are
doing.

c) Children take the role of
teacher and give the
instructions to the group.

I



SPATIAL RELATIONS

Conceptual Focus: Position

Level of Representation: Index

Activities

Motoric

1) Use outdoor equipment..-
.swings, slidesand in-
door eqtlipment--variplay,
climber--to give the
children experience with
spatial concepts.

2) Build with unit blocks.

3) Use balance beams, see-
saw to experience such
spatial concepts as on
the ground, off the
ground.
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Verbal,

la) Teacher verbalizes the
spatial position of the
child; e.g., "You are on
the swing," "You are T.;
the box."

b) Child is encouraged to
verbalize hie own position
in space; e.g., "I am on
the swing."

2a) Teacher verbally bombards
the child with statements
such as "The car is in the
garage. The block is on
the bable."

b) Child is encouraged to make
the same kind of statements
concerning spatial position
as the teacher has made.

3a)

b)

Teacher provides the verbal
stimulus while the child
performs the action.

Child tells what action he
is performing as he performs
it, e.g., "I am on the
ground."

I. a



Motoric

4) Use activitieu 'children
have plithuddAlor Work Time
to consistently teach and
reinforce spatial concepts.

5) During Dismissal Time, and
any other feasible time
during the day, have,
children form a line and
use this as an opportunity
to reinforce spatial
concepts.

6) Children perform motoric
actions in a specified
temporal sequence.

Verbal

4a) Teacher asks questions which 1

relate to the spatial
positions of objects, e.g.,
"Where is the doll?"

b) Children tell where an object
is placed, e.g., "The doll is 1

in the high-chair."

c) Children tell where an object
is placed as the object is
moved from one place to an-
other; e.g., "The spoon is
on the table...now the spoon
ie in the dish."

5a) Teacher tells children to
line up and hclps them to
do this if necessary.

b) Teacher talks about positions
of the children in the line;
e.g., "Mary is in front of
John."

c) Teacher and children use
language patterns: "John
is standing in back of Mary...
is John stanarrig in back of
Mary?" "Yes, John is stand-
in back of Mary."

64) Teacher says, "First put the
block on the table; next put
the block under the chair."

b) Child tells whit he has done: I
"First I put the block on
the table."

o) Child takes the role of teacher,
and gives directions to the
other children.



Motoric Verbal

7) The teacher should utilize 7a) Teacher interprets the child-
all opportunities throughout ren's actions in terms of
the day to reinforce concepts positional concepts, e.g.,
of position, e.g., as children "Stacey is putting the truck
are pasting pictures on the back oil the shelf."
paper, or when a truer-falls
off, the shelf. b) Teacher asks such questions

as "What are you doing? Where
is the paste?"

c) Child answers, "I'm putting
pictures on the paper; the
paste is on the paper.

8) During Juice Time, "between" 8a) Teacher says, "The peanut
. may be illustrated by placing butter is between the crackers

a cookie between the folds of the napkin is behind your cup. ;'

a napkin or by putting peanut
butter between crackers. In b) Teacher asks queations which
addition, napkins and cups relate to positions; e.g.,
could be distributed to "Where is your napkin?"
emphasize "in front of,"
"in back of," "behind." c) Children respond "My napkin

is in front of me."

9a) The teacher may stop the
activity to focus on a
particular spatial position;
e.g., "Where are your hands?"

9) Group games and songs such
as "Ten Little Fingers,"
"On My Head," may be adapted
to emphasize positions and
body concept.

b) Children respond with
appropriate position; e.g.,
"My hands are on my head,"

c) Children should be encouraged
to take the role of teachers
and pose questions to other

, children regarding position.
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SPATIAL RELATIONS

Cgavalupl Focus: Povition

Level of, Representation: Symbol

Activities

Motoric

1) The teacher or a child per-
forms some action, such as
standing under the slide,.
and the °fuller children in
the group select fromm
group of pictures the one
that shOws the same action.

2) Use pictures (magazine cut-
outs or drawings) the de-
pict the spatial concepts
being taught; e.g., to aid
in teaching "top" and
"bottom," this picture
could be used:

3) Children use clay, crayons
to make or draw objects ,in
specified positions e.g.,
a clay, iball to put in a
basket (child may mei&

also), or a ball
drawn in a square.
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Verbal

la) Children describe the
action being performed.

b) Children say what kind of
picture they need to find.

o) Children describe what is
portrayed in the pictures in
terms of positions in space,
e .g., "The boy is sitting

" in the sandbox."

2a) After the children have dis-
cussed the spatial positions
of the objects depicted the
teacher asks such questions
as "Where is this fish, on
top or on the bottom?"

b) Children respond with
appropriate spatial concept'
e .g., "This fish is on log."

3a) Teacher may have to tell a
child what to draw or make,
e .g., a circle in a square,
though some chiwgron will be
able toAlecide by themselves.

b) Child tells what he has done
after he has completed his
task; e.g., "I made a ball
to put in a basket."



Motoric Verbal

4) Use motor-encoding activ- 4a) Teacher gives instructions;
ities (i.e., no props) to e.g., "Show me how you get
enact "make- believe" sequences into (out ot) a box."
which utilize concepts of
position; e.g., pretend to b) Child tells what he is doing;
put dishes on the table, food e.g. "I am getting into the
in the pan. box."

5) Use pictures showing child-
ren playing on equipment
similar to that in the pre-
sbhool to work on concepts
of position. (School cata-
logs are one place where
such pictures could be
found.)

6) Child places pictures on a
flannel board according to
specified concepts of

, position.

7,) Use art activities such as
sponge painting, potato
printing, to experience
concepts of position.

-127-

0 Child recalls what he has done.

5a) Teacher and children identify
the equipment in the pictures
by name.

b) Teacher asks such questions
as "Where is the boy in
the picture?"

c) Children answer "The boy is
on top of the slide."

6a) Teacher and children identify
the pictures.

b) Child tells what he as done;
e.g., "I put the picture of
the car above the picture of
the garaErIrm

c) Child tells where he will
place the picture before he
does so; e.g., "I am going
to put the picture of the
tree between the pictures of
the house and garage."

7a) Teacher gives the instructions
for the activity.

b) While the children are work-
ing, the teacher encourages
them to talk about their
Pictures in terms of spatial
position.



SPATIAL RELATIONS

Conceptual Direction

lata210221121MIELL2a: Index

Activities

Motoric

1) Adapt such circle games as
"Simple Simon" and "Every-
body Do What I do," to
implement spatial concepts.
Teacher demonstrated the
actions.

2)'Use large-motor activities
like sliding down the
sliding board to teach
'spatial concepts.

3) Use large-motor equipment
such as the elide to have
the children motorioally
experience the concepts
forward and backward.

Verbal

la) Teacher provides the verbal
stimulus as she is performing
the action, e.g., "Stand aasu
"Sit down," Children then
perform The action in respons
to teacher's verbal commands.

b) Children tell what they are
doing.

c) Some children may take the
role of teacher and give the
verbal commands.

2a) Teacher provides the verbal
command ; ,e.g., "Slide gam
the slide."

b) Teacher also interprets the
action as children are pro-
forming it; e.g., "John is
going 22 the slide."

c) Children tell what they are
going to do before they do
it; e.g., "I am going to go
down the slide."

3a) Teacher suggests various ways
the children can go down the
slide and emphasizes forward,
and backward.

b) Child says how he will go
down the slide.

o) Child tells how he went down
the slide; e.g.; "t went down
backward on my stomach."



Motoric

4) Use marching, walking,
skipping to experience the
concepts forward, backward,
and sideways,.

5) The children crawl through
large boxes, tunnels, large
piping to experience the
concept "through."

6) Marching activities like
"Follow the Leader" and
circle games can be adapted
to teach the concept "a-
round." The teacher and
children take turns being
,tho leader with the
emphasis placed on march-
ing or circling around
objects or people.

Verbal

4a) Teacher says "Let's march
lalkwariaL" or "Let's walk
a sways.

b) A child may take the role
of teacher and command the
others to move in certain
ways and in particular
directions.

c) Children say what they are
doing; e.g., "We are walk-
ing forward,"

d) Children tell what they did
after the task is completed.

5a) Teacher asks such questions
as "What are you doing?"
"Where are you crawling?"

b) Child answers, "Through the
barrel." (Language patterns
may be used to elicit verbal
responses.)

6a) Teacher constantly emphasizes
the concept "around" during
the activity.

b) The teachels may use language
patterns to elicit verbal
responses from the children.

o) Child tells what he is doing
as he plays the circle game
or "Follow the Leader;" e.g.,
"I am marching around the
table", or "Johnny a in the
middle and we are going
around and awl."
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Motoric

7) Teacher pushes three toy
'cars, two of them forward
and one backward. ---arar
should be in
size, shape, and'color.)

8) Teacher emphasizes
direction during outdoor
Activity Time, e.g.,
running to and from the
treel walling forward and
backward.

Verbal

70 Children toll which cars
are going in the same
direction, and whICTrear
is going in a different
direction.

b) Children identify the
directions in which the
cars are moving.

8a) Teacher asks questions:
"Where are you running?"

b) Children respond: "I'm
'running to the tree."

0) Children may give specific
directions to other.childfmchild-rend&e.g., "Climb the
ladder."

" 13a "



SPATIAL RELATIONS

Conce ptual Focus: Direction

Level of Representation: Symbol

Activities

Motoric

1) Children dimw or trace
shapes and figures.

2) Teacher draws or pastes
cutouts of each child's
symbol on an easel or
board. Two or three copies
of each symbol are placed
on the easel or board,
and the children draw
lines to connect their
symbols:

- 131-

Verbal

la) Teacher tells the child
what direction he is draw-
ing in: 22,, down, or around.

b) Children tell what direction
they are drawing in.

2a) Children identify their own
symbols.

b) Teacher tells children what
directions they are drawing
in as they connect their
symbols;, e.g., "Billy is
drawing um! (or across, or
sidewa sr; "mararrirdraw-
ng rom this circle down
to MITThircle."

c) Teacher encourages the
children to tell what they
are going to do, e.g., "I
'am going to draw a line
from this circle to that

d) Children explain what they
' have done after completing

the task; e.g., "First I
went BR, then I went down."



Motoric Verbal

3) To teach such concepts as 3a) Teacher gives the instructions
"to" and "from", "across", for the activity.
ft sideways", the teacher may
use the following game, b) Children state what they
wherein the children connect are going to do; e.g., "I
the circles by drawing lines: am going to draw a line

from here to here."

0 C)

4) Children are instructed to
draw pictures which
illustrate certain direc-
tions, e.g., up-down, for-
ward-backward, toward-
away from.

111111

c) Children recall what they
have dono after completing
the activity.

40, Teacher gives the instructions
for the activity; e.g., "Draw
a picture of a balloon going
22 in the air."

) Children tell what they drew;
e.g., "I drew a balloon u2,
in the air."

o) Children take the role of
teacher and tell the other
children what to draw; e.g.,
(Draw rain coming down."



SPATIAL RELATIONS

Conceptual Focus: Distance

Level of Re resentation: Index

Activities

Motoric

1) Teacher uses a variety of
objects in the room to
'demonstrate concepts of
distance; efg.t teacher
points out something that
is far, then has the child-
ren move it so that it is
near.

Children experience the
spatial relations of objects
in the classroom by finding
objects that are near one
another and far from one
another, e.g., the chair
is near the table; the
blagrare not near, the
dolls.

Verbal

la).Teacher and children identify
the objects.

b) The teacher explains, "The
chair is far away...now the
chair is near you."

c) Teacher and children use
language patterns with "tar"
and, "near."

2a)

b)

Teacher provides the
instructions; e.g., "Find
something that is nevi, the
table."

Children, say "The chair is
near the table."



SPATIAL RELATIONS

Conceptual Pocus Distance

lAtiv.....0fRort Symbol

Motorio

Activities

Verbal

la) Teacher and children dis-
cuss the pictures; e.g.,
"What do you see?" "I
see a tables a chair, and
a man."

1) Teacher shows children'
pictures that illustrate
objects in relation to
each other; ,e.g., picture
of a table with a chair
close to it and a person
17171747 it.

2) Children draw pictures and
the teacher emphasizes the
spatial relations of the
°Wets they have drawn.
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b) Teacher asks "Is the chair
far from the table or close
to the table?" or "Where
Tir the chair?"

o) Children respond: "The
chair is close to the
table."

2a) Teacher asks such questions
as "Is the tree close to or
far from the hourearrrr
IrOhere le the tree?"

b) Child talks about what he
has drawn, and the teacher
encourages him to use
concepts of distance (near -
tar, close to -Par from) to
relate the objects in space.



TEMPORAL RELATIONS

Beginning and End of Time Intervals

Motoric Experiences
'. Body movements

School routine
Activities and projects

Verbal Experience:
start (go)-stop
at the same time-now
start-finish
begin-end

Ordering of Events,

Motor Experience:
School routine
Planning and.evaluation
Causality
Activities and projects
Sequence of commands

Verbal Experience:
first-last
first, second, third, fourth
next-again
if, then...am:muse
since-until

thi. Time Period There Are Differs t en the of Ti

Motor Experience:
Activities and projects
Planning and evaluation

Verbal Experience
a short time, a shorter time
a long time, a longer time

..135



TEMPORAL RELATIONS

Conceptual Focus: Beginning and End of Time Intervals

heve..L].o/jesentation: Index

Activities

Motoric

1) Running: Child begins at
designated point in time
and ends at designated
point in time.

2) Use of equipment such
as merry-go-round.

Verbal

la) Teacher provides the verbal
stimulus; e.g., "Oo...stop."

b) Child says "Oo...stop."

2a) Teacher provides verbal
stimulus; e.g., "Go...
stop" and names object
being used.

b) Child says "Oo...stop" and
names object.

3) Variplay (climbing equip- 3a) Teacher provides the verbal
ment) with slide. stimulus, e.g., "Go" (child

begins sliding) and "Stop"
(child ends sliding, which
may be at any point on the
slide).

b) Child verbalises action,
e.g., "Go"..."stop",.while
he is performing the action.

4a) Teacher verbalises the plan
if child non-verbally in-
dicates (e.g., by pointing)
whit he wants to work with.

4) Planning for Work Time.

b) Child begins verbalising
what he wants to do; eseso
"I want to work with the
blocks."
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Motoric

5) , Cleanup.

6) Brief Apt projects such
as pairnn, cutting and

Indnd sanding.

7) Use rhythh instruments to
experience the concepts
Da and at the same time.

8) Use variplay (climbing
equipment) to experience
temporal concepts.

Verbal

5a) Teacher mavuse an auditory
stimulus like a tambourine
to designate the beginning
of Cleanup, but she also

the children that
lee time is beginning.

6a) Teacher tells child when to
begin the activity and when
to end.

b) Child tells teacher when he
is starting the task and when
he has completed it.

7a) Teacher provides verbal
command "now" and children
play instruments "at the
same time."

b) Child may take role of the
teacher and say "now "' and
"at the same time."

8a) Teacher verbalizes the child's
actions; "Now you are climbing',"
"Two children are climbing
Itthenetime."

b) Children tell what they are
going to dol e.g., Now I
will slide."

0 Throughout the day both the
teaoher and the children
constantly reinforce the
concepts: "Km it is time to
go homel"'"WiWill get ready
ALllajiemwjatatet."

-1"..1$7



Motoric

9) Use variplay or outdoor
equipment to epperience
time concepts.

Verbal

9a) Teacher gives commands
relating to time, such as
"go," "now," "stop."

b) Child tells when to "go"
and "stop" while ho is perm
forming an action.

0 Children take the role of
the teacher and tell other
children when to go, and when 1

to 2122,.

10) Use familiar objects such 10a) Teacher provides the verbal
as a ball; children roll stimulus, e.g., "Go", or
the ball to each other. "Now" (child rolls the ball)
This activity may be ex- and "Stop" (child stops the
tended to using objects ball).
in relation to other objects,
e.g., rolling the ball down b) Children provide the verbal
the slide. (In this in- commands go, now,
stance the spatial concept start, fidish.
up/down has also been
added.)

11) Use Planning Time or
Evaluation Time to re-
inforce temporal concepts.

..138

11a) Teacher ieinforoes the
routine of the day with such
comments as, "We kesin each
day with Planning-Tidi."

b) Teacher and children discuss
how each child will DIVA
and mg. the day. Chi al-dein

relati-What they will do at
the beginning of the day and
the end of the day.

f



Motoric

12) Use actual footprints in
dirt or mud to determine
"start" and "finish",
"begin" and "end."

Ole

13) Use a circle game such
as "Everybody Do What I
Do" to emphasise time con-
cepts. Teacher initially
leads the group, the
children lead the group.

Verbal

12a) Teacher tells the children
where the footprints main.,
and end.,

b) Children say where the foot -
prints begin and end.
(Spatial relations can also
be discussed in terms of the
direction in which the prints
go.)

"13a).Teacher tells when to ast, and
limo or gall and Alm and
Whit- to 66-it---the s no timeeu

and Diu

14) Use wagons, carts, and
similar equipment to have
the children knin (or

'or sari-Vi designated
poi and emtal (or stop) at a
designated point.

13'9 'so

b) Children take turns leading
rthe group and giving the
instructions.

c) Children and teacher recall
what they did during the
circle game.

lika,Teaoher tells when to as
and Mal, or kliaa and e_ nd.

b) Children tell the teacher
and each other what they are
going to do; e.g., "I will
start here and lathers."

o) Child recalls what he has
done.



Conceptual Focus:

'TEMPORAL RELATIONS

Beginning and End of Time Intervals

Level of Representation! Symbol

Activities

Motorio

1)' Books and stories.

2) Art activities can be used
to emphasize start and
finish. This-7MA be
nErin conjunction with a
goal from another content
area but on the same level
of representation; e.g., a
child could draw a picture
of himself (spatial
relations).

3) Children out out shapes
the teacher has drawn on
construction paper; they
do this during specified
time intervals.

- 140

Verbak

la) Teacher emphasizes the
bssinnins and end of a

b) Children tell when to beta*
reading a book and when the
book ends! e.g., "Start the
book now," "The book"' e
finished."

2a) Teacher tells the children
when to start the activity
for indicates that when the
children have the appropriate
materials they may start).

b) Child tells when he is
start niK his project.

o) Child tells when he has
finished his project. Teacher
may sometimes ad questions
about the finished product
to reinforce that it is indeed
completed.

3a) Teacher consistently rein-
forces stop/go, begin/end,
start/finish, as children
are working.

b) Children verbalize the
temporal concepts in relation
to themselves and others
while they are working.

mom IM 401 rimi.40.4100.41MoirbeiNiftsimignAMMINIMMAIOONIONIMPAIIIMONVIVAR4
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Motoric

4) Use art projects which
take a long time to com-
plete, such as plaster of
Paris hand prints which
can be made one day and
painted on the next day.

5) Use pictures to,expere-
ience "start", "stop", and
"finish." First, show an
incomplete drawing of a
circle and a complete one.
Then have a child start
drawing a circle; EIT/Thim
IssA before he is finished.
He may then finish the
drawing.

Verbal

4a) Teacher tells children that
they will start an activity
today, but-ESET they will
not finish it until
tomorrow.

b) Children are encouraged to
tell when they are beginning
the activity and to discuss
when it will be finished.
This should be carried through
to the following day.

Teacher asks, "Which picture
is not finished?" and
child rripiaerverbally.

Child follows teacher's
instructions to "Start...
stop...finish."

0 Child tells what he has done;
e.g., "1 started to draw
I 11222147Niarli thkin I
fiEriffiff-the drawing."

5a)

b)

6) Planning Timelis used to 6a)
stress the concepts "begin"
and "end", "start" and
"finish" in making plans
for Work Time.

-141'

Children tell what their
plans for work are; e.g.,
"1 am going to work in the
doll corner."

b) Teacher asks questions to
elicit elaborations of, the
plans; e.g., "What are you
going to do in the doll
corner ?"

0 Child xptains: "I'm going
to ...LOA, with a party for
the-TO:Is."

"IiiiihillNii."1411116011111.141%11PWIllialire".."116611.0."04.001012.11P001140114~1400.4414 PAIWOMPVINIMPENINIMOIMOPiiiiais4#1,044111104.4.664,"
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Motorio

7) Present pictures, movies,
film strips which illustrate
activities bhe children
experience within the
school environment.

8) Children use commercial. or
teacher-made materials to
experience the time concepts
"start" and "stop", "begin"
and "end "s

In this example, the child
be inw.at one point and
ends at another point by
Mang a line from the oar
to the house.

...mtot

Verbal

7a) Teacher asks such questions
about the pictures as "What
did the children start to do
after they finishiriTaying?"

b) Children answer, "They
started to clean up the
Ouse.

8a) Teacher tells the children
what to do and asks such
questions as "Where do we
begin...mr"

b) Child takes the role of
teacher and asks the
questions.

S.



TEMPORAL RELATIONS

,Conceptual Focus,: Ordering df Events

Level of Representation: Index

Activities,

Motoric

) Circle game adapted from
"Simple Simon" or "Do
What I Don." (This activity
can also be related to body
awareness.)

Verbal

la) Teacher provides the verbal
stimulus; e.g., "First
touch your nose, nix etouch
your toes."

b) Children verbalize the action
that they are performing.

0 Children may take the role of
the teacher and lead thse group.

2) Incorporate temporal concepts 2a) Teacher verbalizes a sequence
with a seriation activity, as children are engaged in an
such as ordering sizes. activity; e.g., "First a DIE

block; next a litarTiock;w

b) Child responds to such questions
as "What comes first?...What
comes next ?"

(1) Child states the sequence after
he has performed the activity;
"First I used a big block;
Larr used a little block."

3a) Teacher states the sequence
to be followed to build a
partioUlar structure; e.g.,
"First we need a little block;
nee need a board."

b) Child tells what he is going'
to do and what he will need.,

o) Children recall the sequencei
"First I used a big block,
nrirrt) board,"

4a)' Teacher explains what will be
done first, second, All.

b) Children answer such questions
as "What is needed /1111....
second?"

0 Children recapitulate steps n
the sequence of the activity,
after it hao been completed.

3) Children experience time
concepts while building
with blocks.

4) While children are making
salt and flour playdough
or mixing paint, the a.

teacher should consistently
reinforce time concepts.

-3,43



Motoric

5) The children are given
certain motoric'actions to
perform in a specific
sequence.

,6) As children work through.
out the day, the teacher
emphasizes the concepts'
"if...then" and"because."

7) Teacher incorporates a
sequence of commands into
the children's activities.
Spatial concepts of
direction ,or position may
be emphasized at the same
time.

.8) Reinforce the temporal
concepts throughout the
day.

Verbal

5a) Timelier says, "First Jump
then skip, then-Tirrt again.

b) Children say what they are
doing as they perform each
action. The teacher should
encourage the use of "first.
then" (or "next") in their
statements.

o) Children tell what they did:
"First I jumped, then
sRipped."

6a) Teacher says, "If you put
on your boots, men you will
be ready to go outside
because it is wet outside."

b) Children tell what they must,
do before they begin an activ-
ity. The teacher should
encourage the use of "if,"
"then" and "because."

?a) Teacher gives commands before
children perform the task;
e.g., "First make the car go
22, the hill, second make the
car go down tErral, and
third prirrhe oar in the
garage." Note: Irthree
commands are too many for some
children, use only two.

b) Child tells what he has done
after completing the task.

0 Children take the role of
teacher and instruct the
other children to follow
specific sequences..

.8a) Teacher and children discuss
the routine of the day, what
happens first, second, Md.

b) At Juice Time, teacher may say!
"If you skt down, then you
win be ready for lum.,

- 144 7



TEMPORAL RELATIONS

'Conceptual Focus: Ordering of Events

Level of Representations Symbol

Activities

Motorio

1) Read stories with
emphasis on the order of
events.

2) Children and teacher out out
magazine pictures and place
them in a sequence to tell &-
story. (Initially the se-
quences should involve no
more than three picturee,
but later four-and five-
picture sequences may be
used.) A possible sequence
might be:

a) Boy getting a fish-
ing pole

.b) Boy catching fish
c) Boy walking home

with fish

3) The children arrange three
pictures in the proper
sequence, e.g., seed, stem,
flower.

ti

Verbal

la) Teacher reads the story and
emphasizes first, second,
Ala in °rang tEirTary's
events.

b) Teacher asks questions re-
lated.to the story: "What
was the Litt: thing Harold
did?"

o) Children recall events of
the story in the proper
time sequence.

2a) Teacher and children discuss
what is happening in the

. individual pictures.

b) Teacher tells the children
to put the pictures together
so they tell a story.

0 Children verbally sequence
the events depicted in terms

. of first, second...last.

d) Some children may be able to
tell a story from the
sequence of pictures.

3 Teacher states the instructions
for the activity.

b) Teacher says "Tell me which
picture is first...next."

c) Children verbalize the time
sequence; "The seeds are first;
the stem is next, and the
flower is last." Some children
should be able to state'reasons
for the order.

145..



, Motoric Verbal

4) Children make three pictures 4a) Teacher may tell a story to
which show a time sequence, aid the children in performing
For example, the teacher can the activity; e.g,, "A boy .

draw three drinking glasses poured a full glass of Juice.
before the activity begins Draw a line to show me how
and have the child draw a the glass would look."
line on each glass 0 portray
the sequence "full glass", b) Child recalls how the glass
"glass with some gone", and looked first, next, and last.
"almost empty glass."

I

5) During an art activity used
to emphasize a seriation
concept, temporal concepts
should also be included;
e.g.,, the activity may in-
volve pasting shapes,on
'paper so'that the end
product looks like this:

Temporal concepts should be
stressed while the child is
working on the activity.

6) Teacher presents a sequence
of three or, four pictures
which tell a story, and
after arranging them in the
proper order, children
motor-enoode what is shown
in each picture. (This
activity could be used as'
a small group activity with
each child motor-encoding
one of the pictures). ,

5a) Teacher asks such questions
as, "What would happen if
the smallest heart was pasted
tirat? (Mtempt to develop

sequence relating,
to "if...then..,because").,
The child may actually have
to experience the situation
before he is able to say what
would happen, but the teacher
should encourage children to
hypothesize without experienoinl
the situation.

6a) Teacher gives the instructions;
"Show met what the boy does
first."

b) Child tells what he is doing.

a) Children who are not directly
,

involved in motor-encoding
activities could tell what
the proper sequence is or
tell a etopy about what the
other children are doing.

-146
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Y'r 4,11,

TEMPORAL RELATIONS

Conceptual` Focus: Within Time TerioduThere are Different
Lengths of Time

Level of Representation: Index

Activities,

Motorio

1) During Work Time, the
children should be en-
couraged to work in the
various areas for in-
creasing lengths of time.

2) Planting of seeds.

3) The children use small
table bloke to make a
barn; when the barn is
completed, the teacher
might extend the activity
by having the children
classify a set of objects
according to which would
go in a barn. This
activity could be done
in two days, one day to make
the barn and the next day
to classify the objects.

14? "I

Verbal

la) The teacher suggests ways the
children can extend their basic
activity PO that it will take
them a longer time to complete.

b) Teacher suggests to the child-
ren that they work on their
activity for a lemmEALEt
than they did yilitiFearc--

2a) During Planning Time the
teacher and children discuss

.how to plant the seed,.

b) Teacher points out that, while
planting takes a relatively
short time, it will take a
Iiigarrilie before the seeds
bigin to grow. She encourages
the children to verbalize
these concepts.

3a) The teacher offers suggestions
for extending the activity;
e .g., "Now that you have made
a barn, what are you going to
put in it? What would go with
a barn?"

b) Child discusses possible items
for placement in the barn,
e .g., tractor, horse, cow.
Child then tells which items
he will place in the barn.

c) Teacher and children discuss
the activity in terms of length
of time; e.g., it took longer
to make the barn than to
decide which objects to put
in it, or, the whole activity
took ....aurlot then either segment.



TEMPORAL RELATIONS

Conceptual EMAII Within Time Periods There Are Different
Lengths of Time

Level of Representations Symbol

Activities

Motorio

1) Show pictures of activities
like seed planting, which
the children worked on at
the index level. Show
pictures of a semi a stem,
and a flower, in he
sequence of growth.

2) DUring Planning Time,
children plan, using
their symbols, what they
will do at Work Time.

Verbal

la) Using the concepts first,
second, and last, tircrimi
EtTCZEIldren'Tgouse the
sequence of the pictures.
The teacher and children shoult
then discuss the depicted event
in terms of short and lous
periods of tTITIF7

b) Children answer questions
posed by the teacher regarding
relative lengths of time in
the growth sequence.

2a) Teacher emphasises that Work
Time is ,a part of the
day, but thitwhatever the'
children plan for Work Time
may take either a short time
or a long time; itm ay take
up thiWKole of Work Time
or Just a part of it.

,b) Teacher and children dismiss
how long the various segmenti
of the class, day are; e.g.,
"Cleanup Time is shorter than
Work Time."

144 .g

o) Children tell whether what
they have planned for Work
Time will take a to time
or a short time to 31-nish.



Motoric

3) Seasonal changes may be
dealt with in terms of
lengths of time. This
would involve the present,
future and past, which may

.be too difficult for some
children; if seasonal
changes can be related
to events in a child's
life it,may be more
meaningful.

Verbal
I

3a) Teacher says, "Luther will
have his birthday when it is
very cold outside.. It will
not be very cold outside for
aionn

b) Teacher and children discuss
lengths, of time in relation
to seasonal changes; e.g.,
"Now it is warm outside; it
will be a lon time before
it will be co

4) During Planning Time the 4a)
children plan for some
special activitity like a
birthday party, with
emphasis on time lengths;
preparation for the activity
should take a long time, b)
perhaps three oar -tour days.

149

Teacher and children discuss
what they will need to do for
the party and how long the
various preparations will
take.

Children recall activities
in terms or lengths of time
involved.
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EXPERIENCE

October 10

12:45 -1:00 Arrival

.When the Children.first
arrived at school, they were
given symbols (animal shapes
made from construction paper),
a different one for each child.
The children were shown their
lockers, and each child's
.symbol was taped to his locker.

were then guided.8 8

to the quiet area.

1:00-1:30 Planning Time
1 kJ

During the first 15
minutes of Planning Time, the
Children worked with tinker
toys and table blocks in the
quiet area, sorting the objects
according to size.

During the second portion
of Planning Time, the children
selected the areas whore they
wished to begin working during
Work Time. The teachers stressed
the idea begin.

130-2:1S Work Time

The children who selected
the art area worked with big
and little circles and squares
of construction paper. Some
of the shapes had been made
by the teachers; paper and
scissors wore available for
Children who wanted to make
their own shapes. The
children pasted the shapes on

SOMENTARY

October 10

12:45-1:00 Arrival

The paper symbol represents
the child and gives him a special
identity in the classroom environ-
ment. With his symbol on his locker,
each child should be able to distinguish
himself and his belongings from the
other children and objects in the
,stassroomt.

061.1. t1

.. .
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,,1:00-1:30 Planning Time

During the first part of
Planning Time, the children were
manipulating real objects and
grouping them according to size
(big /little). When some children
were unable to perform the task,
the teachers noted this in order to
begin planning for more individ-
ualized instruction.

Selecting one area in which
to begin working gave each child
a relatively simple plan to
follow and introduced the temporal

conceptlpiTinkm,

1:30-2:15 Work Time

The art activity was
designed to emphasize the
concept bi little on a
slightly n gner level of rep-
resentation than during Planning

'Time. The Planning Time activity
ysod real objects, while the
Work Time activity used two-
dimensional cutouts of shapes.



EXPERIENCE

October 10

pieces of paper--little circles
and squares on one sheet and
big ones on another. A teacher
was always in the art area
eliciting verbal responses fr.%
the children and encouraging
conversation related to what
they were doing.

In the small motor area,
Children worked with big and
little cars and blocks. Roads
and garages were made with the
blocks. The teacher constantlyblocks.

the size relations
of the objects, e.g., big
garages were for big cars, and
encouraged verbal, responses from
the children.

2:15-2:30 Cleanup Time

During a short meeting before
Cleanup Time, the children selected
areas they would clean up. The
teachers emphasized the size relations
of the objects the children were
putting away; for instance, two
Children were

- 152

COMMENT_ARY

October 10

While this classification
task was the immediate goal,
the teacher kopt in mind the
ongoing objective of having
the children complete each
activity they engaged in.

Children in the small
motor area displayed' their
understanding of two relational
concepts: they knew that cars
move on roads and that cars
are put in garages. While
blocks are real objects, some
of the children were able to
represent roads with them;
some were also able to construct
spatially well- proportioned
garages for either a big car
or a little car. During this
activity, the teacher assessed
the level of operation and of
representation at which each child
was functioning with regard to the
concepts being stressed.

The teachers emphasized the
spatial concepts on /off and in out
as the children sorted the shiPos
and played with the blocks and cars.

2:15-2:30 denim Time

The children were having
a difficult time before cleanup,
so a meeting was hold to assien
specific tasks (impulse control).

The teachers used this
period to review and reinforce

1
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EXPERIENCE.

October 10

responsible tor. finding all
the big blocks.

1.

tr

fr,

116

COMMENTARY

October 10

;the classification concepts
and' little on the object

Wilistance, a teacher
would say: All of these are
blocks. Some are big and some
are little. Now Glen, Tim,
Robert and Jerry are the blockmen.
Glen and Tim collect all the
big blocks; Robert and Jerry
collect all the little blocks."

t.1 .0. s r IP Os ...op is .era/, c 4,
. s, .e so, g 2I gi Is tot I g ( 11,, I as Pr **
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2:30-3:00 Juice and Group Time

COokies and juice wore
MVP r air arrowl.* V V

distributed to the group. Cookies
of two sizes were used, and each
Child selected for himself one
big and one little cookie.
There was brief discussion
about the juice cups being full
and empty as the children poured
their own juice and then drank
it.

A story, "Go Dog, Go",
was road to the group.

3:00-3:30 Circle Time

The children went outside
today to play on the playground
equipment. The teacher empha-
sized spatial concepts as the
Children played. For instance,
as the children used the slide,
the teacher stressed up/down
and high /low.

3:30 Dismissal

Children went to their
respective lockers for their
coats and hats. As the child-
ren put on their clothing, the

*Id
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2:30-3:00 Juice and Group Time

. Each child was able to
follow the teacher's direction
to take one big and one little
cookie (seriation). The use of
6111 and !Ely. was a seriation
task involving the two extremes
of a continuum.

.

Some of the children
could point to pictures illus-
trating spatial concepts (u /down,
in/out) which the teacher hhid
chosen to emphasize.

3:00-3:30 Circle Time

The children wore motor-
ically experiencing the spatial
concepts verbalized by the
teacher. Some children were
able to give verbal responses
to the teacher's questions;
e.g., "What aro you doing?"
"I am going down the slide!"

3:30 Dismissal

Body imago (spatial relations) and
relational classification were
emphasized during this time.



EXPERIENCE

October 10

teachers emphasized body
parts in relation to articles
of clothing like hat/head. They
made up songs and the children
joined in the singing.

October 12

12:45 -1:00 Arrival

I

COMMENTARY

OctOber VD

October 12

12:45-1:00 Arrival
t jf.f 10 rf 1.04.` ft .1r a A t * 54* Op* 11.."1.4 **** 0:414**' .*** A
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Immediately after the The activities with the

on.

Children put their coats into
their lockers, they wont to the
quiet area, designated as the
gathering place for Arrival Time.

Some children worked with
the pegs and peg boards. The
teacher placed three pegs in
a line and asked the Children
to count the pegs and place them
in a line. The teacher asked
other children to bring some
blocks to the table. The
children responded appropriately
when asked how many blocks they
had brought. Other children
worked with puzzles of human
figures.

1:00-1:30 Planning Time

There was a brief dis-
cussion about what some of the
children had done in the quiet
area. Then the teachers dis-
cussed with the group the
activities which would be
available in the work

154

S.

pegs and blocks were seriation
tasks concerned with counting;
the puzzles pertained to body
'image. The children put the
puzzles together with very
little difficulty, and the
teacher encouraged them to find
and name the same body parts on
themselves. This typo of activity
is used to help the child make
the transition from himself as
an actual object to a representation
of himself.

1:00-1:30 Plannin Time

Having some of the children
toll the group what they had
done in the quiet area emphasized
temporal relations by recalling past
events.

41
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EXPERIENCE

October 12

areas. Some children decided for
themselves which areas they,
would Work in. They told the
group whit their choice was
and then wont to the areas to
begin work. The teachers
worked individually with those
children who were unable to make
a decision and helped each
Child select an area whore the

_` gcivity would be enjorible.-7.-
f w r 1 9I4.9 t fay *-1.* Are,.
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The purpose of discussing
the materials and activities
available in each area was to help
the children stick to their
original plans and to become involved
in one activity instead of flitting
about, from one activity to another
(impulse control). Through this
planning activity, the child

.... knows what, specifically, ho
be doing when he chooses a

- particular work area. For one
reason or another, some children
are not able to decide what they ,,

would like to do. An art activity
-of short duration is usually available
to help those children become
involved in the school day and to
become more, relaxed in the
school environment (impulse
control and temporal relations).

+
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1:30-2:1S Work Time

The art area was equipped
with paint (two colors), clay,
roiling pins and cookie cutters.

The children'in the doll
corner became involved in
housekeeping activities. They
used water for bathing the
dolls and washing the dishes.
The children dressed the dolls,
"cooked" for them, and "fed"
them.

15 5
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1:30-2:1S Work Time

Two colors of paint were
available so that simple classi-
fication concepts, such as
same /not the same/different,
couid be reinrratto2------"-

Some children demonstrated
their understanding of re-
presentation by using clay to
make cookies. The various
shapes also allowed sorting
tasks relevant to same not the
same/different. e children
motor oncoarby pretending to
bake the cookies and then oat
them. (One child, unable to
motor encode the action,
actually put the clay into her

a
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2:15-2:30 Cleanup_Time

The children worn assigned
specific tasks. All but four
children did a good job. Because
these four would not participate
in the Cleanup, they were not
permitted to join the group for
juice and cookies.

2:30-3:00 Juice and Group Time

After the juice and cookies
had been eaten, a flannel board
was used. On the flannel board
were three pieces of felt which,
when put together, made up a
human figure. The children
took turns labeling the parts,
pointing out the corresponding
parts of their own bodies, and
putting the puzzle together.

as.
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mouth.) This indicated to the
teacher that the children had
a clear mental image of the
process involved in making
cookies.

The children wanted to
use real water although they
had pretended to use water in
the past. It is felt that
there is a back-and-forth
phenomenon in the child before
ho is able to accept finally
the notion of pretending to
use something which is not
directly perceivable.

2:15-2:30 Cleanup Time

Classification concepts
were emphasized throughout
the cleanup period. For in-
stance, in the doll corner,
all the spoons belong in one
drawer, all the forks in
another drawer.

2:30-3:00 Juice and Group Time_

The emphasis during Group
Time was on body image using
two levels of representation- -
the children's own bodies
(object level) and the more
abstract felt puzzle (symbol
level). Part whole relation-
ships were emp as zed also with
the puzzle. Since this is a
relatively complex activity, the
number of pieces was limited to
three; as the children learn to
work with puzzles, more piecei
would be added.
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'3:00-3:30 Circle Time

The children were'taken
outside today to perform such
actions as skipping, jumping,
running, rolling, hopping.
Teachers and children played
a follow-the-leader game incor-
porating these actions and
'made up songs to accompany the
,actions,, such as "I am jumping,
jumping, jumping..."
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3:30 Dismissal

As usual.

October 14

12:45-1:00 Arrival

All the children went to
the quiet area. When some children
began working with table blocks,
the teacher suggested sorting
big and little blocks.

Other children sorted
teacher-made cards with pictures
of cars, watches, and couches
into three groups. The teacher
asked questions about the group-
ings the children made, empha-
sizing same/not the same,
different.

1:00 -1:30 Planning Time

The teacher led a discus-
sion concerning the way today's
routine would be different.

Work Time was omitted today
in order to take a walk outside.
Lesvos wore to be collected so

Ir
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3:00-3:30 Circle Time

Actions involving the
whole body were performed to
demonstrate the different
things the body can do (body
image, object level). The
songs added a verbal dimension
to this motoric activity.

f 441 id 444 44 J.
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3:30 Dismissal

October 14

12:45-1:00 Arrival

All the children could
go to the quiet area independ-
ently, indicating an improve-
ment in impulse control.

The children sorting the
big and little blocks were
classifying on the object level;
children sorting the picture
cards wore classifying on
the symbol level of re-
presentation.

4
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,1:00-1!30 Planning Time

Temporal concepts (orders
ing events) wore emphasized
in.tho discussion concerning
the trip. First, second, and
last wore rii7fa to Wit the
children would be doing (plan-
ning).
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that they could later be used
in the classroom for making
placomats. The placemats-would
be used during Juice Time.

I
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1:30-2:30 Walk

As the children wore taken
outside, they observed the city
firemen with their firotrucks
and cars, putting on a demonstration.
The firemen were showing how their
ladders wore used, what clothes
they needed to wear, what equipment
was needed. The children watched
with groat enthusiasm; the
teachers provided the verbal
stimulation while the firemen
wore engaged in a specific
action. For example, the concepts'

of mntlum., tielaow were
rei-i-whiratrifiromenorco
climbed the ladders. The teachers
pointed out the clothes the firemen
were wearing as well as the equip-
ment they were using.

The children then pro-
ceeded with the walk, finding
big leaves and little loaves,
leaves with the same shape
and leaves with different
shapes. Not only did the children
walk up and down the hills, they

158 -
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The children had become
quite familiar and comfortable
with each other and with the
classroom environment; now it
became one of the goals to help
the children become familiar ,

and comfortable with the environ-
ment outside the classroom.
The underlying concept was for
the child to move from him-
self, and to understand how he is
an object.among many objects.
During the walk, the teachers
emphasized spatial rotations.

1:30-2:30 Walk

Although the teachers wore
unaware that there was going
to be a demonstration, they
decided to use it to reinforce
concepts they had previously
taught.

,4.000
t

Classification (relational)
was reinforced through the firemen's
equipment and clothing. Spatial
concepts wore reinforced as the
firemen demonstrated the use of
the equipment.

Seriation of size was
emphasiZed as the children
gathered leaves. The classi-
fication concepts same and
different (shapes Trreavos)
were enWasized also. Spatial
concepts of direction' and body
image were reinforced motorically
as the children walked and
hopped.

The traffic light was re
latod to stogy and iz or the
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also ran, jumped, hopped and
skipped.

f / .40000 ve

As he Children crossed
the street, !la and so were
related to the-c:Clors,of the
traffic lights.

a of

The teachers stimulated
verbal responses from the child-

7=1.7.7==;T:men7by-initiating songs 'or"
---- --chants which the children easily

picked up and began to sing
themselves.
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time when you cross the street
imalporal relations) . This is
Al .fairly complex notion: the
color changes of the light
represent the action which the
Child must perform. Some
Children were able to under-
stand this; others were not.
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2:30-3:15 Juice and Group Time

The children had their
juice and cookies as usual.

The leaves which the child-
ren had collected wore used during
Group Time. The children
selected,a big leaf and a little
leaf of the same shape from the
assortment that each had
collected. After each child
had selected his two leaves, trans-
parent contact paper was distributed

Along with a paper cutout of
each child's symbol. The
Children put their leaves and
symbol on one side of the paper

.and folded the other side over
it. The product became a
personal placemat for each
Child to use during Juice Time
in the future.

3:15 Dismissal

As the children were pre-
paring to go home, a song was
sung to the tune of "Mary had
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2:30-3:15 Juice and Group Time

Spatial concepts of
:position were emphasized during
this activity. As the children
placed the leaves on the paper,
the teacher introduced the
spatial concepts on off and
inside/outside. Thidhildren
inTexhibited an understanding
of classification of size and
shape when they were 61e to
select big and little leaves of
the same shape from t assort-

ment of various shapes and
sizes.

0
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The group touched upon temporal
relations by discussing future
plans for using the placemats.

3:15 Dismissal

The primary goal for this
activity was to emphasize spatial
relations, specifically body aware-
ness.

0

V
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a Red Dress." The words were
changed to stress the articles
of clothing worn by the child-
ren.

October 17

12:45-1:00 Arrival
4 1. 1 st t, ot, . s
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The children gathered in
the quiet area, selecting
various table activities. Some
children worked with the puzzles
and Logo blocks. The teacher
helped children who wore working
with tho Logo blocks to make
structures which were high, not
high, and low.

Children working with the
puzzles could work independently,
but the teacher elicited
verbal responses from them
about what they wore doing.

Some children were not
able to become involved with
any activity, which resulted
in their antagonizing other
children.

1:00-1:30 PxilartinTime

A trip to the fire station
was planned for today. The
firemen's demonstration on October
14 was discussed. Some of the
children were able to recall
all they had observed on that
day; others could remember a
few things they had seen.
Pictures were used to show
some of the things they

s. y
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Tho relation of articles of
clothing to body parts
(relational classification)
was also reinforced.

October 17

12:45-1:00_,Arrival
att . WY h

A+

Tho children working with
the Logo blocks were involved
with spatial relations concepts._

The puzzles reinforced
part/whole relationships. A
fire truck puzzle gave the teachers
an opportunity to talk with
the children about the fire-
men they had soon a few days
earlier.

1:00-1:30 Plannin& Time

Planning Time focused upon
temporal relations. One goal
was recalling past events, the
specific event being the firemen's
demonstration.

The pictures wore used to
stimulate thinking about and
verbal responses to the things
the children might see

IS

1

1
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October 17

they would see today. When
the children were asked what

.* they expected to see at the fire
ta

station, they mentioned a
sliding pole, fire trucks, and
firemen.

i:30-3:00 Trip

.....When the children arrived
at the fire station, a fire-
man in uniform greeted them.
For the most part ho used
language far above .,the verbal

"7 level of the children. However,
the teacher rephrased the
fireman's explanations,
incorporating the goals which
she had planned to emphasize
during the trip. Sho focused
itrictly on the roles of the
firemen and on their clothing.
The tour of the fire station
showed tho children where the
firemen cook and eat, where
they sleep, and the telephone
where a fire is called in.
The firemen demonstrated
sliding down the pole and
showed the children sirens on
trucks, equipment, and
firemen's clothing. A
highlight of the trip was an
actual fire call, at which
point the firemen had to leave.
The children enjoyed the trip, but
some wore frightened when the
siren was sounded.
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at the fire station. The children
who could think of some things
which they might see there showed
that they had formed mental images
of a fire station.

1:30-3:00 Trip

Of the three goals for the
triple the fire station, one
goal was to follow up on the
demonstration the children had
seen a few days before (recalling
past events). Another was to
stress the roles of the fire-
men; this was important for future
classroom re-enactment of the
trip to the fire station (socio
dramatic play). The third was
to emphasize relational classi-
fication by talking about the
firemen's clothing and equipment.

ti
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3:00-3:30 Juice and Group .Time

During a brief discussion
which centered around the fire
station experience, teachers
emphasized what was soon first,
second and last and asked
about cIBINei4 the firemen
wear when they are fighting a
fire. A teacher ended Group
TiMe by reading from "The
Great Big Piro Engine Book."

44-

3:30 Dismissal

The children put on their
coats and sweaters and were
dismissed.

October 19

12:45 -1:00 Arrival

Children went to the quiet
area for short self-initiated
activities.

Some children used the
small table blocks; the teacher
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3:00-3:30 Juice and Group Time

Recalling past events and
ordering events were the
temporal relations goals of the
discussion. The children were
able to remember what they had
seen and to order these events
Chronologically.

Relational clasiifitatiOn
concepts were reinforced through
the verbal responses the children
gave concerning the firemen's
clothing.

The children wanted to
hear a story, and the teacher
selected this particular book
to reinforce what had boon
experienced at the fire station.

3:30 Dismissal

October 19

12:45-1:00 Arrival

As the children wore
freely engaged in various
activities, the teacher
implemented classification
and seriation goals. The
classification goal was
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'incorporated language into the ,

play situation by using such
terms as all/some and short/tall.

Other Children used wooden
beads, making various patterns
as they placed them on a string.
The teacher encouraged the
children to verbalize. numbers

-to three. The children counted
the beads; some children were
able to recognize number group-
ings to three without first,,_
counting them.

1:00-1:30 Planning_ Time

The teacher discussed
with the children the various
materials which would be
available for' their use in

`the work areas. The children
then chose the areas in which
they would begin their work.

1:30 -2 :1S Work Time

During Work Time, some of
the children used finger paints
in the art area. Two children
who did not want to use the
paints at all were more interested
in watching the others paint.
The children made designs by
moving their arms and hands in
a variety of ways.

Other children played in
the doll corner. The children
pretended to food the dolls,
wash dishes, and keep house.
They matched the kitchen utensils
to outlines of these same
utensils.

ow
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description by color. For
instance, the objects used
were all beads, some were
red, some were blue. The
concepts samo/not the same/
different were stressedMo.

Seriation goals were
.ordering numbers to three and

-----oidering two sizes (tail

Akan).

1:00-1:30 Planning Time

. The temporal concept
boginnin was emphasized in
the p anning session. The
Children were encouraged to
plan for Work Time before
becoming physically involved
in the activities (impulse
control).

1:30-2:1S Work Time

As the children worked
with the finger paints, the
teacher asked them to move
their hands up and down on
the paper. This motoric exper-
ience helped them to got the
fool of those spatial concepts.
This task was on the index level
of representation.

Motor encoding activities
involving the use of objects to
perform an action (e.g., using
a spoon and pretending to eat)

were initiated by the children
themselves. The teacher
asked questions relating to what
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2:15-2:30 Cleana

Cleanup was performed as
usual.

2t30-3:00 Juice and Group Time

Children passed cookies to
. each other and poured their own
juice. Each child took one or
two cookies. They wore en-
couraged to verbalize what they
were doing as they performed
the actions.
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the child was doing. The
children still seemed to have
difficulty intiating conver-
sation among themselves. They
are able to operate on a fairly
high level of representation,
but the verbal level is relatively
low.

Classification goals were
implemented through the use of
real objects (utensils) and
their outlines. This is a
typical activity for helping
the child make a transition
from the object index level to
the symbol level of representation.

2:13-2:30 Clet_a_kiu

Major goals emphasized
included classification of
sizes on the object level of
representation and seriation
of three sizes of blocks. The
teacher used language which
corresponded to the concepts
being taught; for instance,
with sorintion, the language
used included little, !qua, and

2:30 -3:00 Juice and Time

As children passed the
cookies and poured their juice
the temporal concepts start/
stnn and the soriation concepts

one and two were emphasized.
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Rhythm activities involving
the hands were presented to the
children. The 'children were
instructed to put their hands
on/off, the table, under/over,
the table.

3:00-3:30 Circle Time
0441 2 4 2 # PEP, Pt ter 2 5 .2 #.1111
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This time was devoted to
discussion and activities con-
corning the trip to the fire
station using firemen and
ladders the teachers had made
from construction paper.
Each cbAld was instructed to
place a fireman in a parti-
cular position relative to
the ladder, and then to tell
the other children whore he
had placed the fireman. For
instance; the teacher would
say: "Sherry, put your fire-
man on the ladder." Sherry
would perform the action.
The teacher would then ask:
"Where is the fireman?" Sherry
would respond: "The fireman
is on the ladder."

3:30 Dismissal

As the children wore pre-
paring to leave, the teachers
initiated songs about articles
of clothing that the children
were wearing.

COMMENTARY

October 19

Spatial concepts concerning
position were used with the
children in relation to the
table. The teachers provided
the verbal stimulus; the children
performed the actions. The
children were encouraged to
respond verbally.

--- 3:00-3:30 Circle Time
r

$22 *. s ar
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The trip to the fire
station was discussed in order
to emphasize a sequence of events
and to recall past events
'verbally.

Paper representations
were used to facilitate the
children's understanding of
position in space. Specific
spatial concepts included
on off, next to, 2p/down,

low:Tit-Tr 1On/bottom.

3:30 Dismissal

The purpose of the song
was to reinforce body concept
and body awareness.

s e
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12:45-1:15 Arrival

Some children used counting
rods to comparo differences in
size by standing the rods on
end. The teacher suggested that
the children put all the short
rods in another group. The
Children seemed to enjoy this
task and did it correctly.

The paper firemen and
ladders wore available in the
quiet area. Some children used
these materials and recreated
the group activity of the pre-
vious day. One child took the
role of teacher, tolling the
other children where to place
their cutouts.

1:15 -1:30 Planning Time

Each child told the group
where ho would begin work. The
Children then wont to tho areas
they had chosen.

11:30-2:15 Work Time

Some children worked in
the art area where paper circles
in two sizes had boon made be-
forehand by the teachers. The
children made a collage with
the circles; they verbally
identified the sizes of the
circles as they pasted them
randomly on paper.

The children in the doll
corner were engaged in the
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12:45-1:15 Arrival

The goals for the activ-
ity with the counting rods
wore soriation of two sizes
and classification by size.
The Children wore able to
identify verbally the groups
of rods after performing the
action.

The temporal relations
goal of recalling past events
was reinforced with those
children who could recreate
the activity with the cutouts
of firemen and ladders.
Spatial concepts of position
were' also reinforced through
this activity.

1:15 -1:30 Planning Time

The temporal concepts
be innin and end were ompha-
s ze uring tgOannLng
period.

1:30-2:15 Work Time

As the,Children pasted
the circles, the teacher
emphasized bins and little
as well as tho spat al
on ("put the circle on the
Piper").

During the sociodramatic
play in the doll corner, the
teachers took a passive role,
simply observing the play 0,
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fairly complex integrated type
of dramatic play known as
sociodramatic play. Each child
had a very definite role to play
in a family unit. Two children
were babies; there were two
mothers and there was a neighbor
who visited frequently. The
children's dialogs was typical
of a family unit. For instance,
When the neighbor knocked on the
door, one of the mothers greeted
him, invited him inside for
coffee, asked how ho was.

t at Mr o.* Y
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2:15-2:30 Cleanup

..t r s *,oxt. it+ a. /.4,3, Pc

One of the children got
the tambourine used to signal
the beginning of Cleanup. and
gave it to a teacher. As the
children put the materials
away, the teachers stressed the
sizes of the objects.
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situation. The children had
a clear mental image of
the roles in a family unit.,
They could pretend to be some-
one else and to put themselves in
another person's place; they
were able to sustain a dialogue
that they had initiated
themselves. (Children could
perform the functions of other
people, but this is not to say
that they could experience or
understand the "feeling" of
another person.) This was a
verll intense and successful
instance of sociodramatic play.

2:15-2:30 Cleanup

The child who got the
tambourine demonstrated that he
has internalized an aspect of
temporal reasoning: ho knew it
was time to clean up because he
realized that the length of time
had been sufficient for Work
Time.

The children seemed to ho
satisfied with what they had
accomplished during Work Time:
they recognized, through the
tambourine signal, that this
particular segment of the day
had ended (temporal relations).

Classification according
to size, using real objects
(blocks, dishes, utensils),
was reinforced by the teachers.
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2:30 -3:30 Juice and Crap Time

Juice and cookies were
served.

Three sizes of firemen
cutouts were used In a flannel
board activity. Each child had
an opportunity to arrange the
firemen on the board either from
largest to smallest or from
smallest to largest. The child-
ren told thc teachers what they
had done.

Another fireman cutout,
divided into three pieces, was
used with the flannel board.
Each child had an opportunity to
put the pieces together properly
to make a whole figure. The
children were encouraged to
talk about what they were doing.

3:30 Dismissal

The children put on their
coats and were dismissed.

I 4'
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2:30-3:30 Juice and GI.oupTime
.444444m4 .44

Soriation of three sizes
(and of nuvbers to three) was
the primary focus for the
flannel board activities. The
children had no trouble doing
the task, but they had some
difficulty talking about it;
i.o., identifying the small
cutout; Cie !iner one, lig
the bisynst- one.

Body awareness through
part/whole rolationships was
the goal of the fireman
"puzzle" task.
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3:30 Dismissal
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Februlg 13.

12:45-1:30 Arrivatiquiet Area)
7 and

Some children worked with
the unit blocks making structtur ©s
and towers of various shapes.
They were experimenting with
a variety of shapes to make
the structures.

Another child used the
unit blocks to make a garage
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12:45 -1 :30 Arrival atilet Area)aianinc
The children who used the

unit blocks were learning how
to deploy the various shapes in
different positions in space
(spatial relations) to make
different kinds of structures
(representation at the symbol
level.)
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for his car. He would "drive"
the car to various parts of
the quiet area, making the
sound of a car, and return the
car to the garage.

Other children individually
used the Lotto mos, matching
the small pictures to the card.
The children were able to iden-
tify the item shown In each
picture and toll what it is
used for or how it is used.
For instance, one child had
pictures of household items;
he was able to identify a broom
and tell what we do with it
("we sweep).

The children who were using
the blocks wanted to go to the
large motor area in order to ex-
pand their structures with the
large hollow blocks. The
teacher planned individually with
them rather than stop the work of
some children while others made
their plans. They also planned
with the rest of the group when
they had completed their
activities in the quiet area.
These plans were carried out
during Work Time.

Today might have been
called "house" day since most
of the children made a house
from one thing or another.
Some of the,children used the
variplay as their house,
bringing over dishes, food
and utensils from the doll
corner. However,. the food was
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The spatial concepts into
out of and to/from were
stressed as-The-Wild played
with the car and garage. Mak-

ing the sound of a car is an
example of a child's use of a
cue or symbol (child makes the
sound which is related to an
object). Relational classi-
fication: the car and garage go
together because "you put a
car In a garage."

Matching the picture to
the Lotto cards was an activity
at the symbol level of repre-
sentation. Although the
teacher initiated the language,
the children were able to
respond appropriately by
identifying the pictures and
telling how they are the same
or not the same (classification).

That some children working
in the quiet area wanted to
move to the large motor area to
expand their structures with
larger blocks indicates that
they wore able to extend their
environment (spatial) and see
alternatives for extending
their play, through other
materials.

The children seemed to be
grasping the notion of neighbor-
hood living in their dramatic
play. Many concepts wore ex-
perienced as the children worked
together in their small community.
The child who made the statement
about the

I
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placed outside of the house.
When asked why they left the
food (plastic fruit and veg-
etables) outside of their house,
one child replied: "That's not
food; that's our flower garden!"

Some children used the large
hollow blocks for making their

, house; another child used a large
climbing triangle draped with
sleep mats for his house; two
other children used the doll
corner for their house, The
total group had constructed a
small community in which there
was much visiting back and
forth. Suddenly, the two child-
ren working the doll corner
spotted two stethoscopes and
decided to change the doll
corner into a doctor's office.
One child played the role of
doctor while the other child
used the variplay wheel
apparatus for driving sick
babies tts the office. The
children in one of the houses
obtained two dolls from the
doll corner, took them back to
the house, and called the
doctor. The mother's conver-
sation with the doctor went
like this: "Hello, doctor? My
baby's sick; she's got thoM
spots all over her -- think she's
got the measles!"

The child and doll were
picked up and taken to the
doctor's office. The doctor
examined the baby, gave the
mother somo imaginary pills
and told her to go home. The

driver took them home.
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flower garden was illustrating
her ability to use objects to
represent other objects. She
also exhibited an 'understanding
that a flower garden could be
associated with a house
(relational classification)
and that it belonged outside
(spatial relations).

- ,Wlany of the children
demonstrated their understanding
of roles; e.g., mother: cooking,

cleaning, taking care of the
children.

The children who had used
the doll corner first as a house
and later as a doctor's office
were demonstrating their
ability to see alternatives
within the environment and to
use the environment to fit
their needs.

The children showed that all
of them could be engaged in the
same play, even though they
were operating at various levels
of representation. For instance,
some children needed real objects
from the doll corner (e.g.,
pots and utensils) while others
could pretend that the plastic
fruit and vegetables wore
flowers.

The child calling the
doctor was obviously relating
something she had hoard some-
where before, thus indicating
that She was able to incorporate
a past experience into a new
situation.
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2 :15 -2 :30 Cis:mu

Everyone did an ex-
tremely good job putting all
the materials away. Several
children were able to finish
one job, see something else

°to be cleaned up, and to
begin this new job
immediately.

2:30-3:00 Juice and Group Time

The children sat in a
circle on the floor for juice
today and talked about what
they had done during Work Time.

3:00-3:30 Circle Time

The time was spent sing-
ing. Everyone clapped hands
and sang "Here We Are To-
gether." Several children
asked to sing particular songs.
Children sang "Old MacDonald"
and took turns thinking of
various animals to sing about
and making the sounds of these
animals.
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Also, both the doctor
and the mother wore operating
at the symbol level by motor
encoding the actions involved
in examining the baby and
proscribing the medicine.

2:15-2:30 Cleanup

The teachers and children
discussed whore materials
belong and why they belong
there. For instance, alt the
spoons belong on one shelf
because they are all spoons;
then the spoons are separated
into two groups, big spoons
and little spoons (descriptive
classification).

2:30-3:00 Juice and 11122p Time

The main goal during this
time was recalling past events
(temporal relations). The
children talked spontaneously
about things they had done,
indicating that most of them
wore operating comfortably on
the verbal level.

3:00-3:30 Circle Time

The children wore quite
rowdy after Juice Time, so the
teachers initiated clapping
hands and singing "fore We Are
Together" in order to get the
group back together.

The ability of the children
to name various animals and to
imitate their sounds indicates
that they have good mental
pictures of those animals and
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1.1, I

3:30 Dismissal

The children went to their
and a teacher played

- the "fooler" game, putting hat
on foot, putting coat on back-
wards. The children corrected

-the teacher and put on the articles
of clothing correctly.

February 15

12:45-1:00 Arrival (Quiet Avni

Several children used
wooden cubes and rods to make
various structures and build-
ings. Some children worked
with magnetic letters and
numerals, randomly arranging
them on the magnetic boards.
One of the children sorted the
letters into one box, the
numerals into another box.
Other children used the cards
from an Object Lotto game for
distinguishing pictures of
food from pictures of clothing.

COMMENTARY

February 13

that they understand the
causal relation of the
animal to the sound it makes
(i.e., they can represent the
animal by making its sound).

3:30 Dismissal

Relational classification
-:%concepts and body awareness
were experienced and verbalized
as the children corrected the
teacher and placed the articles
of clothing on the proper body
parts.

lebruary 15

12:45-1:00 Arrival (Quiet Area)

The children who were able
to make structures out of cubes
and rods were operating at the
symbol level of representation.
Seriation concepts were incor-
porated in the basic activity.
For instance, since the rods
wore of three sizes, the
seriation concepts little,

btuest worriaTiforced.
The same concepts were rein-
forced again by having the
children compare the sizes of
the structures.

The classification concepts
same /different, were also
WIRorced-Olrough the building
activity; for instance, one
child built a house which was'
the same (in shape or size)
as another child's house. The
teachers reinforced these con-
cepts verbally by asking the
children to state how their
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1:00-1:30 Planning Time

The entire group dis-
cussed taking a trip to the
post office. Tho discussion
involved why the trip was to
be taken, what they would
see at the post
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structures wore the same or
different.

Although the teachers did
not join the children who were
working with the magnetic
letters and numerals, they
did observe that one child
was able to distinguish be-
tween letters and numerals;
this would be something for
the teachers to pursue at a
later time.

The picture cards from
the Lotto game required the
children to operate at the
symbol level as they claesi-
fled generically; i.e., they
had to group pictures of food
together and pictures of
clothing together. They
recognized the pictures of
food "because we oat it"
or of clothing "because wo
wear it." The children
therefore were discriminating
between two general categories
and wore able tp trll the rule
for each. They were also
using knowledge gained
previously through relational
classification tasks (relating
clothing to body parts and
food to eating utensils).

.1:0071:30 Planninglime

Regarding the trip to the
post office, the teachers
stressed relational classifi-
cation concepts; stamp goes
with letter, letter goes with
mailbox.

II

1

I

1
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'office, and what they would
do there.

Envelopes and stamps were
shown to the children to
demonstrate what was needed
to mail their "letters", which
were the valentine cards they

.. had made for their parents.
The children understood that
the hearts on their, cards
stood for or represented
the holiday, Valentine's Day.
The group discussed the fact
that a letter needs a stamp
and an address. The teachers
addressed the envelopes
and the children placed
make -believe stamps on them.

The teachers and children
discussed the placement of the
stamps (on the outside of the
envelopes) and of the vales: -

tines (inside the envelopes).

1:30 -2:30 Work Time

During the trip to the
post office, the children
experienced what had been
discussed in the classroom.

Each child purchased his
own stamp for his "letter",
correctly placed it on an
envelope, and mailed his
letter.
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Spatial concepts were
emphasized in the discussion
of where the stamp and card
are placed in relation to
the envelope (outside/inside).

404 I 1 o r , oar mo

1:30-21.32 Time

During the experience at
the post office, relational
classification concepts were
reinforced. The experience
enabled most of the children
to form a clearer mental image
of the process involved in
sending a letter.

The experience also was
beiieficial in that it laid the
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The group also observed
the sorting of other ,letters,
bundles of mail being readied
for a mailman, and a mail-
man and his mail truck.

2:30-3:30 Juice and Crotm Time

Each child poured his own
juice as one of the children
passed out the cookies. Each

child was told that ho could
take two cookies.

After discussing the kind
of Juice and the shape of the
cookies, the discussion for the
remaining time was centered
around the trip to the post
office.

3:30 Dismissal

The children moved to
their lockers; most are
capable of putting on their
own coats, hats, gloves.

176 -
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groundwork for later sociodramatic
play in the classroom.

2:30-3:30 Juice and Gromeilm

Knowing when to stop
pouring, knowing that each
child would haven turn to pour
his own juice, and being aware
of the limit on tho number of
cookies each child could take
all served to encourage impulse
control.

All of the children,were
capable of taking two cookies,
which shows that the concept
two Is well understood; in other
words, because they comprehended
the group two , the children
did not have to count 1, 2.

The teachers encouraged
the children to verbalize
spontaneously and emphasized
sequencing of events (temporal
relations). Questions were
asked about the trip to the
post office; e.g., what was
done first, second, next, last
(temporal concepti)? the
children wore quite capable of
responding appropriately.

3:30 Dismissal
.11......./ROWID..*M00100400.11111.110
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12:451:00Aliall12141LArkal

One child made a garage
for his toy car with unit
blocks; he moved the car
around the quiet area and parked
it in the garage.

V. 0 '0 0 01 Most of the children
--Worked with wooden beads, which

were available in two colors,
two sizes, and two shapes.

---,: The teachers moved among the
children, presenting various
classification tasks to them.

1:00-1:30 Plannilg Time

During Planning Time, the
trip to the post office was
discussed. The process of
mailing a letter was re-enacted,
and the items necessary for
mailing a letter

t
100
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12:45-1:00 Arrival11421/TE0.

Spatial concepts as well
as relational classification
concepts were experienced by
the child who made the garage
for his car. The garage needed
to be large enough to hold
.the car (spatial relations),
and the car needed to be parked
in a garage (relational classi-
fication).

The wooden beads were
used for descriptive classi-
fication tasks: classifying
by color and by shape. The
children were also required to
tell why they grouped the beads
as they did. The teachers
emphasized the classification
concepts all/some and same/
different. For example:
"Wiii-1770 all beads; some are
red; some aro blue. "These
are the same size; these are
not the same size; they are
different."

When a child finished
grouping the beads according
to one attribute (color or
shape), he was asked if he
could find another way to
group them.

1:00-1:30 Planning! 'rpm)

While discussing with the
children the trip to the post
office, the teachers observed
oath child's ability to recall
past events (temporal relations) .

Also, the steps (or sequence)
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wore discussed. The children
were shown an envelope nn4
asked what it needed before
it could be mailed; they
recognized that the stamp
was missing.

Each child was given an
envelope on which he placed
a "stamp." The children
"mailed" their letters in
the classroom mailbox. A
teacher pretended to be the
mailman and delivered a
letter to each child.

Upon opening his envelope,
each child found a picture of a
stick figure. The figures de-
picted various actions and move-
ments; some figures had their
arms up, others had their
arms &VII. Each child
performed the action illustrated
in his letter and told the rest
of the group what he was doing.

Then the children dedided
what they wore going to do
during Work Time.

1:30-2:1S Work Time

Some children used hollow
blocks to make a house with a
mailbox. The variplay was
used also as a house by other
children. Equipment was brought
from the doll corner to be used
in both houses. One child took
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involved in mailing the
letters wore recalled; i.e.,
first we need the stamp,
second we mail the letter,
roxtiho mailman takes the
fkter, and last the letter
is delivered. That the child-
ren were able to recognize
that the stamp was missing
from the envelope indicates
that they have a clear under-
standing of this particular
part/wholo relationship.

Re-enacting the process of
mailing a letter is an example
of dramatic play made possible
by the children's actual
experience at the post office.

Some children could look
at a fairly abstract stick
figure depicting an action and
then perform (motor encode) the
action themselves. The
indicates that they have good
body awareness and can handle
rather complex representations
of concrete directions (up/down)
and position (in front of /in
back of).

1:30-2:15 Work Time

It was evident to the
teachers that some of the child-
ren wore demonstrating a work-
able knowledge of the temporal
and classification concepts
which had been emphasized in
previous discussions and
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the role of mailman and de-
livered mail to the houses.
Another child played the doctor
who cared for the "sick babies"
(two children played the role
of the babies). Some children
used the wagon as a food delivery
truck. The drivers were re-
sponsible for delivering "food"
to the houses. At one point
during this dramatic play, a
child announced that the
delivery truck (a wagon), had
a flat, tire. The child used
the wagon tongue as a jack,
pretended to remove the wheel,
and then pretended to roll the
wheel to the "filling station",
which was a piano bench.

Because of the "traffic"
involved in the extensive role
playing; a wooden representation
of a traffic light was used to
regulate the movement about the
room.

2:15-2:30 Clean

A teacher told the child-
ren that it was time to clean
up. All of the children were in-
volved in putting things away.
They wore capable of putting
all of the items back in their
appropriate places (dishes in

3 4.
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activities. It was also
apparent that the children
were working individually at
various levels of represent-
ation even though they were
engaged in 014 same or similar
activities. For example. some
children needed very realistic
equipment for their role playing,
and some even required the
real thing (e.g., live child-
ren instead of dolls for babies);
other children could use a
board with wheels at either end
as a mail truck; still others

could pantomime (motor encode)
the actions required by their
roles (e.g., pretending to
roll the wheel to the filling
station).

The temporal concepts
stoggo were reinforced through
ihir4se of the traffic light;
the children were required to
recognize the signs for stop
and so (red and green "bits ")
and to heed them. This also
provided experience in impulse
control.

2:15 -2:30 Cjeanup

Classification is given emphasis
most frequently during this period.

The dishes, utensils, pots, and pans,
bolomg in the doll corner bc,ause
this is where they are most oaten
used (hi housekeeping play) .
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the doll corner, blocks on
appropriate shelves) . There
was very little need for toaeher
direction during Cleanup Time
today. One child said that he.
didn't have achy thing to

clean up, but he would help sonic
of the other children. The
teacher told this child that he
had a good idea and that
the other children needed
his help.

2:30-3:30 Juice and q2mp Time

The entire group of child-
ren at on the floor in n circle
for their juice aod cookies.
Each child poured his own juice
and took his cookies from the
basket, both of which were
passed around the circle.

The teachers led a dis-
cussion about the work which had '

been done throughout the after-
noon and why the children had had
such a good day. The children
recalled the activities in
which they had been engaged
and freely discussed Low they
`felt about what they had done.

Since the children had
worked so hard and had done
such a good job, each child
received a "Good Worker Award"
made from construction paper.
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A:3 a further breakdown, all
dishes belong on one shelf
and all utensils on an-
other. The dishes are
arranged on their shelf accord-

ing to si20

"Wq)*
The child who told the

teacher that he would help the
others clean up was expresaing
a need for teacher approval.
Realizing this need, and
realizing its 'importance to the
child's self-concept, the
teacher supported his idea.

2:30-3:30,;Juice and Grow p Time

The main goals were to
encourage spontaneous talk in
a natural and relaxed setting
and to encourage self-eval
uation.

The temporal concepts in-
volved in recalling past events
were reinforced throughout the
discussion. In addition, some
children were able to plan for
future events (next day) , and

it became the teacher's
responsibility to take mental
notes of the plans in order to
see whether 'they were actually
carried out.

The "Good Worker Award" was
a reminder to the children that
they had worked extremely well
during the day. They all
seemed able to comprehend the
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The children were enthusiastic
about the award and some began
(spontaneously) to make plans
for the next day.

3:30 Dismissal

The children put on their
coats and were then called
individually by the teacher.
A line was formed, and the
children departed.

Februari,20

12:45-1:00 Arrival

Many children worked in
the quiet area with the small
wooden beads. The bends had
been selected by the teachers
so that the child had the
opportunity to sort them
according to either shape or
color. (There were red
squares and red circles and
blue squares and blue circles) .

All children were able to
sort the beads into two groups,
and some children could give
the reasons for, their groupings.

One child worked alone with
the unit blocks. A variety of
block shapes was available,
and he used those to build a
well-balanced, elaborate tower..
like structure.

381
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meaning of this representation
of a rather abstract concept
(the concept working well) .

3:30 Dismis a

Concepts of position
(spatial, relations) were
incorporated into the dis-
missal (first, next, last
in line; ifrolltof/in b'eek
of/behind; etc.) The
ren told what their, own
positions in the line were,
and some told what the
positions of other children
were.

Februaty 20
v.rxe 're

12:45-1:00 Arrivalre*,

All children sorted the
bends into two groups,
usually attending to the color
(descriptive classification).
However, not all children
could give a verbal justi-
fication for what they had
done. If was difficult for the
teachers to determine whether
this is so because a child does
not have the language to
express himself, or because,
when asked why the members of
a particular group are the
same, ho doesn't understan0
the meaning of snlv. Or perhaps
it is that the task is strictly
perceptual, that color tiecms
to stand out in the child's
mind, and it seoms only logical
to hint that the same colors
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Two other ehildron started to
construct a poc t: °f ace in
the large motor area, ,using the
hoLlow hioeks. They were able
to stop their work molleutarily
for a brief planntng meeting
with the entire group. 'Thu

teacher told them that they
could continue their work
after the planning moottng.
Roth children roadtly accepted
thts.
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would go togothar when he is
making two groups.

Some ch'i tren could
make two groups based on color
and promptly shirt, making
another two groups based on
shapo, totting their reasons for
Muth groupings. The teachers
can assume that such children
are ready to move to a morn
complex classification task
(e.g., grouping threo colors
and three shapes).

The child who made the
structure with the unit blocks
was demonstrating his abilities
in the area of ;iptiai relations
For instance, when he placed
one block vertically on one
end of as horizontal block, he
could see that another voPical
block was required at tie
opposite end to balance the
structure and to continue or
enlarge it.

The two children who had
started to construct a post
office and were momentarily
interrupted understood that
later they would be allowed to
(and were expected to) complete
their post office to their
satisfaction; i.e., they under-
stood the temporal concept of
butpning an activity and
lIntpiin& it. They also showed
that ticy could control their
natural impulse to finish the
structure before attending the
planning session.
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1:15-1:30 Planninallpetin&

To gather the children for
the meeting, a teacher began
singing the song "Here We Are
Together." The children placed
their materials on the shelves
and sat in a semicircle around
the teachers to make their plans
for Work Time.

Each child told the teacher
,where he was going to work and
what he was going to do.

1:30-2:15 Work Time

All children were
involved in some type of
dramatic play. Two children
constructed a post office
from the large hollow
blocks. Envelopes were made
from folded paper, stamps were
made from construction paper,
and the mailbox was a cardboard
box. These children not only
operated the post office but
also became involved in "home
life" after "working hours,"
A house was made with the
varipiny by a group of
children who selected roles
for a family unit (mother,
father, children). Other
children "lived" in the house
but did not have well-defined
roles; these children parti-
cipated in cooking activities
or sat and "read the paper."
Equipment stich as dishes
utensils, pots and pans, books,
and puzzles were taken from
the doll corner and quiet area

COMMENTARY
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1:15-1:30 Planninj Meetina

Singing a lively song
indicated to the children
that something was about to
take place; the children
showed that they understood
the beginning of a new time
period when they began to put
away their materials (temporal
relations).
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1:30-2:15 Work Time

The main focus for Work
Time was sociodrarnatic play.
Within this play, ,..oncepts
from two content area were
also being reinforced.

The temporal relations
concepts start and finish, were re-
inforced as the children cooked
and constructed the post office
and house. In addition, the
two children engaged in both
the post office and house play
organized their, day (ordering
of events) : first, they would
go to work; nex.t, they would
perform theirduties at work;
and last they would close the
post office for the day and
return home. Since these child-
ren initiaved and carried
through this play without any
direction from the teachers, We
may assume that they have an
excellent grasp of these parti
cular time concepts, especially
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for uae in the home. Children
preteeded to :deep, eat,
cook.

One child who hid been
building a house by himself told
the teacher that he would like
to play with the other child-
ren but they wouldn't let him
participate. The teacher and
child went over to the group
of rhildren, knocked on the
door, and introduced themaelvea
aa the now neighbors. The
children readily accepted this
idea and invited their new
neighbors to dinner. After a
short: time, the teacher was
able to remove herself from the
situation and then
occasionally Visited the family
and their new neighbor.

A different group of child-
ren became involved in deliver-
ing food to the house. A wagon
was used for the delivery truck;
the food consisted of artifical
fruit and vegetables which were
taken from the doll corner and
placed in brown grocery sacks.
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since toy could project the
concopts tilt° sociodramatic
play where they were maktng
believe.

Classification concepts
were reinforced through the
hounekeeping activity, usually
at the oymbol level of re-
preaentation but with different
degrees of ibstrnetnoss for
different chttdren. To
illustrate, one child had to
have a plastic apple in his
hand before he could pretend
that he was eating; another
child could pretend that he was
peeling a orange and eating it
without requIring any object
or represeePat ton. Similarly,
two of the children had to use
doll beds to pretend that they
were sleeping, while others
simply used a designated space
on the floor.

The child viho felt that
the other children did not
want hint involved in their

play indicated to the teacher
that he needed assistance in
gaining self-confidence and a
better self-concept. The
teacher took a role herself
so that the situation was not
faced uy the child alone. The
child was able to express his
feelings openly and with
adequate language. The teacher
removed herself from the
situation as soon as possible
so that the child would not de-
pend too heavily on her presence
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2:15-2:30 Cleanup_

The children put their
materials away as usual.

2:30-3.00 Juice trod OrRup Time

The children had juice and
cookies as usual.

Rubber figures of people
were used to play two games:
"What is` this ?" and "Where is

the person?" In the first
game the teacher showed a
rubber figure or, an object to
the group and asked the group to
identify it in terms of "it is

a person" or "it is not a

person."

In the second game, the
teacher placed a rubber
figure in a position relative
to one of the children and
asked, "Where is the person?"
The children responded; e.g.,
"On Jerry's head."
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and the group would accept
him without feeling that the
teacher was "making" them do
it.

2:15-2:30 Cleanup.

The goal was to en-
courage the children to
verbalize spontaneously the
classification concepts
consistently experienced
during Cleanup.

2:30-3:00 Juice and Crag') Time

The first game was a
generic classification task
(people, versus not_u_ople);
labeling the objects as man
woman, car, truck, was not the

purpose of this activity. Each

child then had an opportunity
to sort the objects into two
groups: people and noLneule.

The goal of the second
game was to elicit verbal
responses from the children to
reinforce the spatial concepts

on /off, ovey/undfy, and

nextto.
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3:00-3:30 Circle Time

The to and children
talked about mailing letters.
Envelopes in three sizes
were given out. Each child
received one envelope which
was bia, or
bigger, relative to the
others. The teachers had
previously prepared an assort-
ment of circles in throe sizes.
Each child selected the circle
which corresponded in size
to his envelope (e.g., a big
circle for a big envelope) .

After the circles were placed
inside the envelopes, each
child then "mailed" his letter
In one of three cardboard mail-
boxes--a little one, 4 big one,
or a bigger one.

The children told what
they needed and what they were
doing.

3:39 Dismissal

As usual.

February 22

12:45-1:00 Arriv4J_Saul9t_Arp9)

Some children had a
difficult time using the
materials and sticking to the
activity they had selected.
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Vobruary 20*
3:00-3:30 ("Axel° Time

Seriation of three sizes
by one-to-one correspondence
Was the math goal for this
activity. This activity was
quite complex because the
children had to understand
that size is a relative
concept (e.g., a circle is
little only in relation
to other circles of different
sizes) . Some children had no
difficulty with this activity,
while others needed more direction
from the teachers.

3:30 Dismissal

Fe?rualy 22

12:45 -1 :00 Arrival (Wet. Area).

The teacher needed to
find out whether the child who
was tracing and cutting out
shapes actually did not under-.
stand when to stop cutting or
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One child worked in the
quiet area tracing various
shapes and cutting them out.
It was observed by a teacher
that when this child was
cutting out a circle, he did
not know when to stop cutting;
instead of a circle, which
he wanted, the result
was a spiral-shaped product.

Some children made paper
hats which they decided to use
during Work Time. Although
the hats were similar, to each
other, most of the children
were able to think of various
ways to use them (firemen hat,
soldier hat, postman hat, etc.).

1:00-1:30 r I annillg. Time

Most of the children
stated what they wanted to
do during Work Time. The
children who had made hats
told how they were going to
use them. For instance, one
child wanted to make a post
office from the large hollow
blocks; when it was completed,
he would wear, his postman hat
and work in the post office.

Some children selected
the area where they wanted to
work but could not make
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was thinking the spiral shape
was more interesting. The
teacher discovered that the
child did not know when to
stop cutting; this indicated
that work on the temporal
concepts 4.1s_oi and lain .

support to impulse control
would be a desirable goal for
this child.

Making hats was the children's
idea, but it was the teachers'
responsibility to channel the
the activity toward the
predetermined goals: in
this case, the activity easily
lent itself to relational
classification (e.g., "this
hat goes with a fireman," etc.)

The children had a clear
mental Image of how to use their
hats and were able to verbalize
this to the teacher and group.

1:00-1:30 Planning. Time

It was apparent that some
children had developed the
ability to plan while others
were still having difficulty.
For instance, the child who
could verbalize his plans for
the post office had a very
clear mental image of what he
was going to do next and what
this would involve; but the
children who could only select
the area where they wanted to
work indicated that they could
not yet sequence events in terms
of long-range planning. The
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specific plans for work. The
teachers did not offer any
suggestions at this time.

1:30-2:15 Work Time

The children who had not
made spociftc plans during
Planning Time did not become
involved in activities in the
work areas they had selected.
The teachers attempted to help
them become involved in paint-
ing, housekeeping, building with
blocks. Some children were
not at all receptive to any
suggestions; two children sat
by the sliding board suckiag
their thumbs while another child
flitted about, moving from one
area to another without be-
coming involved in anything.

The children who had made
the hats began taking roles as
fireman, soldier, postman. The
fireman and soldier were short-
lived and became involved in
the doll corner as doctor and
patient; a third child was a
delivery man who brought
"medicine" to the doctor.

The child who had made
the postman hat had several
other children help him make
the post office with hollow
blocks. They also used the
cardboard mailboxes and made
envelopes and stamps in the
art area.
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teachers did not afur sug-
gestions for thinr;s to do
in the work areas because
they wantod to see whether
the ch hecarc involved
in specific activities once
they go to the work areas.

1:30-2:15 Work Time

There is no clear reason
why some children remained in-
active during Work Time. The
teachers felt that these child-
ren may have boon very tired
and so preferred watching to
active involvement. The
teachers did not feel that
these particular children did
not understand what they could
do in the work areas.

The child who flitted
about obvioasly needed help In
making more specific plans,
which the teacher could do by
offering suggestions during
Planning Time. The child could
not yet sequence his activities.

The major emphasis during
Work Time was on role playing
and dramatic play. The child-
ren who evolved the doctor
play demonstrated that they had
a clear mental image of the
roles involved in caring for
sick people; they were able to
motor encode administering,
taking, and delivering medicind

The children involved in
the post office activity were
operating on the, symbol level
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2:15-2:30 Cleanup_

A brief meeting was held
before Cleanup Time during
which each child decided where
he would go to clean up. All

children were able to
clean up the areas they had

selected.

2:30-3:00 Juice and Croup Time

Chaos developed in one of
the two groups because everyone
wanted to sit next to the
teacher. The children and
teacher discussed the fact that

it is impossible for everyone
to sit next to the teacher at
the same time; the children
were told that only two of than

could sit next to the teacher
at the table.

The children and u:incher

mile up with the Idea of, making

a chart depicting school days
end showing the symbols of
two children for each day.
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of representation, using
objects that resembled and
stood for the real objects
(e.g , cardbcard mailboxes
for real mailboxes). They

also remembered that a
stamp must be placed on an
envelope for a letter to be
mailed.

2:15-2:30 Clcamp.

.
The meeting was held be-

cause many materials had been

used by different groups of
children; the children needed
teacher-direction for what to
do first_ and net. (temporal

relations). Some children
were having difficulty sticking
to a specific task, and it was
felt that each child should have
a specific job for Cleanup today
(impulse control).

2:30-3:00 Juice and Croup Time

The children were having
difficulty controlline, their
collective impulse to be near
the teacher. This indicated to
the teacher that, the children
needed something concrete to
rely on to help them control
their impulsive behavior
during Juice Time. Since

each child was familiar with
his own symbol as well AS with
the symbols of others, the
teachPr, decided to use these
representations to show the
children graphically that they
would all have a turn to sit
beside her.
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The two children designated
for a given day would sit
next to the teacher that
day. The chart was made,
and the children quickly had
their juice and cookies.

3:00-3:10 Cip.31eIlme

The envelopes with the
circles which the children had
"mailed" in the cardboard
mailboxes on February 20th
were delivered by, the "postman"
to the children. One of the
children took the role of post-
man while the rest of the group
sat in a semicircle on the
floor waiting for their mail.
The teachers had previously
made a chart on which the
circles were to be pasted
by the children. The chart,
made from tagboard, looked
like this:
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The :qaint concepts
next to and beside were
reinforced throughout the
dincussinn, and the group
talked about the days of the
week in terms of the present
and future (temporal relations) ;

e,g., "Judy and John are sitting
next to the teacher today;
Joe and Martha will sit next
to her on Friday."

3:00-3:30 Circle Time

The main focus for the
activity was the cognitive area
of seriation. The specific
seriation concepts were ltttle,
bia, and biaml. Although
the task resembled a matching
activity (same and different),
the children were encouraged
to verbalize their actions in
terms of size relationships, or
one-to-one correspondence;
e.g., a circle is blsmr only
in relation to the other circles.

Spatial relations were also
part of this activity. The
children had to align their circles
on the board with others of
corresponding size. The children
were encouraged to tell whether
they were pasting their circles on
the Loa or bottom, above or below.
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The children opened their
"letters" and pasted their
circles on the same line as the
circle on the board which
corresponded to the size they
had:

, , 111.4.4 s r-dre Hi t 11., 41
5 r I -{1 ,* . 1..4 2/ < ,

$41 A ,144.01044

As the children performed the
task, the teacher asked
questions to elicit verbal
responses; e.g., "Where are
you pasting your circle? Why?"

3:30 Dismissal'

As usual.

February 24

12:45-115 Arrival (Quirt Area)

Note: The usual time
spent for Arrival is 15 minutes,
but today is was extended to
30 minutes.

The teachers worked with
the children in small groups.

. Round and square wooden beads
were used for a patterning
activity based on one-to-one
correspondence (seriation).
The children were required to
reproduce the patterns made by
the teachers. Some of the
younger children found it

COMMENTARY
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The fact was emphasized
that the total activity was
to be carried over from one
day to the next (temporal
relations). This was a

_beginning step in helping
the children plan for long-
term activities.

1:flt 11

4

r
424,

rs 1 k .

14,

11.*- pst t ** ". f 0* "I 4,
z d S. ,,, A A.,
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3:3U Dismissal

Febrtiery_24

12:45-1:15 Arrival mAct Area)

The Arrival Time was ex-
tended because the teachers
discovered that some of the
children were having difficulty
with this type of seriation,
task. They worked with small
groups in order to find out why.

All children knew what
squares and circles are, so
the teachers assumed that the
children having difficulty re-
producing the patterns were
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difficult to follow the patterns,
even when they were relatively
simple. On the other hand, some
of the older children were quite
capable of matching the patterns
as well as predicting what
shapes would come next (i.e.,
based on the pattern, the child
would know that, say, a circle
would be the next shape). Also,
the older children were able to
follow more complex patterns
and tell what they were doing
and why they were doing it.
Here are two of the more com-
plex patterns used: .

1:15-2:15 PlanOng Meeting.

Note: This time segment
was increased from a half
hour to one hour today.

The children sat in a
circle, and the teachers led
a discussion concerning those
children who were in school
and those who were not in
school. Some children had
difficulty with this. The
teachers also reviewed the
concepts of the last day of
school and firsOast in
terms of anWithEl relation-
ship ("if David is first in
line, then who is last?")
The children had a great deal
of difficulty understanding
first /,lest In this context.
They formed a line but did
not seem to understand that
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unable to utilize their past
experience with number con-
cepts and spatial concepts.
Specifically, these children
could not determine what
shape came next in a
pattern. In addition, this
task was different from
previoue seriation tasks;
two shapes were needed to
reproduce the patterns,
rather than two sizes or
colors. The teachers decided
that in the future they
would begin this kind of
activity with a patterning
task based on seriating two
sizes; e.g., 000o (bigLlittle),
to see whether the children
have the same difficulty.

Plannin g Meeting.

The meeting was extended
because the children were
having difficulty with several
concepts which the teachers
had thought they understood.
The tenches reviewed concepts
previously taught in order to
assess whether the children
were retaining concepts upon
which new concepts could be
built.

Talking about who was pre
sent and who was absent from
school required the children
to summon their mental pictures
of the children who were not
there. The difficulty some
children experienced with this
may have been the result of
using the spatial terms in
and not in (school);,here
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one end of the line was first
and the other end of the line
was last. In fact, the child-
ren did not seem to understand
that there were ends to a line
at all. Because of this
difficulty the teachers decided
to work on these concepts through
a music activity.

Because the activity in t6
quiet area and the Planning
Time took so long, the
teachers and group decided
not to have Work Time today
but to go directly into the
music activity.

2:15-2:45 Music

Each child was given two
blocks, and the children
marched to recorded music using
their blocks as musical
instruments. As the children
formed a line for marching,
the teachers reinforced the
concepts firstilpst. Each
child had an opportunity to
be the leader (first in
line), and the teacher was the
last one in line. During the
activity, only a few children
showed even a vague under-
standing of these concepts.

SL
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and ndt here would probably
have been more appropriate
terms for the concepts Of
absence and presence.

The last day of school
is a temporal concept since
last here refers to time.
The children had no difficulty
with last in this context,
but when the terms first/
latt were used with reference
to position in line, the
teachers were aware that the
children really did not under-
stand these spatial, concepts.
One source of the difficulty
may have been that both
spatial and temporal relations
concepts were emphasized during
the same planning meeting;
that is, last referred both
to time and position, and
this may have been confusing.

2:15-2:45 Music

Using the term leader
and relating it to the first
In line seemed to help some
children understand this concept
of position. The teacher
elected to be the last one in
line because last sometimes
carries an undesirable con-
notation in the minds of
children (as well as some
adults!) An attempt was made
to show that first/last defines
relative position and is not
constant, but this may simply
had added to the confusion.
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2:45-3:15 Juice and Crop

The cups and cookies were
used for illustrating the
seriation concepts more/less.
For example, one child was
given two cups, and the teacher
had one; the children told
who had more and who had less.

As the juice was being
poured, the teachers stressed
first/last in terms of an if/
then relationship (e.g., if
Jerry is first in line at
the table to get his juice,
then who will be lest?) The
same idea was used when the
cookies were passed out.

Using the seating arrange-
ment chart which the teachers
and children had made, the
children told who would be sitting
beside the teachers next Juice
Time.
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The teachers also re-
inforced certain concepts
involved in ordering two
qualities (seriation) as the
children banged their blocks
together (loud/pft) and
moved them (fest/slow.)
The children told what they
were doing as they performed
the action.

2 :45-3 LltJuice. _and_ Grp:1p_ Time

Since the children did
not have difficulty with more/
less, the teachers can proceed
either by increasing the
number groupings at the same
level of representation (i.e.,
use a larger number of real
cookies and cups) or increasing
the complexity of representation
with the same number groupings.

The children could not re-
spond to the if slien questions,
but this did provide another
opportunity for the teachers
to emphasize the spatial
concepts firstitlast. The
teachers had to show the children
how they could determine who
would be last.

The seating chart was
briefly recalled in order to
help the children with the
temporal concept next
(ordering of events).
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3:15-3:30 Dismissal

The children remained
seated while the teacher called
them one at a time to line up.
As the children formed the line,
positions of first and last
were again reinforced. The
teachers used,a language
pattern with the group.
Teacher: "David is first in
line." Children: "David is
first in line." Teacher:
"Where is David?" Children:
"First in line." This was
repeated for last.

COMMENTARY
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3:15-309 Dismissal

The object of verbal-
izing the positions in line
was to accustom the children
to using first and last
In a spairal context.

a Or
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12:45-1:00 Arrival

Children gathered in the
quiet area a9 usual and began
working with various materials.
One child selected the pegs and
pegboards. He pretended that
the pegs were candles and the
pegboard a birthday cake. The
child was involved in perform-
ing the various nets relating
to a birthday party -- blow-
ing out "candles", feeling
whether they were hot or cold,
singing "Happy Birthday".The
child put away the pegs nccOrd-
ing to their color.

MAY
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12:45-1:00 Arrival

This child was able to use
objects (pega) to represent
other objects (candles). Ser-

lation of the qualitiestmAL
and cold was reinforced as
the child touched the "candles";
he was able to give the appro-
priate reaction, pretending
that the candles were hot. By

making believe that the pegs
were candles and by motor
encoding actions related to a
birthday party, this child
showed that he was functioning
at a high level of representation.
Sorting by color was reinforced
as the child put the pegs away.
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1 :00-1:11121EARLEITt

The first part of Planning
Time was devoted to talking
about the children's new
symbols. Each child had
been given a new symbol in the
shape of a fruit.

The teacher then went up to
the easel to draw pictures of
an apple and an orange. As

she began drawing, the group
told her how she should draw
by naming various attributes
of the fruits, e.g.,,shape,
color, stem, leaves. When
the teacher began to color the
apple (the group had told her
to color it red), she used
a brown crayon,, and the
children promptly corrected
this error. After correct-
ing the teacher's mistake
several times, one child
couldn't stand it any longer
and in all seriousness said,
"Teacher, you just don't know
your colors."

After this activity, each
child told the group his plan
for beginning Work Time.
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1:00-1:30 Planning_Time

New symbols were
introduced to teach the
concept that an object may
represent many things at the
same time. In this case, the
child may be represented
through a different symbol.
The teachers chose fruits so
that the symbols could be
used to teach the generic
class of 'fruits.

That most of the children
understood that the pictures and
symbols represented fruit indi-
cates that they are operating
at the symbol level of repre-
sentation. However, some child-
ren did not seem to understand
the activity at all, which
indiemtes to the teachers that
a similar activity should be
presented at a lower level of
representation (i.e., with
real objects).

The conceptual focus for
this activity was descriptive
classification: the specific

attributes (in this case, shape'
and color) which make one fruit
different from another fruit,

The teacher intentionally
made a mistake to reinforce
the correct response in the
child's mind. The children enjoy.
this kind of joke, but it must be done
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1 :1172 : 30 Work Time

Two children in the large
motor area were involved in
making a house with help from
the teacher. A doll bed was
brought from the doll corner
to be used in the bedroom.

Another grlup of children
used a large wooden triangle
for making a fire house. A
sliding board was attached
to the triangle for use as
a pole. A wagon and a board
with wheels were used as
firetrucks. "Firemen" slept
in the firehouse and prepared
their meals there (cooking
utensils were brought from
the doll corner).

The children's dramatic
play was well integrated;
there was free-flowing
movement from one work area
to another.

2:30 -2:45 Cleanup.

Children eagerly parti-
cipated as usual.
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with care so that the activity
does not confuse those children
who are already having difficulty.

1:30-2:30 Work Time

Relational classification
concepts were reinforced through
the house building activity.
The children thought of having
several rooms in the house and
of bringing the bed from the
doll corner for the bedroom.
This indicates that in some
phaues of dramatic play, the
children still need concrete
objects.

The children making the
firehouse and playing fireman
were operating at both the
symbol and object levels of
representation. A building of
some sort was needed to re-
present the firehouse; the
children used various objects
(board for pole); in some
cases actual objects such as
cooking utensils were needed,
but the actions of eating and
sleeping were easily motor
encoded.

2:30-2:45 Mamma

,Classification concepts of
size, color, and shape were
emphasized.

0
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2:45-3:15 Juice and Group Time

The children participated
in the discussion as a total
poup (usually there are two
groups at this time). The
teachers discussed the sequence
of events for the remaining
portion of the day:

1) Juice
2) Outside
3) 'Nome

3:15-3:30 Outside and Dismissal

The children played on the
swings. They were tired and so
were the teachers!

May 3

12:45-1:00 Arrival

Several children played a
card game, "Mixies", which re-
quires the child to place three
cards in the proper sequence to
form a human figure. The child-
ren had no difficulty playing the
game and also were quite amused
when placing a woman's head on

man's body and then finishing
the picture with an animal's
feet.

1:00-1:30 Planilirls. Time

Tht teacher drew pictures
of a watermelon and a lemon,
following the children's
descriptions of color, shape
and size. These attributes

COMMENTARY
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IA5-3:15 Juice and Gromlime

The children seemed rather
tired after their Work Time
activities. The groups had
their juice and cookies to-
gether so that they could all
talk about Work Time, parti-
cularly the sociodramatic play.
There was very little teacher
direction. The teachers did
stress temporal concepts
(first, next, last) when sequencing
the remaining part of the day.

3:15-3:30 Outside and Dismissal

Ely 3

12:45-1:00 Arrival

A discriminatory know-
ledge of men, women, and
animals is necessary in order
to put the Mixies pictures
together appropriately (classi-
faction). Also, knowledge of
part/whole relationships and
spatial relationships relative
to body image are prerequisites
for performing this task.

1:00:1:30 Planntnalime

Classification concepts
of size, shape and color were
reinforced. The teacher, also
stressed the fact that the
watermelon and lemon are fruits.
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of the fruits were discussed
in terms of likenesses and
differences.

Each child told the group
his plan for Work Time.

0

1:30-2:15 Work Time

The large motor area was
the only area used during Work
Time. Various, groups of child-

ren used the eqUipment to make
houses. At one time there
were four different houses, but
none of them were used after
they had been built. The
teachers attempted to initiate
motor encoding activities, but
to no avail. A teacher
suggested using some blocks
to make a stove for one of the
houses. This idea was briefly
accepted, but soon the blocks
had become guns to shoot at
"mans" that were "messing
around." Some of the houses
were later converted into cars,
but they were never really
used, even though the teachers
intervened and tried to extend
and sustain the play. The
entire group seemed quite
restless and aimless today.

2:15-2:30 CletTa

Everyone participated as
usual.
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This activity was on the
symbol level of repvesentation;
some children seemed to be
confused by it, indicating
that it may have been too complex
for them at this time. The
activity could be simplified
by presenting real fruits to
the children before drawing
them.

1:30:2:15 Work Time

The teachers attempted to
encourage some type of dramatic
play but were not sucessful.

Since there were four
distinct houses, the teachers
tried to elicit verbal inter-
action concerning the likenesses
and differences among them.
This was not well received.

The children were extremely
busy doing nothing. This Work
Time did not seem to be of any
value to the children, which
indicated to the teachers that
new activities must be developed
that would be more interesting
and stimulating to the child-
ren.

2:15-2:30 Chmlya
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2:31-3:00 Juice and Group Time

Juice and cookies were
served *in a different part of
the room today. The group
formed a large circle on the
floor, and a teacher passed the
napkins to the children, placing
them in different positions relative
to each child. The children were
encouraged to tell the positions
of the napkins; e.g., "The

-*napkin is in front of me."

3:00-3:30 Circle Time

The teachers introduced a
new action game and song,
"One Elephant Went Out to Play."
Most of the children seemed to en-
joy the game and participated
very actively. Some children
did not want to take an active
part in the game and seemed
more comfortable being
observers.

3:30 Dismissal

As usual.
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2:30-3:00 Juice and Grzimitap,

This was a review of
concepts of position, using
objects in relation to self.
None of the concepts were new
to the children but some
children still had difficulty
with next, beside, and between.

1, A f'

3:00-3:30 Circle Time

IA 4
}

The main objective here
was to reinforce numbers to
five while the children were
motorically involved in an
activity. On the verbal level,
the teachers asked questions
concerning numbers as the
children played the game (e.g.,
"How many elephants went out
to play?") and encouraged the
children to respond. This
was a new game, and the ,child-
ren who did not feel comfort-
able playing were not forced
to do so.

3:30 Dismissa
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12:45-1:00 Arrival

The materials in the quiet
area were not used. The
teacher initiated the song
"Mary Wore a Red Dress," using
the names of the children as
well as the clothing each
child was wearing.

1:00-1:30 Plamtng Time
rr

Wa continued drawing
pictures of the fruit symbols,
the children describing the
attributes of a pineapple and
a grape as the teacher drew
them. The group discussed
the likenesses and differences
of the fruits. We reviewed
the fruits which had already
been drawn and recalled to
whom the symbols belonged.

As the pictures were
drawn, the children discussed
the position of the stems and
leavet. (i.e., wheOer they
were on the 192, bottom, eide).

The, children made their
individual plans for Work
Time and proceeded to the
work area.

4 7.. I
t .1
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12:45-1:00 Arrival

The song was used to got
the children organized as well
as to reinforce self-concepts
by having the children ding
the name of each child and sing
about the clothing and colors
each wore.

. , ,

1:00-1:30 Planning Time

Continuing an activity
begun at an earlier time in-
volves temporal concepts (re-
calling past events). This was
an activity on the symbol level
of representation; in order to
perform it, the children had
to have a clear mental image
of the specific fruits being
drawn.

Descriptive classification
concepts were reinforced when
the children talked about the
differences and similarities
between the pineapple and grape.

Spatial concepts of position
were reinforced when the children
discussed the position ofe
stems and leaves on each frUAt.

(This id an example of
how two conceptual armlet;
classification and spatial
relations, are incorporated
within the same activity.)
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1:30-2:15 Work Time
.t I

All children
decided to work in the large
motor area. Two children used
the largo hollow blocks to make
a house. It was completely
enclosed. The teacher suggest-

__ "ed windows, but the
7 -..ehildron did not want them.

They spent, most of the time
inside the house away from all
outside activity. On one
occasion, the two children
emerged from the house to put
on some dressup clothes.
The only other time they
ventured out was when another
group of childreh pretended
that the house ,was on fire,
but they returned immediately
to their seclusion once the
tire was out.

Itt4

The variplay was used by
two children to represent a
house. The teacher suggested
bringing kitchen equipment from
the doll corner for cooking;
the children thought this was
a great idea and immediately
became involved in cooking.

2:15-2:30 Cleanup.

Children cleaned up as
usual.

Jk
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"---1:30-2:15 Work Time

Position concept (next

to, on top of., beside, on
we

)
re reinforced as the two

children built the house with
the hollow blocks. These
children were engaged in
Aramatic,play, but it was
difficult for the teachers
and other children to join in
the play. The teachers felt

7 that the two children wanted
to be left alone, so the other
children were not encouraged
to join them.
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The children using the
variplay did not seem to know
what to do with it after they
decided it was their house, so
the teacher suggested using
equipment from the doll corner
to encourage dramatic play.
These children motor encoded
d variety of cooking tasks,
but they still needed real
objects to aid thum in their
play. (Relational classification
concepts were encouraged through
selecting objects which belong
in a house.)

2:15-2:30 Cleanup

Classification and
seriation concepts were re-
inforced during this time.

$
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2:30-3:15 Juice and Small Group.

The children had juice and
cookies as usual.

After juice, the children
performed various motions -I
directed by the teachers;' e.g.,
put their arms up and down and
their hands under the table.

Before leaving the table,
the children were told to do
three things: first, throw
their cups away; next, sit back
down on their chairs; then
raise their hands. When they
had done this, they were asked
to recall verbally the sequence
of actions.

3 :15 Dismissal

As usual.

May11

12 :45-1 :15 Arrival

Three children brought
hollow blocks to the quiet area.
They made a "different" house;
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2P30-3:15 Juice and Small amor. AM. OM .# anwaos Man0 WO. ..0..1..
Time

Spatial concepts were
reinforced through motoric
actions. This was a review
in which the children did very
well.

'The'childreh were given a
sequence of veebal commends to
follow before leaving the
table. The teachers told their
groups what to do and then
watched to see whether the
children could perform the
actions in the correct sequence.
None of the children had
difficulty with this temporal
task. All children could
tell what they were going
to do before they did it, and
all could recall afterwards
whet they had done. This
activity combined spatial
and temporal relations, and
it was encouraging to see that
the children could perforin such
a complex task so well, both
motoricelly and verbally.

3:15 pi:missal.

May 8

12:45-145 Arrival

The children called their
house "different" because it
was "like two houses with one

0

1

1
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It looked like two houses side
- by side, but with the same roof.

One child played the role of
"daddy," while the other two
children were "babies."
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We talked about today
being the first day of the week,
and about not going to school
yesterday. Some children told
about things they did yester-
day when they were not in
school.

The teacher selected an-
other fruit, a cherry, to draw
on the easel. The children
told her how to draw the cherry..
its also, shape, and color.

The teacher told the
children that today would be
different because everyone
would be involved in the same
activity during Work Time.
She told everyone to go
to the art area.

2:00-3:15 Work Time

The teacher presented a
*story bag" to the group
which contained real fruits,

I
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roof" (classification attributes).
Ielooked very much like the
project housing from which these
children come. Each Child was
capable of assuming a role and
carrying out the responsibilities
and actions associated with
that role; i.e., he was capable

101,0putting himself in anothe.
place.

1:1S -2:00 Planning Time
II

Temporal concepts of
present and past time were
reinforced during the dis-
cussion.

Descriptive classification
concepts were reinforced in the
drawing activity. More child-
ren were participating verbally
in this activity, which was
one of the reasons for pre-
senting it.

Since the teacher had a
special activity for all the
children, there were no indi-
vidual plans for Work Time
today.

2100-1A15 Work Time

The purpose of the mystery
bag was to reinforce the child-
ren's knowledge of object

4I1 44944M
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the varieties determined by
the ones the children had
drawn at the easel during the
past few days. Each child was
given a turn to put his hand
into the bag to try to identify
the particular fruits. (The
children were told that the
'bag contained fruits.) The
teacher took one fruit at a
time'out of the bag, cut it
and gave each child a piece
to taste. After tasting each
fruit and identifying it, the
children were asked to close
their eyes, taste a piece of
fruit given to them, and then
tell what it was.

The teacher then gave each
child the real fruit that was
his own symbol. The children put
the fruit into a large bowl, and
each child had a dish of fruit
salad after the fruit had been
cut up and mixed.

3:15-3:30 Circle Time

The children went out-
side for a brief period before
being dismissed. They rolled
ue and down the hill and ran to
and from the teacher.

3:30 Dismissal

As usual.

I
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constancy. The children under-
stood that they could identify
the unseen fruits in the bag
by touching them, and they
were able to do this.

The teacher pointed out
that all of the objects were
fruit but that each fruit looked
and tasted different from the
others; when they were put
together in a fruit salad,
they were all the same (all
fruit), but each was a parti-
c6lar kind of fruit -- an
apple, pear, cherry (classifi-
cation).

The children did well
with these activities and
enjoyed them.

3:15-3:30 Circle Time

Spatial concepts of
direction were reinforced
through motoric experience,
the teachers providing the
verbal stimulus and the child-
ren responding with the
appropriate actions.
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3:30 Dismissal
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12:45-1:00 Arrival

The children brought
balloons to school today. The
teacher talked about simi-
larities and differences be-
tween the balloons, emphasizing
size, shape and color. The
Children grouped them according
to color and size.
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1:6-1:45 Planning Time

The teacher talked about
who was present today and who
was not present. The children
were encouraged to talk about
each other in terms of their
symbols rather than their names.

One of the teachers
demonstrated the activity for
Work Time in the art area.
The children would make cards,
and on the front of the cards
they would make flowers from
pieces of construction paper
which had been cut into
various shapes. The teacher
demonstrated how the shapes
could be put together
to make a picture of a flower.

The children selected the
areas in which they would be-
gin work.

1
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12:45-1:00 Arrival

Classification concepts
were emphasized in the die -
cussion and grouping of the
balloons.

Some children were able
to tell why the balloons got
bigger when the teacher blew
them up, which indicated a
good understanding of cause
and effect.

se Ewe,. : IP ^ 40 0 ,0 0 I 0.
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1:00-1:45 Planning_ Time

The purpose of discussing
who was at school and who was
not was to develop and rein-
force awareness of others
(spatial relations) and to
elicit verbal responses through
using not statements. Having
the children talk about each
other in terms of symbols
rather than names is a means of
Showing that there is nothing
sacred about a label; an
object or a person remains
the same regardless of what
label is attached to it.

The main goal in demonstra-
ting the art activity beforehand
was reinforcement of relations
concepts of position and part/
whole. In order to put the
cutout shapes toOther to make
a flower, the children must
have a good understanding of
t )jese concepts.

, That the teacher demonstrated
the next activity served to
reinforce this temporal concept.

I
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1:45-2:45 Work Time

The children in the art
area had no difficulty
placing the flower and
leaves in the correct positions,
but everyone needed assistadce
from the teacher in placing
the stem on thO'flower.
Some children pasted their
flowers in such a manner that
there wai no room for a stem.

The activity,in the large
motor area was "playing house."
The large hollow blocks were
used for making the house.
Equipment from various areas in
the room were brought to the
block structure to be used in
the house. All children took
the roles of members of a
family, except for one child
who chose at first to be the
father but did not know what
to do. (This child had no
mother or father in his OW4
home.)

2:45-3:00 Clete

All children helped
as usual. Most of the children
were able to verbalise what
they were going to do. For
instance, one child said that
all the blocks'belong in one
area and then proceeded to
order them according to
size.
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1:45-2:45 Work Time

The emphasis duri the
art activity was on con..Jpts
of position at the symbol
level of representation. There
was much confusion concerning
the placement of the ,stem.
The teachers felt that this
confusion was to a great extent
due to the previous work with
fruits; i.e., the stem of the
fruit is usually found on the
top of the fruit, whereas the
stem of a flower is found on
the bottom of the flower.

The children in the large
motor area wore engaged in
complex sociodramatic play.
Even though the teacher tried
to clarify the role of "daddy"
for the child who did not know
what to do, the child's con-
fidence had been shattered and
he simply wanted to be left
alone. The teacher intervened
in the play at times to help
the children sustain their
interaction.

2143-3100 Alma

Classification concepts
concerning the generic class of
blocks and seriation of blocks,
bigger blocks, and biggest
blocks were reinforced. The
teachers encouraged and
emphasized verbal responses from
the children.

It
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3:00-3:30 Juice and Group Time

As the cookies, cups and
napkins were being passed out,
the children first counted the
number of children and then
related the number of children
to the number of items needed.

. tl

3:30 Diskssal

COMMENTARY

May 10,

3100.-3:30 Juice andArsap Time

Seriation concepts of
numbers were emphasized
using real objects.

The children used one-to-
one correspondence to deter-
mine how many cookies, cups,

" and napkins were needed.
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When the children finish-
ed their juice and cookies, the
teacher began describing child-
ren's symbols according to
shape, color, and size. When
a child recognized that it was
his symbol the teacher was des-
cribing, he went to his
locker and prepared to go home.

tr
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3:30 Dismissal

The departure activity
today was designed to review
and reinforce descriptive
classification concepts. This
vas,done on a high level of
representation; the children
had to correlate the teacher's
description with their own
perception of their symbols.
This activity also helped the
children internalise impulse
control, since each child had
to wait until his symbol was
described before he could go
to his locker.


